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Tel. 915-533-4600
Tel. 800-351-2345
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Tel. 44-1-494-776060
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Tel. 852-2593-1158
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Gatekeeper Jr.
Optical Node
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15 AMP FIBER NODES AND RF AMPLIFIERS

WI;

•Retter Power
Handling Capacity
•future-Proof for
Telephony Services

Fiamethrower
Fiber Node

•Greater Range of
Transmission
•More Cost Effective
Flamethrower
Mini-Trunk
Flamethrower
Mini -Bridger

You've come to rely on Texscan
for top quality equipment at
competitive prices. Now you
can get the current handling
capacity you demand with
designed-in reliability and over
the phone technical support at
your fingertips. Whatever your
current situation. we can help
you power up! For additional
information and our complete
technical specifications. please
contact our Customer Service
Department at 800-351-2345.

FOR CURRENT AND FUTURE DEMANDS!

1 Texscano
A ISX COMPANY
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thas become one of life's little ironies that in this, the age of communication, we can't seem to really communicate with anyone anymore. Oh sure, we can pick up the phone and dial the numbers, but
just how often do you get through to the person and have a"live"
conversation? I'd bet it's probably less than 30 percent
of the time.
All kinds of new technologies have sprung up in an
attempt to solve the issue. Facsimile machines made it
easy to send documents and share information almost
instantaneously, and were lots cheaper than using an
overnight service. Voice mail was invented as away to
reduce the number of telephone volleys and allows the
caller to ask questions, leave detailed info and communicate panic, when necessary.
The latest phenomenon, e-mail, is both agodsend and
an abomination. When Ifirst started using it, Ithought it
might bring back the lost art of written communication.
Here was an opportunity to return to the professional
business letter, where the nuances of the English language can be played out. Wrong. Instead, e-mail is a
collection of quick thoughts, random non sequiturs and
information that often leaves you more confused than
you were at the start.
The amazing thing is, that to get someone's attention,
you have to use ALL these things to motivate them to
respond to you. It has become common practice to call
someone, leave avoice mail, and follow up with afax
and now, an e-mail message. Before long, we'll be
spending all our time retrieving messages and getting
even less done.
But Iam continually struck by the bad telephone habits
we're all picking up. How often does the phone ring while
you're at your desk, and you just ignore it, putting the
caller into the voice mail maze? How long does it take you to return the
call? On apercentage basis, how many calls do you actually return?
Sure, voice mail is agreat way to screen out unwanted calls, especially at home during the peak telemarketing hours. But increasingly,
people are getting frustrated with their inability to actually hold a
conversation with someone.
Iwas amazed to hear astory told by an equipment distributor who
was getting concerned because he couldn't get his manufacturer to
call him back. "I've called him, faxed him and e-mailed him, and he
won't call me back," he lamented to me. "And I'm trying to buy his
damn equipment!"
Maybe we should all go back to school on this one. Resolve to
return every message you get today. Answer the phone before it goes
into voice mail. Write someone aletter. Let's act like the communication companies we say we are. I'll be the first to admit Idon't do
as good ajob as Ishould. But recognition of the problem is the first
step on the road to recovery, or so I'm told.
If you have any thoughts on this subject, write me. Send me email. Or heck, give me acall. With luck, you won't end up in my
voice mail....

"I'm sorry,
but I'm not
in right
now..."
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Wavetek CATV Test Instruments

Wavetek Communications
Test Solutions
Signal Analysis
Continuously Referenced System Sweep
Portable Reverse Sweep

Comprehensive Solutions... For more than aquarter century, the
Wavetek line of cable meters has been providing the right solutions
for your system testing needs.

We worked our way down the line by pioneering the cable signal
analysis meter (SAM 4040) and Stealth (non-interfering) Sweep
technology. Plus, Wavetek added portability to the field engineers'
vocabulary. Wavetek meters simplify testing, save time, and
reduce fatigue.

Quality Performance... Each meter provides powerful

performance designed around you. Whether you're anewcomer or
an industry veteran, Wavetek equipment provides key advantages
when it comes to size, weight, rugged design, and ease-of-use.

Wavetek technology fits right in your hand. Yet, there's no
compromising on performance with precision measurements for
maintenance, troubleshooting, and remote testing and logging.

http://vvww.wavetek.com
In the U.S. call 1-800-622-5515

User Friendly—View a

comprehensive collection of
measurements on LCD spectrum
displays that are easy to see even
in bright sun and under
temperature extremes. Plus, easy
user interface and automated
testing sequences makes operating
Wavetek equipment afast,
one-man operation.

Sweepless Sweep"'
Leakage Detection
Portable Transmitters
Stealthware Data Analysis Software
Network Analyzer
Headend &Hub Monitoring Systems
LAN &WAN Testers
Hign Resolution &Portable OTDRs
Cellular &PCS Testers

COMMIIMIC8...Over the years, Wavetek has extended traditional
boundaries to deliver better, more cost-effective testing solutions.
As applications become increasingly complex, Wavetek equipment
ensures that your system is operating properly. We build our line to
keep your line working.
Wavetek test and measurement equipment delivers all the
performance, speed, and ease of use you expect from aleader.
Worldwide Sales Offices
United Kingdom (44) 1603-404-824
France (33) 1-4746-6800
Germany (49) 89-996-410
Eastern Europe (43) 1-214-5110

W AVETEK
Wavetek... partners in productivity for over 35 years

United States (1) 317-788-9351
Southeast Asia (65) 356-2522
Asia Pacific (852) 2788-6221
China (86) 10-500-2255
Japan (81) 427-57-3444
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36 Enhancing long-haul with 1550
By Rudy Hofmeister, Oriel Corporation
Many cable TV providers are taking advantage of the unique
properties of 1550 nm links for supertrunks: specifically, lower
optical loss and the availability of high-power optical amps.

48 New technology for 1550
By Dan O. Harris, Corning Inc.
While 1310 nm technology has served the industry well, video
network providers should consider 1550 nm technology also,
according to the author.
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By Patrick Harshman, Harmonic Lightwaves ¡mu.
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From WDM to EDFAs, anetwork planner
is faced with an increasing number of tools
and options.

32 Aresurgence in
1550 nm technology

There's aneed for optical transmission approaches which maximize cost, performance and stability over time and temperature. Here's how push-pull technology can be applied to both 1310
nm and 1550 nm optical transmission systems to help meet these goals.

62 Future-proofing without overengineering
By Michael J. Noonan, FONS Corporation
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A few years ago, you were considered crazy
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Analog? Digital? Fiber? Copper? HFC? Standard makes anetwork work
Putting together or upgrading aheadend is more complex than ever. You
need technology that will bridge the
gap between :oday's wants and tomorrow's needs.
Standard has all the Essential equipment youl need for arapidly changing
environment

audio and IF signals to designated
back-up modules.

with FCC part 76 Video/Audio and RF
performance standards for future
headend requirements.

The perfect upgrade solution.
Upgrading your headend? Start with
our Agile IRD II integrated satellite
receiver/descrambler. With afully synthesized PLL tuning circuit and microprocessor contr31 over the dual conversion C/Ku-band 950-1450 MHz RF
input, it's the preferred choice for the
continuous duty cycle CATV master
headend environment.

The cornerstone of the
intelligent headend.
For proof, take alook at our Stratum
modulator, aself-healing, advanced
broadband network modu'ation system.
Stratum combines up to 78 channels in
asingle six foot EIA rack. Ideal for master headend applications co. remote hub
operation, Stratum offer exceptional
RF performance, complete remote control operation and status monitoring
capahilit7. And with the unique automated redundancy module, the syste
can instantane
faults, by in

You deserve atoast.
When you purchase Standard, you've
chosen the finest line of headend
equipment available. Congratulations!
Celebrate your good taste, and good
fortune...
The right technology.., for right now.

Complete the package.

The TVM55C0 moldulator, with the
integrated C8(360 BTSC stereo generator, gives yeu noise and spurious free
RF output, no: to mention ultra-stable
PLL-synthesed tuning. Perfect for the
expansion of channels and upgrading
headends, the TVM550S, co ipled with
he IRD II's advanced headend techolou, comPletes aspace-smc
ac
eaddress

0

Standard

Communications

SATELLITE & BROADBAND
F'RC•CMJC -FS

C)1\/181e.1

P.O. Box 92151
Los Angeles, CA 90009-2151
310/532-5300
Toll Free 800/745-2445
Fax: 800/722-2329 (Toll Free) ,
310/532-0397 (CA & Ind Only)

TVM550S
MODULATOR
Cover the broadband spectrum
from 54 to 550
MHz with a
single unit.

AGILE IRD-II

unael

Cable industry's
first RS250
certified
broadcast
quality IRD.
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12 Color Bursts

By Roger Brown

Compiled by Roger Brown

45 Fiber Topologies Wall Chart

In the age of communications, we can't seem to
communicate with anyone anymore.

94 Back to Basics

18 Spotlight
By Dana Cervenka

By John Romeo, Fiber Wave Technologies

105 People

Dr. John Clark has atalent much in demand
these days: the ability to leverage photons for
commercial applications. Here's what he and his
Aix Telecom team will bring to new parent
company Scientific-Atlanta.

108 New Products

20 Frontline

Harnessing light via fiber optic attenuation.

104 In the News

By Wendell Bailey, NCTA

110 What's Ahead

Bailey reviews cable television's Olympic performance.

111 Return Path

22 Farmer's Market

Results of asurvey on DBS

By Jim tame,: Awee

R EADER SERVI*

This month's Back to Basics section
offers a primer on molding light via
fiber attenuation. Photo by M.
Tcherevkoff, The Image Bank.

84 Ad Index

You've heard about the revenge of the nerds?
Well, that's nothing compared to what "real"
people will do to cable ops if they don't like
their new high-speed data services.

24 Capital Currents

85 Internet Directory

By Jeffrey Krauss, Telecommunications and Technology Policy
Is an FCC standard necessary for HDTV? The cable industry doesn't seem to think so, but
Krauss points out that if the current trend continues, the Commission might be loath in the
future to adopt technical standards at all—even standards like the Decoder Interface.

113 Classifieds
PRODU*

118 In the Loop
By Thomas G. Robinson, River Oaks Communications Corp.

106 Product/Services Showcase
See the latest products and services showcased
in adisplay format.

As is so often the case, the whole is greater than the sum of the parts. That fact is being
proven out by municipalities which are joining together to form consortia to address cable
technology, program production and delivery issues.

No

No

compression

undetected

of the dielectric

cable damage

RB-2 Cable Clips
provide strong, trouble-free
installations without
compromising
signal integrity.
Call 800-257-2448 today to assure the integrity
of your drop cable for many years to come.

8

No nicking or piercing

No weakened

of the coax

clip housings

Direct merchants to the telecommunications industry
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Is
ingress
making
your return
path aroad
to nowhere?
. Ingress is the major roadblock to getting your
return path up and running.

Fortunately,

there's the new HP CaLan Sweep/Ingress
Analyzer. It's the only test gear that allows you
to quickly and accurately troubleshoot your
system, regardless of the presence of ingress.
When

ingress

corrupts

reverse-path

com-

munication, the headend unit (HP CaLan 3010H)

Now you can

senses the problem instantly, and transfers the

troubleshoot your

display of the ingress problem to the field unit

system at all times.

(HP CaLan 3010R). That means your technicians

No matter how

can begin troubleshooting immediately.

much ingress

And of course, the HP CaLan Sweep/Ingress Analyzer
offers

DigiSweep,

the

industry's

fastest,

is present.

non-

interfering, digital-services compatible
forward and reverse
sweep.

In fact,

reverse

sweep

measurements can
be performed in realtime

—

even

with

multiple users.
So don't let ingress slow you
down. To find out how HP CaLan's
Sweep/Ingress Analyzer can help
you

identify,

eliminate

troubleshoot,

and

your ingress problems,

call

1-800-452-4844, Ext. 1748. Or visit us at:
http://www.hp.com/go/catv
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77 Las Colinas Lane

San Jose, CA 95119 USA (408) 362-4800 Fax (408) 362-4825
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For additional information
and sales assistance, call
or fax
San Jose
(800) 659-6750
(408) 362-4826 Fax
Atlanta
(770) 613-5251
(770) 613-5265 Fax
New York
(315) 686-2716
(315) 686-4513 Fax
Philadelphia
(609) 596-9222
(609) 988-8333 Fax

See us on the worldwide web at

www.syngroup.com
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GI adds 78 additional operators to
its list of digital buyers
In spite of the fact that General Instrument
has yet to commercially deploy digital set-tops
en mass, the company in August signed up 78
more broadband network operators to nonbinding letters of intent to purchase more than
480,000 of its MPEG-2 digital consumer terminals and related headend hardware.
The commitments are from operators who
intend to deploy both wireless and conventional wireline set-tops, although GI officials
declined to disclose how many of each were
committed to.
These orders are in addition to the commitments already received from ICI, Comcast,
Cox, Rogers and Shaw to purchase the DCT1000 wireline set-top terminal. The addition of
these new orders makes total commitments to
purchase GI digital equipment exceed 3.5 million units, with approximately 2million units
currently under contract.
Even with the well-documented delays
associated with the roll-out of digital technology, operators are still eager to deploy it
because of competitive pressures from DBS
and wireless video providers, notes David
Robinson, vice president and general manager
of GI's digital network systems.
"Many of the operators (who signed letters
of intent) are not in major markets:' he notes.
"They have to compete with the likes of DBS
or risk losing their very best customers."
The new commitments have expanded the
representation of GI's digital network technology over abroad cross-section of communities in
North America. These communities are serviced
by various types of network operators, including
cable operators, wireless cable operators and
telephone companies that provide cable services.
Some of the latest operators that will purchase GI's digital set-top terminals include
Helicon Corporation in New Jersey, Van Horne
Cablevision in Iowa, Community
Communications Company in Arkansas, Coast
Communications Company in Washington,
Atlantic Telephone in North Carolina and
Syncom Media in Georgia.
The new set-tops offer enhanced picture and
sound quality and expanded channel counts, as
well as ahost of other easy-to-use features,
according to Robinson. With the expanded
channel capacity, operators are expected to
deploy new services, including enhanced payper-view, near-video-on-demand and various
interactive options.
Robinson says GI is meeting the demand

12

CEO:

for digital equipment by incorporating open
standards that gives system operators the flexibility to enhance their digital networks with
interoperable equipment from multiple
sources. To support true system interoperability, GI has also incorporated abroad licensing
program at both the end-product and semiconductor components level. "We're driving away
from the closed systems of the past," he notes.

Latest and greatest
news on data modems

Seeing as how 30 days can't pass by without some cable modem news occurring, here's
what transpired since mid-July:
V Continental Cablevision's Southeast Region
has chosen to purchase 10,000 General
Instrument SURFboard modems with atelephone return path to offer residents of the
region high-speed access to the Internet and
other data services. Continental has already
performed field tests of the modems and the
related network in Jacksonville, Fla., which
serves 240,000 homes, and plans to deploy
them in areas that are awaiting an upgrade to
full, two-way interactivity.
Continental already operates as an Internet
service provider in the area.
The announcement follows aprevious one
where Continental purchased 50,000 LANcity
Personal cable modems over the next two
years for deployment throughout systems in
New England, Florida and Illinois.
V Meanwhile, Time Warner announced that its
high-speed data-over-cable trial in Elmira,
N.Y. has been expanded to Coming, N.Y. At
the same time, the company announced afiveyear agreement with Corning Inc. to use the
service to develop awork-at-home program,
called "Corning Connects."
The service will allow subscribers of Time
Warner's LineRunner service who are also
Corning employees to access Coming's databases so they can work from their homes,
answer e-mail, access scheduling and perform
other functions.
A small group of Corning employees has
been testing the service; it will be expanded to
about 300 employees by the end of the year.
V TV manufacturer Curtis Mathes has
announced the Wireless SurfBoard, an optional
data peripheral for anew, proprietary television
technology called Uni View. The Uni View sys-
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tern provides access to the Internet, on-line services and television program listings; allows
VCR programming and parental blocking of
objectionable programming content; includes
fax and e-mail capability; and includes ahighquality speaker phone. The Uni View system is
fully operational with its standard infrared-style
remote control. The Wireless SurfBoard allows
greater flexibility in "surfing" the Internet or
sending e-mail by providing afull keyboard
and mouse touchpad.
The RF Wireless SurfBoard allows operation of the system from up to 50 feet away
without direct line-of-sight, which is required
with infrared controls. It consists of acompact,
83-button keyboard and amouse touchpad
with dual mouse buttons.
The Wireless SurfBoard will be an optional
accessory to its UniView system, priced at
about $300. Uni View set-top units can be connected to any brand or model of television to
transform the ordinary viewing experience into
adynamic interactive experience, and are
expected to be available in October at asuggested retail price of about $399.
V And finally, Norpak and the Sinclair
Broadcast Group demonstrated asystem that
broadcasts Internet info to personal computers
using the TV signal. Norpak's VBINET system utilizes aserver and adata encoder at the
headend and receiver (either aplug-in card for
the PC or astand-alone box) at the other end.
The info is distributed via the TV signal's
vertical blanking interval and is stored and automatically updated on auser's PC hard drive.
Users can browse and interact with the content,
just as they do with PCs via any standard browser software. The system can send info at speeds
of 100 kilobits per second or higher.
Separately, Sinclair announced its plans to
deploy the system and offer an advertiser-supported subscription service called Supercast.

Own atower? It's
time to register it

The Federal Communications Commission
has adopted new rules that require all FCC
licensees who own antenna structures that are
either higher than 200 feet, or located near an
airport, to register those structures with the FCC.
Beginning July Iof this year and continuing until June 30, 1998 (see the chart on page
14 for filing windows), owners of both existing
and new antenna structures are responsible for
registering the structures. In the case where the
licensee doesn't actually own the tower, it is
nevertheless required to inform the owner that
the structure must be registered.
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When You
Talk Fiber,
You're Speaking
Our Language.

When you need to talk fiber, you need adistributor who knows
the language. You need Sprint North Supply.
As the only national distributor whose first name is Sprint, our
fiber experience has grown along with the nation's first and only 100%
digital fiber optic network. So you can count on us for afull line of
fiber-related products, including fiber optic cable, jumpers, pigtails, cabinets, splicing closures, panels, trays, vaults, tools, testing equipment and
transmission products.
Our customer-focused sales consultants are as close as atoll-free
phone call, to listen to your needs, provide asolution... and get it
"Our fiber optic inventory
means we're here to provide
you with the products you
need today with quality service
and fast, accurate delivery."
Wendell Woody
Sprint North Supply
Executive Director,

shipped out the door within 24 hours from one of our 11 strategically
located distribution centers.
At Sprint North Supply, the language of fiber means fast, accurate
delivery... pre-paid freight... and hassle-free exchanges.
So call today, and let's talk fiber.
FREE FIBER OPTIC PRODUC,Ià CATALOG. Call and order
your FREE 144-page catalog, featuring thousands of topquality products. NO OBLIGATION1-800-639-CATV

Cable Television Sales

Sprint North Supply
On Line, On Call, On Time.

Sprint
8101
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To register, licensees must verify the location and height of any existing structure and
file FCC Form 854. Any proposed or altered
antenna structures must be registered with he
FAA as well as the FCC.
Information on special waivers and acomplete listing of which structures must be registered (and those which don't have to be) are
available directly from the FCC in PR5000
Number 15—Antenna Structure Registration
Filing window

States and territories

July 1to
Oct. 31, 1996

Alaska, Ariz., Hawaii,
Mass., Mich., Mo.,
Mont.,N.C., N.M., N.Y.

Nov. 1-30, 1996

Wyo.

Dec. 1-31, 1996

Nevada, Okla.,
Puerto Rico

Jan. 1to
Feb. 28, 1997

Calif., Ohio

March 1-31, 1997

Iowa, Va.

April 1-30, 1997

Ga. and American
territories

May 1-31, 1997

La., Maine, R.I.

June 1-30, 1997

Colo., Minn.

July 1-31, 1997

Neb., Penn.

Aug. 1to

Fla., Ind.

Sept. 30, 1997
Oct. 1-31, 1997

Del., Kan., Wash.

Nov. 1-30, 1997

N.H., Ore., Wis., W.Va.

Dec. 1-31, 1997

Ala, D.C., Md.

Jan. 1-31, 1998

Ark., N.D., Utah

Feb. 1-28, 1998

Idaho, Miss., S.D., Vt.

March 1-31, 1998

Ky, Tenn.

April 1-30, 1998

Conn., N.J., S.C.

May 1to
June 30, 1998

Texas

Fact Sheet. Copies can be obtained from the
FCC's Forms Distribution Center at 800/4183676, or through the Internet at
http://www.fcc.gov/wtb/antstruc.html.
Questions regarding the registration process
can be answered through the Wireless
Telecommunications Bureau Consumer
Assistance Branch at 800/322-1117 or
717/338-2500.

Panel finds S-A
violated EPG patent

A California arbitration panel has ordered
Scientific-Atlanta Inc. to pay StarSight Telecast
Inc. $15 million in damages, plus legal and
arbitration expenses, and issued athree-year
limited-term injunction on the future sale of
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Scientific-Atlanta's existing set-top electronic
program guides as punishment for violating the
terms of a1992 license and technical assistance
agreement between S-A and StarSight.
Under the terms of the injunction, S-A is permitted to fill current customer commitments
with its existing electronic program guides.
Also, S-A can ship any electronic program guide
acquired from athird party or independently
developed by itself after the date of the award.
Under an agreement between S-A and
StarSight that was signed in late 1992, S-A
was supposed to incorporate StarSight's guide
into its 8600x set-top. Instead, the arbitration
panel found, Scientific-Atlanta developed its
own guide and released it in 1994. The only
problem is that S-A apparently used
StarSight's intellectual property.
Scientific-Atlanta senior vice president and
general counsel William E. Eason Jr. said,
"While the company is disappointed in the ruling because we believe that we did not violate
our agreement with StarSight, we are pleased
that the injunction has no effect on existing
customer commitments. In addition, we will
immediately begin aclean room operation to
quickly develop anew and improved interactive guide in accordance with the panel's ruling. In the interim we will explore utilization of
third party guides as permitted by the ruling?'
The finding does not affect apatent infringement suit filed by S-A in February 1996 against
StarSight and Philips Electronics North
America. In that suit, Scientific-Atlanta alleges
that the StarSight CB1500 receiver infringes at
least three of the company's patents. The suit
seeks damages and an injunction against continued infringement. Eason said the company
intends to vigorously pursue that suit, but
StarSight officials say those rights were
licensed during the 1992 agreement. StarSight
has filed for arbitration in the case.
Scientific-Atlanta will take acharge in its
1996 fiscal year fourth quarter to cover the
total costs of the damages.

Ericsson taps Texscan
for HFC fiber optic gear

TSX Corporation's Texscan subsidiary has
entered into an agreement with Ericsson Inc.
Fiber Access, amember of the Ericsson
Group, for the development and the OEM supply of strand-mounted broadband optical nodes
and high level broadband RF devices. The contract equipment will be utilized by companies
within the Ericsson Group in the development
and construction of hybrid fiber/coax (HFC)
broadband networks worldwide.

This is amulti-year, multi-million dollar
agreement against which Ericsson has already
placed initial orders in the amount of $2.8 million with shipments to start by mid-summer.
Texscan will be working closely with both
Ericsson Fiber Access in the United States and
Ericsson Public Telecommunications Product
Supply Group in Norrkoping, Sweden, in the
administration of the contract.
William H. Lambert, chairman and CEO,
stated that, "We are absolutely delighted to be
chosen to work with acompany with the
stature of Ericsson. This agreement is the culmination of many months of hard work
between the two companies, and aclear indication of Texscan's abilities to develop and
supply products serving both telephone and
broadband telecommunications businesses
worldwide. We believe that Texscan's reputation for innovative optical and RF products
and the capacity of our world-class, ISO-9001
registered manufacturing facilities were keys
in Ericsson's selection decision."
Headquartered in El Paso, Texas, TSX
Corporation (http://www.tsx.com), through its
Texscan subsidiary, is aleading manufacturer
of cable TV fiber optic and RF distribution
electronics and electronic advertising insertion
equipment.

Competition wars
heat up in Boston

It might be enough to make Paul Revere
race through the streets shouting, "Competition
is coming! Competition is coming!"
RCN Inc. has begun offering competitive
local and long-distance telephone service, video
programming and Internet access to residents in
the greater metropolitan Boston area, in direct
competition with Cablevision and Nynex.
RCN, which plans to merge with C-TEC
Corporation, is utilizing MFS
Communications' fiber-optic network as its primary distribution vehicle. The company plans
to offer awide array of telecommunications
services in major metropolitan areas to residents of multiple dwelling units such as apartment, cooperative and condominium complexes, as well as hospitals, hotels and universities.
Previously, RCN announced asimilar service
offering in New York City and anational rollout
of urban telecommunications systems, initially
focused on northeastern metropolitan areas.
By the end of August, the company planned
to be providing telephone, video and data services in approximately two dozen buildings in
the downtown Boston area. In addition,
approximately 250,000 additional subscribers
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C OLOR BURSTS

live within one mile of the MFS network utilized by RCN that extends from the downtown
area to Cambridge and surrounding suburbs.
"The important alliance we're developing
with RCN will be beneficial to both our companies as well as residential customers in
major urban markets:' said James Q. Crowe,
chairman and CEO of MFS. "We're pleased
that RCN will be able to use bandwidth on our
advanced fiber network to provide abroad
range of services to customers."
RCN is offering subscribers video programming at rates below those of Cablevision, local
telephone rates that are below those of Nynex,
and long-distance rates that are below those of
the major long-distance carriers. In addition, the
company will be offering substantial discounts,
up to 33 percent, for those video customers who
also subscribe to the local phone service.
The decision late last month by the U.S.
District Court for Massachusetts concurs with
RCN's position that the FCC has jurisdiction
over RCN's video dialtone (VDT) service. The
ruling resolves the uncertainty which
Cablevision had raised as to RCN's authority
to offer competitive video services in Boston.
The Court denied the Massachusetts Cable
Television Commission jurisdiction over RCN's
provision of video programming and rejected
Cablevision's motion for leave to intervene in
the case, stating that the state proceeding
"threatens to hamper or destroy atechnology
which, if successfully implemented, offers consumers aviable and attractive alternative to the
existing cable television system monopoly!'

GI, Yuasa-Exide will
develop FTTC power

General Instrument's Next Level
Communications subsidiary has formed apartnership agreement with Yuasa-Exide to jointly
develop "N3-Power," aremote power system
(RPS) specifically designed for use with its
NLevel3 Switched Digital Access System.
Under the agreement, Next Level and
Yuasa-Exide will jointly develop the power
interface and controller shelf to the NLevel3
system, that will optimize the battery and
power system provided by Yuasa-Exide. In
addition, Next Level will incorporate the
Horizon Interlink software management system from Yuasa-Exide into its Element
Manager System, providing customers with
state-of-the-art operations and management
capabilities for their remote power plant.
"Powering is acritical issue in loop electronics deployment," says Russ Tucker, director of
outside plant deployment technology at Next
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Level. "Cost and reliability are major concerns
to our customers. Next Level and Yuasa-Exide
intend to develop asolution that satisfies both
these concerns, and will be designed to optimize performance with our system!'
The NLevel3 system is an integrated broadband platform that offers full service telephony, data, Internet and entertainment video over
either coax or twisted pair drops to both residential and business consumers using ATM
transport. Next Level's system is designed for
low power consumption and high reliability, in
order to greatly enhance performance and reliability in the end-to-end network.
Most existing RPS systems commercially
available today have been designed for use
with Digital Loop Carrier (DLC) or other
existing loop electronics systems. Yuasa-Exide
and Next Level will develop a-130V RPS system that is specifically intended for deployment with next generation broadband access
using fiber-to-the curb and twisted pair loop
access architectures.

Westell, Motorola
team for ADSL gear

Westell and Motorola Semiconductor have
forged an alliance for the development of
modems that use asymmetrical digital subscriber line (ADSL) technology to speed the
information superhighway into everyone's
home or business.
By hooking up ADSL modems at its switching center and at its customers' sites, aphone
company can use the standard, copper phone
lines--not fiber—to enable access to new multimedia services on one phone line, along with
simultaneous voice service. Currently, nearly
30 phone companies worldwide have
announced plans for ADSL services in 1997.
Westell, which developed the first ADSL
modem, will incorporate Motorola's standards-based DMT (Discrete Multi-Tone)
transceiver chip, called CopperGold, in its
modems and systems.
In addition, the two companies will collaborate on product design and development of
future-generation, ADSL-based semiconductors, modems and systems. The highly integrated transceivers support both STM (synchronous transfer mode) and ATM (asynchronous transfer mode) transmission speeds up to
8megabits-per-second (Mbps). The scalable
DMT architecture supports arange of transmission speeds from 32,000 bps to 8Mbps
from the network provider to the customer,
and 32,000 bps to 1Mbps from the customer
to the network provider.
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Jottings

Zenith Electronics CEO Albin Moschner
surprised many by resigning his post in late
July. Zenith installed Peter Willmott, former
president and COO of FedEx and aZenith
board member for the past six years, as interim
president and CEO while apermanent replacement is sought. Moschner led Zenith through
difficult financial times, during which Korean
manufacturer LG Electronics purchased a
majority stake in the company .... Here's one
for the "oops" department: Zenith had to retract
apress release that was mistakenly sent out
that said the americast consortium had selected
its digital set-top for deployment. Zenith then
had to confirm that discussions were ongoing,
but that no deal had yet been formalized...
The SCTE has formed the Digital Video
Subcommittee to help develop standards to
deliver digital TV and data services via cable
networks. The group, which met during the
1996 Cable-Tec Expo in June, has five working
groups: Video and Audio Services; Data and
Transport Applications; Network Architecture
and Management; Transmission and
Distribution; and Encryption and Access
Control. Anyone interested in participating on
the committee should call Paul Hearty of
General Instrument at 619/623-2935.
Cox
Communications and Pacific Bell have hammered out an interconnect agreement for
California that will allow Cox to connect to
PacBell's switches. The three-year agreement
has the following provisions: Residential ports
will be $6.65 amonth; measured residential
ports will cost $4.15 per month, with a$1 credit for the use of Cox's network by long distance
carriers, plus apenny per minute. Business
measured ports will cost $4 per month, with
the same credit and penny/minute charge.
Interim number portability will be provided via
remote call forwarding at $1.94 per month...
RELTEC announced plans to build anew
manufacturing facility for its outdoor electronic
equipment cabinets and assemblies in
LaGrange, Ga. The plant, which will eventually
employ 300 persons, will fabricate metal and
assemble electronics cabinets. LaGrange is
located about an hour south of Atlanta ... Real
competition in Connecticut moved astep closer
when the state's Department of Public Utility
Control gave Southern New England
Telecommunications an 11-year license to
provide cable TV services statewide. The
action came just aweek after the same body
certified Cablevision Corp. as alocal telephone
provider, and is expected to certify TCI as well.
In spite of all that, expect the whole thing to
land in court....
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iven their relative high cost, how can lasers be used
by industry to solve problems economically? That's the
question which Dr. John Clark has spent his entire
career trying to answer. Today, Clark's
mission is clear: making laser photons
so valuable, that they appeal to the
cable industry's bargain-hunters.
When Scientific-Atlanta acquired ATx
Telecom Systems this past July, the company also acquired the talents of Dr.
Clark—chief operating officer of ATx, and
by education, achemist and aphysicist—as well as his 24-karat touch with
photons. So how did Clark, an academic
from Berkeley, end up in the middle of
the cable TV business?

Clark:
Learning to
leverage
photons

From algae to erbium

Dr. John Clark
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Executives at Amoco Corp. were
visionary when they scouted out Clark
in 1985 to help them diversify into high
technology businesses, specifically targeting photonics lasers. By that time,
Clark had already devoted years of
research in trying to use photons in a
"smarter" way than they had ever been
used before, first as agrad student at the
University of California, Berkeley in the
early 1970s, and later, during post doctoral work at Los Alamos National
Laboratory, where he held aprestigious
J. Robert Oppenheimer fellowship.
While working at Los Alamos, one of the cost-effective commercial applications Clark discovered was using
lasers for purification: by removing one impure molecule
present in one part per million, effectively, amillion molecules of product could be processed. That finding would
turn out to be an important one for purifying semiconductor feedstock material.
Much of Clark's work in academia focused on
picosecond spectroscopy—initiating chemical reactions
with avery fast pulse of light and "watching what happens in real-time, at the molecular level." At Berkeley,
where Clark would eventually become assistant professor
in the Department of Chemistry, he worked on projects
that seem far removed from the world of telecommunications, including observing how bluegreen algae use energy during photosynthesis to turn sunlight into food.
"It's seemingly afar cry from communications," says
Clark, "but in fact, the fundamental building blocks are
very much the same." Drawing on avariety of similar
research projects, Clark, and ateam he assembled to
form Amoco Laser Co. (later to become ATx Telecom),
would invent, develop and commercialize aunique
incarnation of erbium-doped fiber amplifier technology
(EDFA), optical amplifiers for the 1550 nm region.
And did the founders of Amoco Laser have any idea
that they would one day end up making products for
communications applications? "We thought we were

going to make tiny, cheap green lasers for printing and
reprographics," explains Clark. "To make agreen laser,
you have to make an infrared laser, and then frequency
double it in anonlinear optical crystal. And it turned out
that we had lots of trouble making green lasers, but we
could make one hell of an infrared laser. And one of the
colors we could make was at 1300 nm," he notes. In fact,
Clark holds awhopping 10 laser-related patents, including those related to avariety of sum-and-difference frequency techniques that could be used to optimize 1300
nm and 1550 nm light sources for various applications.
"There's areal problem right now with light sources
for wavelength division multiplexing applications," says
Clark. "You can't grab alaser, dial in its wavelength and
plug it into the system. That's the sort of idealized laser
source that we are working on, which is enabled by some
of our patents. We have aview toward commercialization
of the technology within acouple of years."
Clark found himself working with Scientific-Atlanta
around 1988, back when Amoco Laser started marketing
to the cable industry. By the time S-A began looking at
the acquisition of ATx, Clark and his team were busy
designing their high-powered, optical amp into S-A's
System 70 product line, which marked the first time the
two collaborated on aproduct for volume deployment.
Now, Clark is moving ATx from being solely acomponents supplier to becoming asupplier of complete
optical links, including transmitters, amplifiers and
receivers, at 1550 nm. As part of Scientific-Atlanta, ATx
is experiencing acoming-out party of sorts: "S-A has the
strong sales and marketing distribution presence with end
users and MSOs that we don't have," notes Clark. For its
part, S-A has gained vertical integration at 1550 from the
relationship, with access to ATx's pump lasers and fiber.

The optics frontier

To do this interview, Clark actually called in from a
break in scuba diving and body surfing during his
vacation in Maui, part of an annual Hawaiian pilgrimage with his family (wife Ruth is acomputer programmer by trade; daughter Cynthia is 13).
Back home in Wheaton, Ill., he and his daughter often
hit the many bike paths which intertwine thick, green forest preserves throughout the Chicago suburb. "It's apretty exceptional area," he notes. "Probably not quite like
mountain biking, but for some place where 20 feet is a
big elevation change, it's anice thing." Clark is also
doing afair amount of business and financial-related
reading these days as he continues to make the transition
from the world of academia to the world of commerce.
Though everyone marvels at how far fiber optics has
come in just afew years, Clark says that the telecom
industry has barely scratched the surface: "With the
whole emergence of 1550, optical amps and WDM, there
will be some phenomenal changes in the kinds of bandwidth that one can move around, either in the analog or
the digital world." And Clark will no doubt make sure
that photons continue to do cable's bidding.
—Dana Cervenka
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tmay have produced some of the most popular
sporting events ever to be watched on television.
There were more moments of drama, joy, exertion,
pain, exultation and emotion than
could be counted. Luckily, there were
only afew moments of terror, but
those minutes, like the experience of
the other emotions, will last in memory for alifetime.
I'm talking about the Centennial
Olympic Games of 1996, just concluded in Atlanta, Ga. Iwas lucky enough
to attend the Games and be allowed
behind-the-scenes to see how it was all
put together. Compared to the Games
in Barcelona, this effort had more of
everything: more athletes, more visitors, more volunteers, more press, more
sponsors and more complicated structures than have ever been assembled for
an event of any kind.
The mere fact that the telecommunications and information systems could
have been designed to do what was
accomplished is remarkable in and of
itself. The fact that it all worked would
seem, to the outsider, like amiracle;
but seen from the inside, it became
clear that this, like all difficult, complicated endeavors, worked because of the
talent and relentless attention to detail
that was the hallmark of the people
who designed and deployed this amazing system.

Cable puts
on goldmedal show
at Olympics

By Wendell Bailey,
VP of Science
and Technology, NCTA

Have acomment?
Contact Wendell
via e-mail at:
wbailey@prodigy.com
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Up-to-the-minute results

Now for afew details. Signals originated at all of
the venues and were distributed to awide variety of
locations. First and perhaps most importantly, the
images from every event were delivered to the facilities
of the world's broadcasters, for dissemination to countries around the globe. Perhaps just as important to the
press in attendance at aparticular event, the signals of
that event, as well as the images of any other event that
was ongoing at the same time, were delivered to atelevision and set-top at each seat.
In addition to the video programming that was
available, there were dozens of virtual data channels
that showed data about almost anything that you
could want to know about, any sport or any athlete
who was participating in the Games. You could also
get up-to-the-minute results of ongoing events and
tune in to the local cable system's regular line-up. All
of these capabilities were available in stadiums,
lounges, press rooms, volunteer rooms, private VIP
lounges and just about anywhere you could find a
place that alive person might be.
Scientific-Atlanta was amajor sponsor of the
Centennial Olympic Games and was the "official
broadband supplier" to the 1996 Olympics. The com-

pany was literally at the heart of the network that handled all of the above-mentioned capabilities. It was
impressive to see the thought and execution that went
into the project which S-A mounted for this effort.
And while the equipment that the company made
available for the Olympics was first-class and up-tothe-minute technology (mostly digital video), nothing
that was built in its factories was as impressive as the
people who installed, tested and then maintained this
network for the course of the Games.

Star performers

While all of the employees of Scientific-Atlanta
should be proud of the role that they played, Ispent my
time with acouple of stars who had the most influence
on maintaining the reputation of the cable television
industry.
Greg White spent endless hours both before and during the games managing the CATV Control Center.
There were others who were in charge when Greg had
time off (very little time off), but most of my contact
was with him. It was great to see him in action. No
problem was left alone, no request was too petty to
take care of immediately, and when more things needed doing at one time than there were hands to do them,
Greg was right on top of the priority list to make sure
that everything got done, and done right. Operating in
what had to be one of the most high-pressure centers of
the whole system, Greg was calm and easy to work
with.
There were others who were at the venues themselves to look after the things that came up there, and
they all relied on Greg and the whole control center
gang for help and advice.
In addition to the control center, there was aduty
station for S-A that was the catch-all for all things
technical and logistical. That station was manned by
the two individuals who had the job of coordinating all
of the people who put together the Scientific-Atlanta
effort. Emmet O'Donnell was the overall leader, and he
was available by phone, pager, cellular phone and
hand-to-hand message relay for the whole duration.
Emmet had plenty of help—most notably, Janet Dixon.
Janet had more facts and figures to deal with than
one human could possibly handle, but handle she did.
She kept track of where everyone was supposed to be,
and who was doing what. The details of access,
schedules, food, transportation and anything that had
to be done or redone in any category were all handled
by Janet—I only saw her once with fewer than two
phones in hand.
All in all, this was an exceptional team, and a
chance for one of the leading companies in the
telecommunications industry to show the world what
could be done with great technology and dedicated,
hard-working people who built it, debugged it, turned it
on and made it fly.
A truly world-class performance, with the whole
world looking on. CED
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FARMER'S M ARKET

T
he worst thing that the cable industry can do right

now is to not stick to its knitting, and give up its video
customers to another provider. However, that doesn't
mean the industry can't knit gloves as
well as sweaters, so long as it continues
to raise sweater quality. There are some
opportunities out there that make alot
of sense. After making sure its present
house is in order, there are new things
for the cable industry to pursue.
The industry is high on the idea of
cable modems and the possibility of
high-speed data into homes. Initial
experiments have been very promising,
both technically and in terms of customer acceptance. Early rollouts have
shown this market to be perhaps 8-10
percent of today's subscribers.
However, more than 30 percent of
cable subscribers have computers.
Where are the others, and what will it
take to reach them, too?

Revenge of
the real
people and
the nerds

The expectations of "Heals"

By Jim Farmer,
Chief Technical Officer,
Antec

Have acomment?
Contact Jim via e-mail at:
jfarmer@ix.netcom.com
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When there is significant penetration of high-speed modems to the
home, the Internet backbone will slow
intolerably. As it is, often my frustration is not with my 28.8 Kbps
modem, but with the time Isit there
waiting for the "system" to service
my request at all. People will become
disenchanted if they get fast service to their homes,
but are still slowed down by something farther back
in the network. Some "commercials" help the problem by caching often-used information, such as local
weather, at each point of presence. That should help,
but it will require more computer storage in the headend. @Home seems to be following this model, even
extending it to its own network that, to an extent,
parallels the Internet.
The total job of delivering high-speed data is alot
more than just getting afew modems to work. If online service, be it the "commercials" or the Internet, is
going to hold people's attention for the long run, and
not be the '90s version of citizens band radio, then the
industry is going to have to learn alot more about
putting useful information on people's screens. Not
that all sites are bad, but there are enough bad ones to
discourage "Reals," and complaints are starting to
show up in the popular press. The cable industry
seems to understand subscribers pretty well; that could
be abig advantage over other providers.
Real people (a.k.a., "Reals") expect things to be
simple to use and useful. They have no patience with
something that it hard to use. How are they going to
react when the site that promised so much isn't on-line,
or doesn't really contain much?
Here's my ideal of how Podunk Cable's on-line

service works. The headend server is aunique frontend to the 'Net, and abasic service. It identifies
Podunk Cable as the service provider. The server
provides local news and weather, school cafeteria
menus (maybe under a"horror" heading), bus, train
and plane schedules, and other useful local info. Hey,
what about cable TV listings, including descriptions,
previews and hot links to show or network sites? It
also provides e-mail, both locally and via the
Internet. It could provide access to Podunk's favorite
Web sites, as the commercials are already doing.
Those sites are selected for their relevant information
content, accuracy and reliability. (Reliability: Hear
that, you Web pages which keep hot linking me to
URLs that don't exist?)
Advanced users could navigate to wherever their
nerdy little hearts desired, but real people would have
an easy to use, reliable, credible service. The Reals
wouldn't know they were in the Internet, rather than
Podunk's machine.
The front end to the 'Net would provide easy navigation to sites useful to Joe Six-pack (i.e., real people, who pay cable personnel's salaries). Navigation
would all be menu- and useful-icon-based (another
novel concept), and people would never have to meet
aURL face-to-face if they didn't want to. Perhaps
there is afuture for the commercials in providing
such headend interfaces to the Internet.
Podunk's home page, where the Reals start their
cyber odyssey, is cartoon-based, with lots of color and
catchy descriptions. It looks more like agame than
anything else. A cartoon character featured on the
home page is also featured on simple "how-to-use"
videos that run on LO channels.
OK, if that's too big aturn-off to the nerds, who
form the first wave of users, then establish asecond
access that is anormal, nerdy, Web home page. Give
people the choice of which one they want to see when
they first enter the service.

Fast modems alone won't cut It

Hooking up subscribers to the present Internet will
draw in anumber of computer savvy individuals who
know how to surf the 'Net and who appreciate higher
speed. This, and the work-at-home crowd, will provide
agood initial market.
However, in order to reach the larger market,
modem prices will have to drop further, interfaces
will have to be simpler, and content must be better
organized, more useful and more reliable. If we really are entering an information age—and we are—the
problems will be solved.
But the industry shouldn't kid itself: afast modem
to the home, by itself, is not an automatic ticket to
the next wave of per-sub valuation.
Thanks to my oldest daughter, Jeannie, for explaining the proper use of "nerd." She was last heard
mumbling something about how Ishouldn't have any
trouble with that one. Hmm... COD
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C APITAL C URRENTS

Should the FCC adopt the Grand Alliance digital
HDTV specification as astandard for broadcasters? Or
will broadcasters use it even if it isn't amandatory
FCC standard? Will consumers take the
risk of buying new digital TV receivers
without an FCC standard? The cable
industry argues that no FCC standard is
needed. Idisagree, but it's aclose call.
Whatever the decision here, the cable
industry's arguments will have alasting
impact on FCC policy.
The FCC recently issued its Fifth
Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
in the proceeding on advanced television, asking whether the FCC should
adopt the Grand Alliance digital HDTV
system as amandatory requirement for
broadcasters. As Ireported three months
ago (see "Capital Currents," June 1996),
three of the four FCC Commissioners
like the idea of adopting the Grand
Alliance standard, but FCC Chairman
Hundt argued that broadcasters should be
allowed to use their channel without any
mandatory technical standards.
Now the comments have been submitted to the FCC, and we find that:
(1) The broadcasters and TV set
manufacturers support the Grand
Alliance standard (no surprise);
(2) The computer industry wants the
FCC to prohibit the use of interlace scanning and permit only progressive scanning (no surprise);
(3) Some Hollywood directors oppose the 16 x9picture aspect ratio and prefer other ratios (no surprise); and
(4) The cable industry opposes amandatory standard
and supports Chairman Hundt's position (BIG surprise).
Everyone who has been participating in the development of digital HDTV, including most of the cable TV
industry, has always assumed that the FCC would
adopt technical standards for HDTV broadcasting.
Now, that outcome is in doubt.
In its comments to the FCC, the NCTA and other
cable industry parties have done the best job I've ever
seen of making the argument that the costs of mandatory government standards outweigh the benefits. As I've
argued before, technical standards have both costs and
benefits. They can freeze the technology and stifle
innovation, but they can reduce consumer uncertainty
and promote market growth. In general, Iwould agree
with the NCTA that FCC-mandated technical standards
are the worst in terms of costs, because they are harder
to change than voluntary industry standards.
Iwould have preferred the FCC to open ageneral
inquiry into the costs and benefits of technical standards, rather than using advanced television as the
vehicle for such amajor policy assessment.
Nevertheless, Iam convinced that the FCC will never
again propose to adopt mandatory technical standards,

Is an FCC
standard
necessary
for HOW?

By Jeffrey Krauss,
video standards bystander
and President of
Telecommunications and
Technology Policy

Have acomment?
Contact Jeff via e-mail at:
jIcrauss@cpcug.org
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except perhaps to control radio interference, or to
implement alaw passed by Congress (like the V-Chip).
The arguments made by the cable industry in this
docket will forever stand as ahurdle that proponents of
mandatory FCC standards will have to overcome.
Ibelieve that hurdle can be overcome, for the special
case of digital television broadcasting. Over-the-air
broadcast television is aspecial service and has aspecial place in the nation's regulatory structure. It is auniversal service, not asupplementary or elective service
like DBS, cable TV or cellular telephone service.
Consumers must have the assurance that they can tune
from one channel to another and be able to receive all
the broadcast stations in their service area. Adoption of
astandard provides this assurance. Ithink that absence
of astandard will create enough doubt in the minds of
enough consumers that some will defer the purchase of
new digital TV receivers. The result would be increased
equipment costs, slower development of new equipment
and new programming, and slower return of the analog
TV channels. But it's aclose call, because there is no
uncertainty among broadcasters—they endorse the
Grand Alliance system, and they intend to implement it.

New standards? Forget about it
But why did the cable industry take the lead in this
fight? There are several plausible reasons. First is the
"slippery slope" argument, namely, that amandatory
technical standard for broadcasters also becomes mandatory for cable. This becomes more evident if the FCC
adopts "must carry" requirements that require cable
companies to carry the digital signals being transmitted
by the broadcasters. The cable industry has settled on
QAM modulation rather than the VSB modulation that
broadcasters will use, and cable systems will be able to
stuff ahigher data rate into a6MHz channel than broadcasters can. Cable companies should not be required to
use VSB modulation, or to limit their channel capacity
to correspond to broadcast channel capacity. But there is
some risk that mandatory standards could require that.
Another possibility is pure politics. Supporting
Chairman Hundt, when he is being opposed by the
other three FCC commissioners, could pay off in the
future. While afew years ago Hundt and the NCTA
were at war, relations are more cordial today, and this
NCTA position assures that they will stay cordial.
Finally, there is the argument that absence of an
FCC standard will weaken the broadcast industry, and
the cable industry favors anything that weakens the
broadcasters. This scenario seems least likely to me.
Whatever the reason, the cable industry arguments in
this docket have locked in the trend that began when the
FCC declined to adopt specific technical standards for
DBS and PCS. Don't expect the FCC to adopt standards
in the future. But this is adouble-edged sword. Forget
about FCC technical standards that the cable industry
might have wanted, like the Decoder Interface. Did the
NCTA consider this aspect in preparing comments on
HDTV? Idoubt it. CUD
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Wave of
to new
From W
1550
U,
choices abound

products
set to break
By Roger Brown

A

ny video network designer who thought his life
became infinitely more complicated afew years ago when
fiber optics came on the scene will be astounded by the
sheer number of options that are coming on-line today.
No longer is it just adebate over 1310 nm vs. 1550 nm,
or hybrid fiber/coax (HFC) as opposed to switched digital
video: It's that plus afew others. For example, what about
Sonet? Should you use DFBs or Fabry Perots in the return
path? How big should your node sizes be? When does
wavelength division multiplexing make sense? The
options are almost mind-boggling.
Furthermore, given the pace of technological innovation, the industry's appetite for newer, better and
more cost effective hardware, and the need to upgrade
because of competitive reasons, the number of choices
will likely only grow. It's no time for the faint of heart.

1550: I
t's back!
Perhaps the biggest bear to wrestle with is the 1550
nm issue. Whereas before it was atechnology searching for amarket, it's now enjoying aresurgence that
has the likes of Scientific-Altanta, General Instrument,
Harmonic Lightwaves, ADC Video Systems and ahost
of others planning new products to challenge
Synchronous Communications, formerly the only game
in town. (See story, page 32.)
S-A thinks it leap-frogged most if its competition and
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caught up to the likes of Synchronous when it purchased
ATx Telecom Systems from Amoco Oil Company. For a
scant $25 million, S-A gained access to more than 50
patents related to critical optical components, including
erbium-doped fiber amplifiers, 1310 nm amplifiers and a
wide variety of pump lasers. In addition, the company
garnered about 75 people (many of whom are Ph.D.$)
and access to ATx's customer list, including Bosch
Telecom and at least two other well-know OEMs.
But video network operators will now have access to
asuite of products that were actually designed with
them in mind, but were simply hard to find. Through
the S-A acquisition, "We finally have access to the
market and adistribution channel," notes John Clark.
chief operating officer at ATx, which will continue to
operate as asubsidiary of S-A. "It's like springing
forth, finally, into the market."
What ATx brings is ahigh-gain, high-output erbiumytterbium doped fiber amplifier that utilizes 800 nm
pump lasers that cost less than the 980 nm pumps used
in typical EDFAs, says Clark. The ytterbium is energized by the 800 nm pump and then is used as asort of
translator to energize the erbium at levels much higher
than those produced by 980 nm pumps. The result? An
output measured in the hundreds of milliwatts, vs. 70 to
110 mW with 980 pumps. The co-doping method isn't
actually new, but ATx was successful in patenting meth-
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ods to make the process more efficient (see Figure 2).
Other innovations include ATx's power source, which
consists of asolid state laser to send light through a
crystal that takes the wide output beam and focuses it
into the fiber, as well as converts the wavelength to
about 1047 nm, which then pumps the ytterbium fiber.
In fairness, Clark admits that 980 pumps are getting
better (he knows because Aix also builds 980 pumps),
but says he has an inherent advantage. "While 980
pumps are creeping up in capability, until there's afundamental change in technology, they won't be as powerful. There are ways to (make them more powerful), but
they're afew years away, and they aren't cheap." In
addition, because 800 nm pumps are used in awide
variety of applications, both professional and consumer,
they'll likely enjoy aprice advantage for along time.

Subtle improvements
Ortei Corp., which owes its success to the popularity of the 1310 nm distributed feedback laser it helped
make ubiquitous in cable TV networks, is also
branching out into 1550 gear with an EDFA, atransmitter and areceiver. While the company doesn't
make any claim to groundbreaking technology
changes, executives say there are ways to differentiate
their products.
"Looking inside, everybody's products are pretty

much the same," notes Larry Stark, vice president of new
business development at Ortel. "But as we have studied
1550, we have found areas where we think we can make
improvements. For example, there are anumber of subtle
degradations, such as SBS and SPM (Stimulated
Brillouin scattering and self phase modulation), and
we're finding ways to control them and improve performance. We hope that our product will be viewed as the
performance leader in carrier-to-noise and distortion."
While that remains to be seen, Ortel plans to debut
an externally modulated transmitter that, when combined with a40 mW EDFA, can launch 80 channels of
video over 65 kilometers of fiber with acomposite
triple beat of -71 dB, composite second order of -68 dB
and acarrier-to-noise spec of 52 dB. The same link can
be configured with about 3dB more carrier-to-noise
with CSO and CTB of -65 dB. "You can view it as a
product with two personalities" depending on the operator's preference, Stark says.
With all its in-house expertise, Ortel is also building
its own CW and pump lasers. "We believe we can
develop the same technology leadership in 1550 that we
did with 1310," Stark says.
With all the work being done at 1550, how are operators reacting? There is no pat answer. Time Warner, for
example, has been using the technology for nearly three
years in its transport rings, according to Don Gall,
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Time Warner
has been using
1550 for nearly
three years in its
transport rings
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0 COVER STORY
its interconnects, notes Ken Wright, director of technology and chief technical officer.
InterMedia's approach has been to use atwo-level
architecture where signals are launched to an optical
transition node (OTN), which in turn serves several
nodes. This approach reduced the number of fibers
Figure 1: Fiber interconnect options available to cable TV operators
that would exit aheadend versus an approach that
Source: Scientific-Atlanta
features fibers in ahome-run to each node. The
Node
Hub
approach also allows an MS0 to serve highgrowth housing areas more easily by dropping in anew node where it's needed.
"You can get there quicker and with
Node
IXC
less money, and many of the areas we
serve are like that," says Wright.
L plant
To get the performance he needed,
Hub
oFc 13 10
Wright was designing networks that
Headend
ÑA
interconnect
used 1550 EDFAs. But with the
Ft egionai 550 or 1550
advent of low-power 1310 DFB
Linear digita1/1
EMAT
Server
lasers, Wright says he can dedicate alaser per
90et verlay
nange
node at the OTN for about the saine price as 1550 gear,
Deere e
ÑA
use
while still preserving the option to offer targeted, narded
rowcast programming in the future. "That way, we've
SO e
1550 nm equipbought the granularity we'll need some day in the
ment in the distribution
future" whether that be for targeted advertising or some
plant, but it's high-power solution doessort of differentiated programming, Wright notes.
n't make it useful for narrowcasting.
For Wright, the battle between 1550 and 1310 has
"We're looking at it on alimited basis for small (sysbeen nothing but good for him. "The two technologies
tems) that are more rural and have less potential for some
keep leapfrogging one another, and that's good for us:'
of the futuristic services we're talking about:' he notes.
he points out. "There is no one answer."
TCI, however, is doing very little with the technology, according to Tony Werner, director of technoloThe WM solution
gy. Instead, the country's largest operator appears
In fact, the time may soon be coming when both
focused on either proprietary digital approaches or
approaches become the answer—simultaneously.
Sonet, which is commonly twice as expensive as the
Although by most accounts it's alittle early for cable
digital approach offered by ADC Video Systems,
operators, there are tremendous strides being made with
C-Cor Electronics and others.
wave division multiplexing equipment (which allows
both operating windows to be used at the same time),
Coming back around
and dense WDM gear that will offer up to 32 different
And some have even used it in the past, but are now
"slots" between 1530 nm and 1560 nm.
reconsidering 1310 nm equipment because performance
Most of the Regional Bell Operating Companies
is improving and costs are dropping. One such operator
plan to utilize WDM to help relieve congestion brought
is InterMedia: "We're swinging back toward 1310" for
senior staff engineer. He, for one, is glad to see other
manufacturers get into the game (mostly for the pricing
leverage it gets him).
Gall says Time Warner has some, limited plans to
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New products address niches, too

While they get the bulk of the attention, not everything that's
new centers around high-power, expensive and complex optics
aimed at multichannel, entertainment video applications.
Broadband Networks Inc., a small, State College, Pa. optics
company, recently debuted a new product designed to upgrade
legacy institutional networks that many cable systems were
forced to install back during the franchising wars.
"Franchise renewals and competitive pressures are causing
a new interest in I
-nets," reports Bob Beaury, president and
CEO of Broadband. For example, most of the top 15 MSOs
have announced plans to provide schools with high-speed links
to the Internet. But the problem is, these networks are typically
all coax and are limited in bandwidth—often to just 330, or perhaps 450 MHz. Operators could upgrade them with fiber, but
the costs usually far outweigh the business case, Beaury notes.
In response, Broadband developed asingle wavelength fiber
optic transceiver that can deliver up to three bidirectional ser-
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vices over asingle fiber. These services can be either two
video-audio and one data, or two data and one video-audio service. The "CyberFiber" transceiver is compatible with all cable
modems and operates only in the 1310 nm window, leaving the
1550 nm window open for future services, according to Beauty.
This is unlike other single-fiber solutions, which use wave division multiplexing for bidirectional service capabilities.
'This approach even allows one (service) to be given away,
while giving the operator achance to sell the other" and recoup
his investment, says Beaury. "And it addresses something they
have to do" because of franchise requirements or competitive
pressures.
The applications for such aproduct vary from fast file transfer, high-speed Internet access, videoconferencing, video
arraignment and other uses.
Beauty says reaction to the product has been overwhelming,
with intense interest coming from Time Warner, Marcus and
Comcast, in addition to TCI.
— R.B.
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Clark predicts
that agood,
usable 1310 amp
will be on the
scene within a
few years

Figure 2: Erbium-Ytterbium doped fiber amplifier
achieves high gain and output power

Optical
termination

Naturally, akey question for cable TV providers is
the isolation between densely-packed video channels,
notes John Dahlquist, vice president of marketing at
Harmonic Lightwaves. "But it's just amatter of time"
before that technology matures, and performance
becomes acceptable. "All these things will have their
time in the sun," predicts Dahlquist.
Outside of new wavelengths and densely-packed
streams, Stark sees afew other trends. "I'm going to go
out on alimb and predict that pricing models will begin
to follow the personal computer model," he said,
"where prices stabilize or perhaps drop abit, but the
performance increases:'
Stark says performance gains in lasers and
receivers can be made in distortion, carrier-to-noise
and channel count. "I still think the end-game with
HFC networks is fiber to the last active:' he stresses.
"We'll eventually get to the point where the fiber link
will define the performance between the headend and
the home. Today, it's fiber and coax, but someday, the
coax goes away."
Being the DFB champion that he is, Stark also says
the time is ripe for an uncooled DFB in the return path, a
product the company recently announced. "It gives at
least 10 dB of headroom over aFabry Perot, which ought
to give operators more confidence in their networks," he
notes. That might explain why Stark says he's been
"overwhelmed" with interest in the product.
But, once again, there's adivergence
of thoughts on the subject. "Everything
we have done so far suggests that we can
make Fabry Perots work for adigital
return, as long as we don't have to do
two-way video," says Gall. "If we do
Solid-state
have aneed for areally high-speed data
pump laser
path or avideo return, such as an I-net
for aschool, then we'll put in aDFB.
But that's aone percent solution."

about by burgeoning new services like data transfer,
videoconferencing and the sheer number of additional
lines being requested.
To meet the need, just about every major telecom
equipment manufacturer is getting into the game,
although most are focusing on the 1550 nm window,
where attenuation is lower and EDFAs can be used.
Pirelli made major news at the most recent Supercomm
show when it announced a32-channel dense WDM
system, giving telecom providers an amazing amount
of new bandwidth without changing transport speeds or
adding more fiber.
Certainly, Pirelli's target market is the telcos, but the
company is seeing interest from MSOs who are interested in offering telephony and data. "Our customer
base for these digital applications is really growing:'
notes Fahri Diner, product line manager at Pirelli.
Similarly, Artel Video Systems recently announced a
12-bit digital video transport system that can handle up
to 48 non-compressed channels (six channels in each of
eight slots) over asingle fiber.
"It is becoming more evident that dense WDM will
be more cost-effective and quick to deploy than designing higher-speed products, especially in the digital
domain," notes George Maier, vice president of marketing at Artel.
But do cable operators need it, yet? It's probably a
bit early, but if an operator wants to supertrunk high-

Er: Yb
doped fiber

LD: AlGaAs diode laser array
G: YAG gain medium
L: Lens
WDM: Wavelength division
multiplexing coupler
EDF: Er/Yb co-doped fiber
01: Optical isolator
SMF: Corning SMF-28 fiber

Lab work

Finally, for those who like to look way
out on the horizon, there's the 1310 nm,
praseodymium-doped fiber amplifier. While
some prototype and demonstration devices
have been built, they aren't commercially
viable yet because of the cost, according to
Source :
ATx Telecom Systems
ATx's Clark. "The problem is the fiber—it
soaks up water and turns to dust:'
One fiber that has been developed to overcome that
quality video, he could use up his usable fiber bandproblem has its own problem—it can't be fusion spliced.
width rapidly. And, as Maier points out, consumers' tolNevertheless, Clark predicts that agood, usable 1310
erance for low-quality pictures is strained now that
amp will be on the scene within afew years, but it will
DSS and others are offering digital pictures.
take longer than some predict. "There are plenty of
Gall and Wright both think it's abit early to deploy
papers that say it will work:' he says. "But that's just
WDM solutions, but the possibility looms. "If, because
guys in the lab. They don't have to make customers
of telephony or alternate access traffic, we start filling
happy or produce any real products:'
up fibers, we might do it," says Gall. "Right now, most
With all the new and improved products coming over
of our rings have an average of 36 fibers, and to broadthe horizon, anetwork designer's choices won't get any
cast video, we only need two of them. But that's one of
easier. But the tools should make the final product—the
those things that's changing rapidly, so it's an option
video network—stronger than it's ever been. CIED
we'll use when we need to."
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1550 TECHNOLOGY

1550 surges
from the
back of the pack
Newaneeds create

PHOTO BY FRANK WHITNEY. THE IMAGE BANK

By Roger Brown

Y
ou don't have to go too far back in the history

books to find atime when, if you announced to
the world that you planned to deploy 1550 nm
fiber optic technology, you were considered
odd, or unique. After all, 1550 was itself an
oddity—a distraction to those who were lobbying
cable operators to deploy fiber as fast as possible, but preferred that they use 1310 nm gear.
Just ask Wilt Hildenbrand, vice president of
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technology at Cablevision Systems. After all, it
was he and Al Johnson (now president of
Synchronous Communications) who designed
and installed perhaps the most extensive 1550
nm cable system in this country. At the time,
they were swayed by 1550's ability to be
amplified, as well as its lower attenuation, and
hence, longer reach into the network. Although
he was comfortable with his decision, and it
was one that made sense, Hildenbrand was
often privately criticized for his actions.

"That's an old wound that has finally
healed," Hildenbrand said during an interview
earlier this year. Yet he remains mystified why
his colleagues reacted the way they did.
"There are very few things that have happened
in this business that have caused areaction
like that, but this certainly caused areaction. It
caused quite astir, and Inever knew why. To
this day, Idon't know why. But it doesn't matter to me. To us, it wasn't acase of right or
wrong. It worked for us."
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Most people in Steve's position are forever fretting
that their network will become obsolete. The stakes are
high. And, most of the time, confidence isn't.
Enter Siecor. Because just having asupplier isn't
good enough. Steve demanded more.
Siecor boasts athorough understanding of the CATV
industry and can anticipate where it's going. Then help
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Steve get there first. This little alliance has enabled him
to design ahighly reliable, world-class network with
the capacity to handle his system's current needs. Yet
it's flexible. So if technology changes (gee, do you
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Well, let's just say he's on cloud nine.
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1550 TECHNOLOGY
HFC systems being built abroad are interested
its ability to easily amplify signals via the
But, as is often the case, market forces and
in one thing: getting video in front of as many
erbium-doped fiber amplifier, and the "broadproduct innovation came to 1550's rescue.
cast" nature of sending the same signals to seveyeballs as possible for as little money as necPerhaps it should come as no surprise that as
essary.
eral hubsites. Plus, the technology has improved.
cable operators have become more familiar and
Under that scenario, 1550 plays quite niceIn the early days, some companies were
comfortable with fiber optics, that they have
using directly modulated distributed feedback
ly, according to Gary Lyons, director of the
also broadened their searches well beyond the
optoelectronics business unit in
obvious for network solutions. But what
Scientific-Atlanta's transmission sysmight surprise many is the rapidity of the
tems division. "We've done alot of ecoresurgence and the number of companies
nomic modeling, and it does suggest
that are now developing products for use
that if you want the lowest cost method
at 1550 nm.
of getting video out, in most cases, it's
Even 1310 evangelist Larry Stark,
the 1550 approach," Lyons says. "So if
vice president of new business developthe operator is willing to defer the
ment at Ortel Corp., has changed his
expenditure for interactivity for three to
tune. After pronouncing the 1550
five years, then 1550 plays very nicely:'
approach "dead" in the pages of this
John Clark, chief operating officer at
magazine several years ago, Stark now
Aix, which was recently purchased by
says the diagnosis was slightly premaHarmonic Lightwaves' MAXLink 1550 nm transmission
Scientific-Atlanta, sums it all up this
ture.
system.
way: "The model is changing: before,
"When Imade my famous statement,
everybody said, 'Tell me THE answer for my
lasers to drive 1550 transport systems, which
Ithink it was true at the time," says Stark now.
introduced laser chirp and fiber dispersion.
optical network.' But today there's aricher
"Our sense was that people were being distoolkit that never existed before, so the answer
Today, most manufacturers have switched to
tracted by too many technologies when 1310
depends on who you are, where you are, the
transmitters that feature external modulators
(equipment) was exactly what they needed."
money you have to spend and the services you
Yet Stark understood why Hildenbrand and a
and continuous wave lasers to offer video netwant to offer."
few others were intrigued by 1550: "It
"There's been aheck of alot of 1550
was atechnology that was ahead of its
gear put in over the last two years or
time. People were fascinated by it
so," notes John Dahlquist, vice presibecause it could be optically amplified,
dent of marketing at Harmonic
but they didn't know how to use it."
Lightwaves. And now that his company
But now that many cable systems are
is about to begin shipping 1550 equipactively "clustering" their systems in
ment, he hopes the trend continues.
order to dominate major urban and subHe suspects it will, driven by operaurban population areas, they're focused
Ortel Corp.'s 1550 nm broadband transmission product.
tors who need to interconnect neton interconnecting what were once disworks, collapse headends and want broad
work providers areliable and cost-effective
parate cable systems into asingle, large, unipipelines for high-speed Internet access,
solution for the interconnect portion of their
fied cable network. This approach allows them
video-on-demand applications and similar
networks, notes Stark.
to collapse headends and share costs across a
new, bandwidth-hungry applications. "The
International applications are also driving
much wider subscriber base, ultimately saving
digital (set-tops) should also be out soon,
the resurgence in 1550 technology. With limitthem money.
which will drive this need even more,"
ed reason to offer targeted advertising, interacIn scenarios such as this, 1550 gear plays
Dahlquist argues. amp
tive TV or differentiated programming, many
nicely because of its inherent lower attenuation,
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Figure 1. Forward path transmission link example. In adual ring, cascaded link design, the service to the
home is delivered over cascaded fiber optic links and acoaxial network. Using high performance
transmitters, EDFAs and receivers, operators can achieve high performance signal delivery to
homes and businesses.
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By Rudy Hofmeister, Staff
Scientist, Ortel Corporation

S

ince 1990, linear fiber optic technology has transformed the design
and performance of cable 1'V networks. Historically, the vast majority of fiber optic links installed in
cable TV systems have operated at
1310 nm in the distribution path of
the network. While 1310 nm properties remain prevailing for distribution, with the rising need of operators to connect headends and hubs
over distances greater than those
used in the distribution path, development of supertrunks became necessary.
Many cable TV network
providers are taking advantage of
the unique properties of 1550 nm
for supertrunk links; namely, lower
optical loss, and the availability of
high power optical amplifiers.
Taken together, these properties
enable longer transmission distances than with 1310 nm links,
thus enabling high performance
supertrunk links for connecting
headends together in large metropolitan areas. The resulting cascaded link architectures eliminate
"home run" fiber links from the
node to the master headend and
provide the opportunity for local
interactive digital signal origination
at hubs serving 20,000-40,000
homes passed.
Links at 1550 nm differ in two
important respects compared to
1310 nm links. First of all, because
most installed fiber has its zero-dispersion wavelength at 1310 nm, the
dispersion at 1550 nm is quite
large—as much as 17ps/km/nm.
This large dispersion prevents direct
modulation of the laser as aviable
option because of the attendant laser
chirp. Instead, low chirp external
modulation is used. Secondly, the
presence of high-power optical signals at the output of optical amplifiers makes fiber nonlinearities a
dominant concern. Stimulated
Brillouin scattering (SBS) and self
phase modulation (SPM), in conjunction with the high fiber dispersion, both contribute to noise and
distortion products.
Specifying and operating a1550
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0 1550 TECHNOLOGY
nm supertrunk transmission system requires
knowledge of these issues. In addition, when
asystem designer uses 1550 nm, there are a
number of system-level issues that must be
addressed in order to achieve the desired performance.
This article will briefly discuss these
issues, and then examine aspects of system
design of 1550 nm links, including integration of components and how the component

the atoms of the fiber core. This scattering
process weakens as the inverse fourth power of
the wavelength—hence the substantial difference in optical loss between these two wavelengths.
In addition, erbium-doped optical fiber
amplifiers (EDFAs) are available in the 15401560 nm wavelength range. These amplifiers
function by stimulated generation of signal
photons in the 1550 mn range by conversion of

Figure 2: Lithium niobate modulators come in two varieties: the Mach Zehnder modulator, and
the optically linearized modulator. The top portion of the diagram shows the Mach Zehnder
modulator with an electrical predistorter. The bottom portion shows an optically linearized
modulator which provides optical predistortion when driven with the signal splitting drive
circuitry shown.
RF in

Predistorter

bias

bias 2

bras 1

integration affects the performance of the
link, measured in terms of the carrier-to-noise
ratio (CNR), composite second order (CSO)
and composite third order distortions (CTB)
at the receiver.

1550 nm and 1310 nm
There are anumber of tradeoffs between
the technologies to transmit cable TV signals
at 1550 nm or 1310 nm. First we discuss
1550 nm technology.
Transmission at 1550 nm benefits from the
obvious advantage of lower optical loss than
1310 nm: 0.23 dB/km vs. 0.4 dB/Ion. Thus, for
agiven transmitted and received power, the
ends of alink can be spaced nearly twice as
far apart. The majority of the optical loss in
silica fibers is due to Rayleigh scattering off of

38
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photons from apump wavelength, generally
either 980 nm, 1060 nm, or 1480 nm. The
pump beam excites erbium atoms in the fiber
core to an excited state, from which they can
undergo stimulated decay back to aground
state, emitting 1550 nm photons in the process.
This amplification occurs with alow noise figure—typically on the order of 4-5 dB. For this
reason, an optical signal maintains significantly higher CNR with optical amplification than
with detection and optical regeneration at 1310
nm. Additionally, no further distortion is added
in the optical amplification process. Finally,
optical amplification is completely protocol
transparent. That is, the EDFA is indifferent to
the modulation scheme and signal bandwidth
on the optical carrier.
Figure 1is an example of amodern HFC
C

ICATIONS E NGINEERING &

D ESIGN S EPTEMB ER

architecture using point-to-point "super trunk"
transport. Super trunks are used to connect
multiple headends together over large distances, as high as 100 km. This obviates the
need to duplicate expensive transmission
equipment at each headend. One additional
benefit of the long link range for 1550 nm
supertrunlcs is that they provide the option of
path diversity redundance, afactor that is
extremely important in guaranteeing high network reliability.
The repeatered HFC system in Figure 1
shows asupertrunk transmitting signals to the
hub, and 1310 nm DFB transmitters distributing signals to the optical node. The supertrunk
can use 1310 nm DFB lasers for link distances
under 30 km or so. In the figure, the 1550 nm
long-haul option is shown. Additional narrowcasted programming is inserted at the hub, and
the composite signal spectrum is transmitted to
the node over asingle fiber. This "single fiber"
architecture has become the preferred architecture for interactive HFC networks among
many MSOs recently.
As with any technology, there are anumber
of performance limitations with 1550 nm
links. The most obvious of these are the presence of fiber nonlinearities that cause excess
noise and distortion in the link. These nonlinearities—SPM and SBS—are present in 1310
nm systems also, but they are insignificant at
the low optical powers used in conventional
1310 nm HFC networks. These nonlinearities
can be eliminated or compensated for with
careful system design. This requires asolid
understanding of the nonlinear mechanisms on
the part of link equipment designers.
There are also deleterious effects on link
performance because of linear fiber dispersion.
Most singlemode fiber deployed to date has a
zero-dispersion wavelength tuned to 1310 nm.
Thus, 1310 urn links are at most afew
nanometers off from the zero-dispersion point.
At 1550 nm, on the other hand, the dispersion
may be as large as 17 ps/km/nm. This dispersion will cause afrequency-dependent contribution to system-level CSO when present in
conjunction with any type of link chirp.

Fiber effects on 1550 nm transmission
There are several fiber-induced effects that
degrade performance of 1550 nm links. These
are stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS),
interferometric intensity noise (IIN) and dispersion, in combination with modulator chirp
or self phase modulation (SPM).
Stimulated Brillouin scattering
SBS is anonlinear fiber effect that restricts
the amount of optical power that can be trans1996
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o 1550 TECHNOLOGY
mined through optical fiber. At high intensities,
an optical beam of light generates ultra-high
frequency acoustic vibrations (acoustic
phonons) in the fiber. These vibrations cause
periodic changes in the optical refractive index
of the fiber, off which the optical beam scatters.
When the original optical beam is of sufficient
intensity, the back scattered wave (the Stokes
wave) is amplified. This leads to depletion of
the forward propagating beam, as well as noise

and distortion in the forward direction. In conventional singlemode fiber at 1550 nm, the
SBS threshold normally occurs at 4-5 mW. The
lifetime of the phonons is relatively long-50
ns. In order for the SBS effect to occur, the
stimulated backscattering from all components
of the optical beam must add in phase throughout the phonon's lifetime. This means that, by
the tenets of wave theory, the optical spectrum
of the beam must be narrower than approxi-
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since optical signals with multiple frequency
components cause frequency "beats" at the
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Interferometric intensity noise
Interferometric intensity noise (IIN) is
already familiar to designers of 1310 nm
directly modulated links. The mechanism here
is that double-back-scattered light interferes
with nonscattered light to create low frequency
noise in the forward direction. The scattering
centers can be distributed, as in Rayleigh scattering, or discrete, as in connectors or bad
splices. The noise bandwidth is roughly twice
the source laser linewidth, although the tails of
the laser spectrum can easily generate noise
out to many multiples of the laser linewidth.
The solution to this problem is to make the
laser linewidth narrow enough that the noise
generated above 40 MHz is negligible. This
requires the typical linewidth of the source to
be less than approximately 2MHz.
Dispersion
Dispersion is alinear effect whereby different frequencies of light travel with different group velocities through the fiber. For
1996

1550 nm signals propagating through 1310
nm fiber, the typical dispersion is 17
ps/krn/nm so that, for example, two beams
spaced by 1nm in frequency and propagating
through a1km link would see arelative
delay of 17 Ps with respect to each other.
Both modulator chirp and self phase modulation cause ashift in the optical frequency in
response to the applied RF modulation. Thus
different time segments of the optical signal
travel through adispersive link at different
velocities. Thus, the peaks of the AM signal
are delayed relative to the valleys of the signal. This process generates distortion when
received with any square-law detector'.
Self phase modulation (SPM)
SPM is caused by achange in the optical
index of
refraction with
intensity* (see
page 46). The
intensity
dependent
nonlinear
index causes a
phase shift of
the signal that
is proportional
to the instantaneous intensity
and to the
propagation
distance in the fiber up to amaximum effective length of approximately 20 km at 1550
nm. Since the signal is AM modulated, the
local phase shift corresponds to alocal frequency shift which, via fiber dispersion,
becomes arelative delay increasing linearly
with propagation distance. This way, the AM
modulated signal is progressively distorted as
it travels down the fiber. SPM leads primarily
to second-order distortion with power proportional to L2f
4,
where Lis the link length,
assuming L>20 km, and fis the modulated
frequency.
It is important to clarify the distinction
between the direct effects of SPM and that of
dispersion after SPM. As stated, noticeable SPM
occurs only near the launched end of the fiber
where the intensity is high. In this region the
phase shift increases linearly with fiber distance.
As the intensity drops after 20 km or so, no further significant phase shift occurs. Meanwhile,
the phase shift spreads the optical spectrum of
the AM modulated signal, and these spectral
components undergo dispersion which increases
linearly with distance ad infinitum.
As an example of this, consider alink with
cascaded EDFAs. Immediately after each EDFA

where the intensity is high, SPM causes intensity
modulated phase shift. But the associated spectral broadening will cause relative delay from
then on. Assume the link is of length L, has an
EDFA at the origin and asecond one at an intermediate distance D, and that the launched power
out of each EDFA is equal. In this case, the SPM
from the first EDFA will have amuch greater
effect on the distortion of the link because it is
affected by the dispersion due to the entire link

L, while the SPM from the second EDFA is only
dispersed by the distance L-D.
Modulator chirp
It is also important to consider the effects of
modulator chirp on the link performance.
Modulators with non-zero chirp will phase
modulate asignal in addition to the desired
amplitude modulation. It is well known that
phase modulation can be converted into ampli-
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1550 TECHNOLOGY
tude modulation via dispersion as the signal propagates through the
fiber2.
This process yields distortion—primarily CSO—in the received
signal. Chirp-free modulators will not exhibit this effect, and it is for
this reason that the use of chirp-free modulators is generally preferred
in long distance analog links.

Externally modulated transmitter
General
The transmitter is at the heart of the 1550 nm link. Because of the
large fiber dispersion at 1550 nm, the use of direct laser modulation is
contraindicated. Instead, commercial links are currently externally modulated, either using Mach-Zehnder modulators (MZMs), or optically
linearized modulators (OLMs). In both cases, the second order distortion is eliminated, to first order, by appropriately biasing the modulator.
The performance of the link with respect to third order distortion
depends strongly on the method of linearization of the modulators, and on the
care taken in this process. Regardless of
the method of third order linearization,.
corrections of 30-35 dB must be
achieved over the CTB performance of
asingle stage modulator in order to
meet the requirements of cable TV
links. In addition, the source laser has
characteristics that are critical to link
performance.
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Source laser
The source laser's primary characteristics are output power, wavelength and chirp; each of these can affect link performance.
The transmitter's output power is directly proportional to the source
laser's optical output power. This fact is important because the effective relative intensity noise (RIN) introduced by an EDFA with agiven
noise figure is inversely proportional to the input optical power to the
EDFA. (Relative intensity noise is defined as the ratio of intensity fluctuations in a1Hz bandwidth to the total optical power.) Thus it is
important to make the laser as powerful as possible. For alink where
the EDFA RIN contributes about half of the end-of-line noise, you will
see 0.5 dB improvement in CNR for every 1.0 dB increase in laser
power.
The source laser RIN also adds to the noise in the link. However, if the
RIN is kept to less than -165 dB/Hz, then this noise contribution is
minute, degrading the CNR of the link by only one or two tenths of adB.
As stated above, the linewidth of the laser is also important. In order
to reduce the effects of IIN at the lower frequency range of the cable
TV band, the linewidth should be <2MHz.
Modulator
The external modulator used generally falls into two categories: either
the Mach Zehnder modulator, or the optically linearized modulator.
t/Mach Zehnder modulator. The Mach Zehnder modulator is linearized
by the use of an electrical predistorter that precisely compensates the
third-order sinusoidal nonlinearity of the modulator as shown in Figure
2. Up to 35 dB of correction must be achieved with this method, and
this must be stable over the temperature range of operation. Mach
Zehnder modulators are almost universally chirp-free.
VOptically linearized modulator. An optically linearized modulator
consists of two cascaded interferometers as shown in Figure 2. The RF
signal is applied to each interferometer input, RF1 and RF2. The input
to RF2 is identical in phase to RF1, but is attenuated by afixed and
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shown that they can be operated with e
EDFA, the difference
Power in (dBrr)
reliability. EDFAs pumped with 980 n
between these two is
use the 1micron band to excite the erbi
the noise figure.
ions in athree-level pumping scheme.
It is important to note that the noise figure
predetermined amount. The cascaded interfertype of pumping allows much more comp
increases with input optical power. Figure 3
ometers perform both the modulation and disinversion of the erbium ion concentration
shows expected noise figure vs. input power
tortion correction on the same lithium niobate
1480 nm pumping. As aresult, the noise figfor atypical EDFA design. The noise figure
substrate, hence the performance is quite staure of 980 nm-pumped amplifiers is signifiincrease happens because the erbium ion inverble over the operating temperature range. It
cantly better than 1480 nm-pumped amplision becomes depleted as the input power
must be noted that the chirp of the optically
fiers.
increases and the gain is saturated. In addition,
linearized modulator is not necessarily zero, so
t/Solid-state pumps. Other schemes exist for
by the definition of noise figure given in the
that the modulator can contribute to disperpumping EDFAs, such as the use of diodeprevious paragraph, any passive loss at the
sion-induced CSO. It may be considered
pumped solid state lasers. Here, 800 nm lasers,
input of the EDFA adds directly to the resulimportant to account for and deal with this
for instance, may be used to pump solid-state
tant noise figure. For instance, because input
effect in links of over 40 km.
lasers near 1.06 microns. These solid state
isolators are almost always required, it is neclasers then pump the erbium ions in the 1
essary to include their typical 0.8 dB loss as an
Erbium doped fiber amplifier
micron band. While this method gives alow
addition to the noise figure.
General Design
noise figure, it suffers from reliability issues
Several parameters affect the overall perforinherent in using multiple pumping
Pump lasers
mance of an erbium-doped fiber amplifier
sources—more components can fail. This techThe absorption spectrum of erbium ions in
(EDFA). The main ones are the noise figure,
nique can be used to provide EDFAs with high
silica has several broad absorption bands near
the noise figure slope with input power, the
output power, however.
1
micron
and
1.5
microns.
The
erbium
ions
are
output power, the gain and noise figure across
typically pumped with
the input spectrum, and the polarization mode
lasers in these bands.
dependence of the above.
Figure 4: Schematic view of the electronic levels of erbium ions in optical
These may include
There is generally atradeoff between the
fiber. 980 nm pumping populates the highest excited state,
mimicking athree-level laser system. The population inversion
lasers at 980 nm,
output power, which relates to the efficiency
obtained between the lower excited state and the ground
1480 nm, or solid
with which the pump light is absorbed, and the
state is higher than if the lower excited state is pumped
state lasers in the 1.05
noise figure of the amplifier. If most of the
directly, as it is with 1480 nm pumping.
micron range. Figure
pump is absorbed, it means that the pump
4shows how the variintensity is low at one end of the erbium fiber
Upper excited state
ous wavelengths can
in the amplifier. Therefore, the inversion coef..*•. ••
980 nm
be used to pump the
ficient will be low at this point, and this will
Non-radiative
erbium ions.
degrade the noise figure. To combat this probV1480 nm pumps.
lem, it is common to make two gain stages,
Lower
1480 nm pumps were
one alow noise preamplifying stage with high
excited
traditionally considstate
inversion coefficient, and one apump efficient
ered more reliable
power amplifying stage. In any multi-pump
1480 nm
than other types.
architecture, care must be taken to avoid pump
However, reliability
laser interactions which can lead to laser instastudies of 980 nm
bilities.
1550 nm
DFBs over the past
few years have essenNoise figure
Ground state
tially eliminated this
The noise figure of an EDFA is calculated
concern. 1480 nm
in asimilar manner to that of an RF amplifier.
Figure 3: Expected output power and noise figure vs. optical input
power to atypical dual 980 nm pumped EDFA with total
pump power of 150 mW. Noise figure includes atypical
input isolator loss of 0.7 dB. Noise figure and output power
both increase with increasing input power.
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Figure 5: CNR, CTB and CSO expected for a65 km 1550 nm link
driven with a79 channel NTSC plan at 3.0% OMI/channel,
as afunction of received optical power. The CNR improves
with higher received power because the contribution of shot
noise at the receiver decreases. The distortion increase is
entirely due to receiver distortion.
CNR and distortion vs. received Po
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Figure 6: CNR vs. link distance for a 1550 nm link with the 79 NTS
channel plan, assuming amaximum of +3 dBm received
power. The upper curve is for atransmitter and 50 mW
power boosting EDFA. The lower curve is for the same 5
transmitter along with abooster EDFA at 40 km.
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Receiver
General
The CNR of alink as awhole is degraded
by noise contributions from all components of
the link. Hence, the CNR at the receiver is as
important to link performance as the transmitter CNR. The distortion products of the
receiver may have agreater or lesser effect on
the net distortion levels, depending on how
the distortion adds. If the mechanism for distortion in the receiver and in the transmitter is
the same, and has the same phase, then it is
likely that the distortion adds in amplitude,
obeying the "20 log" rule. If the distortion
mechanisms are unrelated, then it is likely that
the distortion adds by power, i.e., according to
the "10 log" rule. If fortune smiles on the system designer, it may even be possible to
achieve some cancellation of distortion products, so that the net link distortion is better
than that of any of the individual components.
This point should be kept in mind when evaluating link performance—it may depend somewhat on the receiver used.
Received power
The CNR of the receiver, more than anything else, is dictated by the received optical
power, rising in direct proportion to received
power. Thus there is an advantage to operating
at as high areceived power as is feasible,
given the link optical loss budget, the receiver
distortion, and the effects of SPM. In awelldesigned link the noise contributions that
determine CNR will be split fairly evenly
between EDFA RIN and received shot noise.
Hybrid amplifier noise and source laser RIN
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should be minor contributors. This means that
an increase in the received power by 1dB
should lead to an increase in the link CNR by
about 0.5 dB. Figure 6shows the CNR and
distortion expected in alink as afunction of
received optical power.
In receiver design, there is atradeoff between
received optical power and distortion induced
by the photodiode or receiving module, and also
noise of the photodiode. It is nevertheless possible to design areceiver for +3 dBm received
power, with noise of about 8pA/Hz 1/
2and
cumulative distortion products typically in the
mid- to high 70s for a79 channel NTSC plan
with 3percent OMI per channel.

Putting it all together
Small degradations in every aspect of the
system design add up quickly, and system performance can be adversely affected if any one
of the components is not designed to synergize
with the system as awhole.
We have shown that the performance of the
laser, including its output power and RIN, is crucial to the CNR of the link. Other factors are the
received photocurrent at the receiver, the responsivity of the photodiode and the noise figure of
the EDFA. It is also important to take care to
ensure that the amplifier noise contributions in
the transmitter and receiver are minimized.
Finally, the response of the link must be
equalized because CNR must be specified as a
worst case number, i.e., the CNR actually measured in the link will be the CNR for aflat
system minus half the peak-to-peak ripple in
the frequency response.
When alink is carefully designed, and attention paid to all the system components, it is

90 85 90 95 100
I105110
I115120

Distance -km

possible to achieve good performance over link
distances exceeding 60 km. Typical measured
performance for awell designed link using the
79 channel NTSC plan is CNR =53 dB,
CSO/CTB =-70 dB over 65 km. See Figure 6
for typical achievable CNR vs. link distance for
alink operated both with and without an EDFA.

Conclusion
From the discussions in the previous paragraphs, it should now be apparent that there
are numerous challenges inherent in the
design of a1550 nm link. Because the performance of the link is critically dependent
on all aspects of system implementation, it is
important to choose components that have
been designed and selected to go together.
Despite the difficulties in implementing 1550
nm, there are anumber of compelling reasons to use it over 1310 nm for supertrunking. The final result is that when alink is
carefully designed, it is possible to achieve
long haul performance that cannot be
matched with 1310 nm. cED
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New technology
ginst
for 1550 networks
up mum

Industry reaching the limits

of 1310 nm transmission

By Dan O. Harris, Ph.D., Market
Development Engineering Manager,
Broadband Technology, Corning Inc.

(DWDM)—become necessary to support
expanding service portfolios.
Transmission at 1550 nm offers two distinct advantages as compared to conventional
1310 nm transmission: lower signal attenuation and the availability of optical fiber
amplifiers.
These advantages, in conjunction with
new optical fibers designed for transmission
in the 1550 nm wavelength region, will help
produce an optimum fiber link for emerging

next five years—in 1995 alone, 81,333 route
miles of fiber were installed; that's 195 miles
of fiber every hour, for atotal of 1.7 million
fiber miles. Also by 1995, cable TV demand
represented approximately 30 percent of the
North American optical fiber market.
Why the rapid growth? Because among its
many advantages, fiber offers increased bandwidth, improved signal quality and enhanced
reliability. As aresult of these improvements,
fiber provides an excellent platform from which
to launch interactive, data-intensive services.

Developments driving fiber deployment

The primary drivers for optical fiber
deployment in cable TV networks include the
desire for improved signal quality, as well as a
ince 1990, optical fiber has been installed
need for improved reliability and additional
by cable TV operators at abrisk pace. The
RF bandwidth to support new services such as
cable TV segment of the North American
telephony. VOD and Internet access.
optical fiber market grew by almost 100 perIn the spirit of continuous improvement,
cent each year between 1990 and 1994, and
cable TV operators are always seeking to
continues to grow at amoderate but impresimprove reliability and signal quality for the
sive rate. Operators are now taking dedicated
end user. The addition of telefibers to smaller segphony to the cable TV operaments of the population,
Figure 1: Installed fiber cable route miles by year (Sources: 1990-1994 data courtesy
tor's portfolio of services has
extending fiber deeper
Paul Kagan Associates Inc., 1995 data courtesy NCTA).
also piqued interest in netinto their systems.
100,000
work reliability. In addition to
New architectural
Cable TV installed fiber
telephony, advanced services
90,000
developments and serroute miles
such as VOD, targeted regionvices are spurring further
80,000
al programming, PCS, and
installation of fiber in
Internet access are fueling a
cable TV networks. These
70,000
need for improved network
include consolidation and
60,000
performance. Cable modems,
regional interconnection
which allow PCs to communiof headends and distribu50,000
cate through the broadband
tion hubs with highly
40,000
cable network, are causing a
reliable, bandwidth-rich,
considerable amount of
redundant optical fiber
30,000
excitement. This broadband
rings; the emergence of
20,000
platform is capable of carrytelecommunications, such
ing data 100 times faster than
as plain old telephone
10,000
ISDN phone lines, and up to
service (POTS) and per1,000 times faster than consonal communications
1995
1992
1993
1994
1991
1990
ventional telephone modems.
services (PCS); and the
Because of this new technoloburgeoning demand for
gy, cable is positioned to become the access
high-speed data delivery, including video-on- system requirements and technologies.
medium-of-choice to the Internet, the World
demand (VOD) and Internet access.
Wide Web and other on-line services.
Rapid growth of fiber in cable TV
Improved signal quality and increased
The aggregate of these new services
The growth of optical fiber in cable TV netbandwidth to extend the usable RF spectrum
increases demands on the reliability, RF bandworks has been phenomenal. In 1990, just
are crucial to the success of these new archiwidth and signal quality in the cable TV net6,431 route miles of fiber were deployed in
tectures and services.
work. To meet the needs of this new generathe United States by the cable TV industry,
The fiber portion of today's cable TV nettion of services, cable TV network architecand many questioned the need for any fiber in
works is based primarily on standard singletures currently being deployed consist of highthose networks. Then, American Television
mode fiber used in conjunction with 1310
reliability redundant optical fiber rings to conand Communications Corporation (now Time
nm directly modulated DFB transmitters.
nect headends and hubs, with hybrid
Warner Cable) introduced the Fiber-to-theThe industry is beginning to reach the limits
fiber/coax (HFC) in the distribution portion of
Feeder architecture that touched off an exploof this technology, however, as new developthe network, as depicted in Figure 2.
sion of fiber installation.
ments—particularly in long-distance analog
The fiber rings provide analog supertrunk
As shown in Figure 1, more than 200,000
transmission, high-speed digital transmission
and digital interconnection between headends
route miles of fiber were installed over the
and dense wavelength-division multiplexing

S
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quality and usable RF specand hubs that often traFigure 2: Generic cable TV network architecture consisting of highly reliable
trum—thereby supporting an
redundant fiber rings connecting headends and hubs in conjunction
verse long distances. Such
with a hybrid fiber/coax distribution system
extended offering of services.
anetwork of redundantly
By bringing optical fiber
connected headends and
HFC distribution
To
deeper into their networks,
network
hubs forms an extremely
PSTN
cable TV operators ultimately
reliable, high capacity,
Node
Hub
enable themselves to compete
seamless network within a
effectively in abroad range
region, enhancing opportuof communications service
nities for alternate telearenas.
Coax 1
phone access, regional
bus
advertising and insertion of
Fiber performance issues
targeted local programAs in all communications
ming.
systems,
the crucial network
HFC is the distribution
performance issues in today's
architecture of choice in
fiber-rich cable TV networks
cable TV networks today,
are noise and distortion. Both
delivering analog video
can
affect signal quality, as
and subcarrier modulated
well as information-carrying
digital signals over the
capacity.
shorter distances to nodes
spectrum by replacing coax plant with higher
Several fiber-related effects can reduce carlocated near the end user. Most new construcbandwidth optical fiber and by greatly reducrier-to-noise ratio (CNR):
tion and rebuilds of cable TV systems are
ing the number of active RF devices the signal
e/Attenuation (power loss over distance)
based on this architecture, which takes fiber to
must pass through on its way to the end user.
reduces carrier signal strength.
nodes typically serving as few as 500 homes.
Therefore, as fiber-rich architecture
s/Multi-path interference (MPI—the recomThese HFC networks offer enhanced reliabilideployment continues to grow, three aspects
bining of light that is reflected back and forth
ty, signal clarity, and extend the usable RF
of the network improve—reliability, signal

Their

QPSK

BROADBAND

Selecting an HFC platform has suddenly become a pretty easy
choice. With double the bandwidth efficiency of even the best OPSKbased systems, ADC's Homeworx -r " access platform uses OFDM modulation
to deliver twice the service capacity. This means you can serve more
customers and generate more revenue with the same amount of bandwidth.
And by placing each DSO on a separate RF carrier, OFDM also provides
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in the fiber) produces interferometric intensity
noise.
VLaser phase to intensity noise results from a
random variation of source wavelength in conjunction with chromatic dispersion.
VStimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) may
result when too much optical power is
launched into afiber. In this non-linear effect,
light is reflected by an acoustic wave, which
depletes the signal and adds to MP! noise.
Fiber effects add to distortion, primarily in
the form of composite second order (CSO).
These effects include:
t/Chromatic dispersion—an effect resulting
from different wavelengths of light traveling
at different speeds through the fiber.
Chromatic dispersion can create high distortion if the spectral width of the optical
source is sufficiently broad.
t/Polarization mode dispersion (PMD)—
occurs when the two components of asingle
fiber mode travel at different speeds.
t/Self-phase modulation (SPM)—in which
very high optical power levels alter the index
of refraction in the fiber, effectively broadening the optical spectral width.

1-1

1V1

VModulation instability (MI)—a non-linear
interaction between the signal and noise.

optimized for operation in the 1310 nm
region.
In these commonly used 1310 nm systems, attenuation is low, typically 0.35
dB/km. Nevertheless, 10 dB loss budgets can
limit link length to about 30 km. These distances are short enough that reflections do
not accumulate significantly, and MPI noise
levels remain low. SBS is not aproblem
either because of the large linewidth (> 1
GHz) of the directly modulated DFB transmitter. Also, the low chromatic dispersion at
1310 nm, in conjunction with low PMD for
standard singlemode fiber transmission, mitigates all CSO effects.
Other 1310 nm systems employ externally
modulated YAG lasers, which are more expensive than the DFB transmitters, but have 10
times the output power. This enables asignal
to be split and launched simultaneously into
several fibers for cost-effective signal distribution in HFC networks.
Performance of YAG systems is similar to
that of DFB transmitters, except SBS can
potentially limit YAG transmission distance
due to the extremely narrow laser linewidths.

Today: 1310 nm technology
What devices and component technologies
make up today's optical fiber portion of the
cable TV network, and
how do they
stand up
against the
effects
described
above? Most
current systems use 1310
nm technology, primarily
due to cost
considerations. The
most common
design consists of 1310 nm directly modulated DFB transmitters and standard singlemode
fiber. The workhorse of today's cable TV
fiber plants, standard singlemode fiber is

Standard,

singlemode fiber
is optimized

for operation in

the 1310 nm
region
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superior resistance to riarrcbwband interference,
especially common in the upstream bandwidth.
So, if you're considering HFC for both current and
future residential service deployment, why sail with half
a solution?
For more information on how Homeworx can
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Emerging: 1550 nm transmission
Technology for 1310 nm transmission has
performed well in cable TV networks; however, to achieve supertrunk transmission distances beyond 30 km, 1550 nm technology is
essential. Why? First, attenuation is extremely
low at 1550 nm, less than 0.25 dB/km—this is
afundamental efficiency in transporting signals that is only available in the 1550 nm
wavelength region.
Second, erbium-doped fiber amplifiers
(EDFAs) are the only commercially viable
means of optically amplifying asignal, providing high output powers of 100 milliwatts or
more for either boosting power directly from a
DFB source or in-line amplification of the signal after it has been attenuated by several kilometers of fiber. EDFAs operate only in the
1550 nm region.
These two attributes of 1550 nm transmission can benefit conventional cable TV signal
transmission in two applications, as illustrated in Figure 3. For longer distance applications like the analog supertrunk, transmission
distances of 60 to 100 km are possible when
1550 nm externally modulated DFB sources
are used with standard singlemode fiber. In

Singlemode
Optical Switches
Switchable
Optical Splitters
t/ Corning MulticladTM coupler
technology used exclusively.
V Lowest loss Optical Switches in
the world.
Switchable Optical Splitters save
50% of the optical power
required for route redundancy.

OptiVideo Corporation
5311 Western Avenue,
Boulder, Colorado 80301

TEL: 303-444-2160
FAX: 303-444-2242
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However, standard singlemode fiber is not optithe distribution arena, high EDFA output
mized for operation at this wavelength. In parpowers can be split for broadcasting to severticular, chromatic dispersion can be quite high
al HFC nodes simultaneously, much the same
on singlemode fiber, making complex transmitway the YAG laser is deployed at 1310 nm.
ter designs anecessity in order to offset distorBecause attenuation is approximately 40 pertions that occur in the fiber.
cent lower at 1550 nm, optical power is used
Today, the demand is growing for optical
more efficiently, allowing more nodes to be
fibers that are optimized for 1550 nm technolserved by the same source.
ogy; these include dispersion-shifted (DS)
In addition to the commonly used analog
format, high-speed digital
Figure 3: Long distance transmission system consisting of
transmission at data rates
a 1550 nm DFB source and EDFA power and in-line
of one gigabit per second
amplifiers. Lower attenuation at 1550 nm and EDFAs
extend the reach of this system much farther than
(Gbps) or more is becom1310 nm technology allows.
ing more common in cable
TV regional and backbone
Header',
networks. Primary applicahub¡
tions include carrying teleFiber
Fiber
phone and data traffic,
while some MSOs are
even replacing analog
supertrunks with digital
EDFA
video transmission between
1550 nm
Receiver
headend and hub to
DFB
transmitter
improve signal quality.
As in analog supertrunking
applications. 1550 nm techfiber and non-zero dispersion shifted (NZ-DS)
nology provides more efficient transmission of
fiber. Dispersion-shifted fiber is designed to
digital data, which ultimately extends the syshave no chromatic dispersion at 1550 nm and
tem's reach. The advantages in the 1550 nm
to provide distortion performance comparable
region now are commonly exploited in long
to that achieved at 1310 nm with standard sinhaul telecommunications applications, where
glemode fiber. NZ-DS fibers have asmall
data is routinely transported at several
amount of dispersion at 1550 nm, which is
Gigabits-per-second over several hundred kilointended to offset some of the nonlinear
meters of fiber.
effects that may occur in fibers at high input
In the not too distant future, DWDM will be
powers. NZ-DS fibers are designed to have
deployed to further increase the capacity and
either "positive" or "negative" dispersion
flexibility of cable TV networks. The use of
(zero-dispersion wavelength slightly below or
DWDM at 1550 nm is particularly attractive in
above 1550 nm, respectively).
backbone and supertrunk applications because
In asingle wavelength analog supertrunk,
it not only increases the capacity of asingle
both DS and NZ-DS can be advantageous. The
fiber, but EDFAs enable simultaneous amplifigreatly reduced dispersion of DS fiber at 1550
cation of all wavelength channels within the
nm, in conjunction with its low PMD, practical1530-1560 nm window, meaning the analog or
ly eliminates the potential for CSO distortion in
digital signals carried on the individual wavethe fiber, including that created directly from
lengths do not have to be separated at repeater
chromatic dispersion as well as SPM; laser
sites, resulting in asignificant reduction in
phase noise is also greatly reduced. Because
repeater cost. DWDM can also be used to
dispersion is no longer aproblem, directly modroute signals at hub sites using wavelength
ulated lasers or less complex externally moduselective components such as couplers and fillated laser transmitters can be used which will
ters. In such anetwork, aDWDM device
either inherently eliminate or facilitate relatively
directs light to individual ports based on optisimple means of eliminating SBS. Furthermore,
cal wavelength, allowing for passive switched
since the transmitters are less complex than
communication on asingle fiber—a potential
those required for standard singlemode fiber,
means of routing narrowcast information.
this improved performance comes with abonus
of reduced transmitter cost.
Optical fibers optimized for 1550 nm
Modulation instability could still potentially
As outlined above, transmission at 1550 nm
be aproblem when using DS fiber. To guaranis advantageous in several applications when
tee that there will be no modulation instability,
compared to 1310 nm because of reduced attenan NZ-DS fiber with asmall amount of negauation and the availability of optical amplifiers.
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1550 TECHNOLOGY
tive dispersion at 1550 nm can be deployed.
Therefore, nearly all troublesome effects—
SPM, laser phase noise, SBS, MI—could be
eliminated by using relatively inexpensive
directly modulated or simplified externally
modulated 1550 nm DFBs in conjunction with
anegative dispersion NZ-DS.
A potential drawback to using inexpensive transmitters with NZ-DS fiber, however,
is that for longer lengths, the total chromatic
dispersion could be large enough to cause
unacceptably high levels of CSO. A practical
solution to this problem, called "dispersion
management," is to install ashort section of
standard singlemode fiber somewhere in an
NZ-DS link to compensate for chromatic
dispersion effects (approximately five to 10
percent of the NZ-DS length placed at the

Glossary of abbreviations
CNR Carrier-to-noise ratio
CSO Composite second order (distortion)
DFB Distributed feedback (laser)
DWDM Dense wavelength-division
multiplexing: carrying unique information on discrete wavelengths only a
few nanometers apart in asingle fiber.
DS Dispersion-shifted (fiber)
EDFA Erbium-doped fiber amplifier
HFC Hybrid fiber/coax
ISDN Integrated services digital network
MI Modulation instability: anon-linear
interaction between signal and noise.
MPI Multi-path interference: the
reflection of light back and forth in the
fiber, interfering with the original signal and producing interferometric
intensity noise.
NZ-DS Non-zero dispersion shifted
(fiber)
PCS Personal communications services
PMD Polarization-mode dispersion:
occurs when two components of the
fiber mode propagate at different
speeds.
POTS Plain old telephone service
PSTN Public switched telephone network
SBS Stimulated Brillouin scattering:
effect in which an acoustic wave
reflects light, depleting the signal and
generating noise.
SPM Self-phase modulation: occurs
when very high optical power levels
increase the index of refraction and
broaden the spectral width.
VOD Video-on-demand
YAG Yttrium aluminum garnet (laser)
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end appears optimal).
Figure 4: Broadcast system consisting of a1550 nm DFB
source and an EDFA power amplifier. The high
The small negative disoutput power of the EDFA can be split to
persion present at the
cost-effectively broadcast information to several nodes.
beginning of the NZ-DS
The reduced attenuation at 1550 nm provides more
link reduces the effects
efficient use of optical power than at 1310 nm, allowing
the power to be split over more nodes and/or
of fiber nonlinearities,
transmitted over longer distances.
while the large positive
chromatic dispersion of
Headend/hub
standard singlemode
fiber at 1550 nm brings
total dispersion of the
EDFA
Fiber
link back to zero and
corrects any dispersionFibers
•
induced CSO in the NZ•
•
DS portion of the link.
Optical
1550 nm
splitter
In addition to single
DFB
wavelength systems, the
transmitter
k.
use of NZ-DS fiber helps
reduce other fiber nonlinear effects that occur
when dense DWDM is
afiber link will perform optimally with
used at high powers. NZ-DS fibers were
today's single wavelength 1550 nm systems,
developed primarily for DWDM applicaas well as tomorrow's dense wavelength-divitions, and the finite dispersion and slightly
sion multiplexing technologies.
larger effective fiber cores help control fiber
nonlinearities such as four-wave mixing and
stimulated Raman scattering that surface in
these applications.
The success and practicality of NZ-DS
fiber in reducing these effects has been reinforced by the ever-growing acceptance and
deployment of the NZ-DS products for
multi-Gigabit-per-second DWDM digital
links in long distance terrestrial and undersea
telephony applications.
Ultimately, the cable TV operator looking
to improve transmission system reach and
performance in the most cost-effective manner will implement 1550 nm transmission
technologies with fiber that is optimized for
the wavelength region.
Dispersion-shifted fiber eliminates the
many problems associated with chromatic dispersion in standard singlemode fiber at 1550
nm. This enables improved performance compared to 1310 nm technology, but with much
less complicated and, accordingly, less expensive transmitter configurations required for
standard singlemode fiber. If future system
upgrades call for DWDM of either analog or
digital signals, non-zero dispersion-shifted
fiber will provide the best performance.
To "future-proof' the network, asystem
operator can manage dispersion through
deployment of NZ-DS fiber and in conjunction with asmall percentage of standard singlemode fiber in the same link. In this configuration, one enjoys the benefits of local nonzero dispersion, but maintains the advantage
of zero dispersion for the total fiber link; such

Conclusion

The cable television industry has enjoyed
the benefits of optical fiber for several years
now. Since the beginning of the optical fiber
boom that began in 1990, cable TV, as an
industry, has become one of the largest consumers of optical fiber in the world. Through
fiber deployment, the cable TV network of
today is much more reliable, provides better
signal quality and has more RF spectrum
available than ever before.
Historically, 1310 nm optical fiber technology has served the industry well. However, the
demand for new services and the economic
need to interconnect headends and hubs into
regional networks is beginning to push the
limits of 1310 nm technology.
To improve performance and efficiency,
system operators are beginning to turn to 1550
nm technology; when used in conjunction with
fibers that are optimized for transmission in
the wavelength region, 1550 nm technology
provides the most capable, cost-effective fiber
solution for many applications.
The bottom line: 1550 nm transmission is
the future for cable TV networks because of
lower attenuation and EDFAs.
To make that network asolid investment,
MSOs need afiber link that is optimum for
today's system requirements as well as future
technologies. The proper choice of dispersion-shifted fibers, non-zero dispersion-shifted fibers and dispersion management provide
just that. CIED
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PUSH- PULL TECHNOLOGY

Applying push-pull
technom
to optical networ

performance
Anew approach
transmission
to high

carefully tuned band-pass filters are employed.
While these filters can successfully eliminate
unwanted noise, they also degrade the performance of the video channels located near the
frequency roll-off edges of the filter.
Performance stability can also be aproblem
because filter characteristics can drift with
environmental changes such as temperature.

Push-pull concept and technology

Given the challenges presented by the HFC
headend interconnect problem and the limitations of digital and split-band transport, there is
By Patrick Harshman, Ph.D., Product
analog channels and to use adigital transmisaclear need for alternative optical transmission
sion system for headend interconnects. While
Manager, Transmitter Systems, Harmonic
approaches which maximize cost, performance
this approach can provide excellent perforLightwaves Inc.
and stability over time and temperature. The
mance, it has adefinite cost disadvantage.
approach considered in this paper involves
Specifically, the costs associated with the anahe hybrid fiber/coax (HFC) network has
applying the push-pull technique to both 1550
log-to-digital (A/D) conversion at the transmit
emerged as the architecture of choice for broadnm and 1310 nm optical transmission systems.
location and the subsequent digital-to-analog
band service providers who wish to upgrade
In the context of broadband RF amplifiers,
their networks incrementally, in step with sub(DIA) conversion at the receive location make
the CNR improvement and distortion cancellathe digital transmission approach much more
scriber demands. A scalable HFC network
tion advantages of the push-pull concept are
costly than the analog-ready transmission sysrequires allocation of sufficient bandwidth and
well known. An RF push-pull amplifier works
tems usually employed in HFC networks.
an interconnected architecture which makes
by
amplitude splitting the broadband signal and
A
second
approach
to
high-performance
advanced switching, server and monitoring seradding a180-degree phase shift to one half of
headend interconnects is the so-called "splitvices available at any point in the network. In
the signal. The two out-of-phase 750 MHz sigresponse to bandwidth allocation requirements,
band" approach. In a"split-band" system, the
nals are then separately amplified. An addition750 MHz is divided up, through band-pass filbroadband service providers have converged on
al 180-degree phase shift and signal recombinatering,
into
two
or
more
smaller
bandwidth
sig750 MHz as sufficient bandwidth to provide a
tion yields composite secondFigure 1: Optical push-pull and power combining fiber link
order (CSO) distortion cancellation and a3dB increase in CNR.
E(t)
Figure 1depicts how an externally
modulated optical transmis50-750 MHz
+3dB CNR
sion system can be implemented
ignal
toin apush-pull configuration.
50-750-MHz
r
CSO
Analogous
to the RF amplifier
cancellation
Unmodulated
@ 0'
configuration, the advantages of
186P
light source
this optical push-pull and power
Power
Optical
Push-pull
combining configuration are a3
combining
Laser section BM external modulator section amplifiers
receive
dB improvement in CNR and canOptical transmitter
cellation of CSO distortion.
Unlike the RF amplifier configuration, whose
nais which are transmitted separately on parallel
mixture of analog video and advanced digital
dimensions are measured by centimeters, the
optical paths. As an example, over a50 km
communications services.
optical push-pull transmission system has been
headend interconnect optical link, a1550 nm
In response to the requirement for intercondemonstrated on links of over 100 km. Despite
optical transmitter may be able to deliver only
nected networks, adominant trend in HFC
differences in physical dimensions, the basic
CNR =51 dBc when transmitting 80 analog
architectures is the consolidation and interconprinciples of operation of the push-pull optical
video channels. However, if the 80 channels are
nection of headends and hubs. Headend intertransmission system are the same as those of the
split up so that two optical transmitters are used,
connects present two key challenges to the
push-pull RF amplifier: abroadband RF signal
each transporting 40 analog video channels,
HFC network designer. First, distances
is split onto two paths, with one path undergothen the performance for each video channel
between headends to be interconnected can be
ing 180-degree phase shifts at both the begincan be improved to CNR =54 dBc.
very long; distances of 50 km or longer are
ning and end of the signal path.
A cost disadvantage of the split-band
frequently encountered. Second, the optical
A detailed description of this optical transapproach is immediately obvious: splitting the
transmission technology employed for the
mission system requires acloser look at the
750 MHz band in two requires doubling the
interconnection must be capable of delivering
optical transmitter and external modulator sysnumber of optical transmitters. A less obvious
exceptional signal performance; for analog
tem. Implementation of apush-pull optical link
video channels, atypical interconnect perfordisadvantage of the split-band approach is
requires aspecially-designed, externally moduuncovered when considering how the split
mance requirement is carrier-to-noise ratio
lated optical transmitter (see Figure 1). Within
band is re-assembled at the destination head(CNR) of 55 dBc or greater.
the optical transmitter, astrong, unmodulated
end. To eliminate excess broadband noise
Historically, one approach to these HFC
beam of light is emitted from a1550 nm or
when re-combining asplit frequency band,
transmission trends has been to digitize the

T
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0 PUSH-PULL TECHNOLOGY
Figure 2: Optical push-pull technology cancels
both optical receiver and dispersion
generated CSO distortion
CSO vs. ch. frequency, 100 km
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1310 nm laser source. The light then passes into
the external modulator where it is split and travels along two waveguides patterned into alithium niobate (LiNb0 3)substrate. The 750 MHz
broadband RF signal is applied to an electrode,
generating electric fields (E(t) in Figure 1) within the light-carrying waveguides. The interaction
of the light and the RF-generated electric fields
leads to phase modulation of the laser light.
After passing by the RF signal electrode,
the two LiNb0 3waveguides are brought close

FOtest' 12

together, causing mixing of the two optical
waves so that the phase modulation is converted to intensity modulation. In an intensity
modulated optical signal, intensity fluctuations
in the transmitted light mimic the electrical
fluctuations of the original RF signal. Finally,
the two light paths are separated and routed to
separate transmitter outputs. This type of
external modulator is known as the dual-output
Balanced Bridge Interferometer (BBI).
At the termination of the fiber link, the two
optical signals are detected by two optical
receivers which convert the two signals, still
180 degrees out of phase, back to the RF
domain. Finally, just as with the push-pull RF
amplifier, an additional 180-degree phase shift
and signal recombination yields CSO cancellation and a3dB increase in CNR.
In the context of HFC headend and hub interconnects, these CSO cancellation and 3dB CNR
improvements provide performance and cost
advantages. In terms of analog video CNR performance, push-pull technology improves conventional 750 MHz optical technology, which
delivers, for example, CNR =52 dBc, into
power-combined technology which delivers a

full 750 MHz with analog video CNR =55 dBc.
Because of modulation index and distortion
limitations, conventional 750 MHz 1310 nm
DFB and 1550 nm analog-ready optical transmitters usually employed in HFC networks typically deliver CNR performance of 50 dBc to 53
dBc on short to medium distance (< 30 km)
fiber links. Over longer links (> 40 km), CNR
performance is degraded by at least 1dB from
noise contributed by optical amplifiers, which
are required to boost the optical signal level.
Thus, for headend interconnect distances of
50 km or greater, conventional optical transmitter technology delivers 750 MHz with a
maximum analog video CNR of 52 dBc. It is
this fact that has forced HFC network planners
to utilize "split-band" transmission schemes
and multiple transmitters to achieve the
required 55 dBc CNR for long-distance, headend interconnect applications. The push-pull
approach of Figure lb provides ameans of
achieving 55 dBc CNR without the extra
expense of multiple transmitters and without
the performance degradation and instabilities
associated with band-recombining RF filters.
In addition to transmitter cost savings and

CATV-

ofiber optic power
meter just for CATVonly $23.

I

Every CATV tech's toolbox needs afiber optic power meter. It tells if your system
power is right and, for safety, lets the tech know if dangerous power levels are
present. Until now, FO power meters have been too expensive, but FOtestR uses a
new meter design (patent applied for) that makes it about the some price as agood
FOtestR even measures higher power levels than other meters -up to
+20 dm -and has a5 year calibration. Comes with afree padded carrying case too.
For more information, call Fotec at 1-800-537-8254, fox 1-17-3S-S395,
email to info@fotec.com, or on the \W/W: http://wwvv.std.com/fotec
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PUSH- PULL TECHNOLOGY

CNR improvement, the push-pull approach
offers advantages in terms of CSO distortion,
as shown in Figure 2. An essential feature of
the original RF amplifier push-pull design is
the 180-degree phase shift and subsequent cancellation of CSO generated in the parallel RF

gain blocks. Similarly, the phase shift offered
by the BBI external modulator ensures cancellation of CSO generated in the parallel optical
receivers of the push-pull optical transport
configuration, Figure 1. As with apush-pull
RF amplifier, cancellation of optical receiver

CSO yields an improvement in optical link
CSO of approximately 6dB.
Perhaps more important than elimination of
optical receiver CSO, push-pull technology
can also be exploited to cancel problematic
CSO distortion arising from dispersion and

Figure 3: A single 1550 nm push-pull optical transmitter is employed for both local distribution and high performance hub interconnection.
Hub site

80
channels

Optical
amplifiers

Local distribution: CNR =52 d8c
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nonlinear optical interactions within the fiber
itself. As is well known to HFC system engineers who have worked with 1550 nm optical
transmitter technology to address long-distance
headend interconnect applications, launching
high optical powers over long fiber distances
opens the door to awhole class of fiber-related
problems which are not encountered on shorter
optical links. These problems can include stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS), optical phase
noise, and distortions due to chromatic dispersion and self phase modulation.
As an example, the top curve of Figure 2
shows CSO distortion degradation as afunction of channel frequency at the end of a100
km link. SBS has been completely suppressed
on this 100 km link so that the high-frequency
CSO problem can be traced back to chromatic
dispersion. As shown by the bottom curve of
Figure 2, the push-pull configuration can be
used to cancel both the CSO generated in the
optical receiver (evident at low channel frequencies) and the high-frequency chromatic
dispersion CSO. As demonstrated in Figure 2,
push-pull technology leads to CSO <-70 dBc
over a100 km optical fiber link (reference 1).

From an HFC architecture point-of-view, one
benefit of push-pull optical transport technology
is network design flexibility. First, the push-pull
power combining scheme can be implemented
with either 1310 nm or 1550 nm laser technology. Second, a750 MHz optical transmitter
designed with 180-degree phase-shifted dual
fiber outputs can be used for either headend
interconnect or local distribution applications.
Third, when integrated with 1550 nm laser technology, apush-pull optical transport system is
completely compatible with erbium-doped fiber
amplifier technology. Thus, the optical transmission set-up depicted in Figure 1can be used on
optical links of up to 100 km and beyond.
As depicted in Figure 3, the 1550 nm transmitter in this application is used to simultaneously perform two distinct optical network distribution functions. First, the transmitter is
used for 750 MHz local distribution directly to
optical nodes. Second, high-performance interconnect transmission of afull 750 MHz is provided to two remote hub locations.
This architecture provides agood example of
how the design flexibility offered by push-pull
technology can be translated into equipment cost

savings. Without apush-pull optical transmission system, two separate optical transmission
systems would be required: afull 750 MHz system for the local distribution and aseparate splitband trunking or digital transport system for
transmission to the optical hubs.
Network consolidation trends in HFC architectures present the dual challenges of spanning
longer fiber distances and delivering ahigher
level of network performance. Innovations in
push-pull optical transport technology meet
these emerging architecture demands by providing 3dB of carrier-to-noise improvement, distortion cancellation and network design flexibility.
When used effectively, the performance
advantage of the push-pull optical transport
system can be translated into aflexible and
cost-effective tool for meeting the challenges
of tomorrow's HFC network. CIED
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Future-proofing
Ascalable solution from With
broadcast to narrowcast

overengineering

Optical modulator clean-room manufacturing.
Inset: Acceptance testing of multichip RF drivers.

By Michael J. Noonan, President and CEO,
FONS Corp.

Ascompetition widens in the wake of deregu-

lation, cable TV and telco providers are naturally planning or undertaking major plant
upgrades to maintain or capture market share.
The difficulty, however, in creating the ultimate network that offers reliability, narrowcasting, and therefore, new services, is cost.
While cable TV providers must be aggressive
in their upgrades in order to remain competitive, they are being forced to exercise caution
when it comes to capital expenditures. Such
expenditures must be justified by an acceptable rate of return on investment.
Although the potential revenues from new
services such as Internet access, video-ondemand, etc., are phenomenal, the costs of
delivering such services are high, and the technology is still evolving. In the meantime, what
should cable TV providers do? They are still
faced with improving performance and preparing networks that will reliably deliver new services as soon as they are cost-effective and
viable. The providers who wait to upgrade may
find themselves too far behind to be competi-
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tive, and the providers who upgrade now may
have to spend millions again in afew years and
see their return on investment plummet.
Despite the precarious position in which
many cable TV providers find themselves,
viable solutions that protect initial investments
and create cost-effective growth exist.

Network modernization background
As MSOs begin to modernize their physical
infrastructures by deploying 750 MHz hybrid
fiber/coax (HFC) networks with interactive
capabilities, they generally can choose from a
variety of transmission approaches. The most
common approach is based on capital investment cost conservation. The philosophy behind
this approach is to minimize initial capital outlays. Long-term effects on system operation
and the delivery of future services become secondary. Every attempt is made to maximize
preservation of the embedded coaxial plant
assets by enhancing the metallic network's
broadcast platform (see Figure 5, page 68).
The next common transmission upgrade
approach, which modifies the broadcast platform to accommodate new services, enhances
the network by overlaying additional services

CEO :C OMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING
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on aseparate fiber. For example, services like
video entertainment with broadcast-like qualities are carried on one optical fiber; and services which are more circuit-like in orientation, such as pay-per-view, Internet access,
etc., are transported on aseparate fiber to the
node. These separate optical signals are combined in the field into one electrical signal and
simultaneously transmitted through the coaxial
cable plant to the home (see Figure 1).
Priority is placed on reliability and availability of interactive services. Special lower cost,
redundant optical transmitters and receivers are
deployed side-by-side with existing optronics to
deliver video entertainment services. With this
approach, additional fiber optic capacity and
transmission equipment are needed, increasing
the cost of future upgrades.
Furthermore, the integration of RF signals
into these networks occurs at the field level.
Such an approach relies heavily on separate,
specialized field personnel for preventive maintenance and requires outside plant maintenance,
which contribute to operating expenses.
A third, more long-term, focused
transmission approach is based on narrowcasting with product redundancy and
route diversification. In other words, one
laser is dedicated to one node with
redundancy built into active components
and into the plant (route diversification).
This may be the ultimate solution to
providing standard video entertainment
services as well as all the potential revenue
generating services such as RF modems,
Internet, video-on-demand, phone services, etc.
However, cable TV operators' financial parameters must be justified in terms of return on
investment over acertain time frame. Given the
high cost of low-powered DFB output transmitters that enable narrowcasting, most cable
providers can't justify the investment.
Return on investment becomes problematic
under all three approaches. The first two offer
high-powered DFB optical output required for
broadcasting, but waste optical power if reconfigured for narrowcasting. Essentially, multiple
nodes are supported from one laser for broadcasting, providing only one RF "pipeline" to
all nodes in the field. With atrue narrowcasting
transmission approach, one laser would be utilized for every node, providing aseparate RF
"pipeline" to each node. The return on investment from the transmission equipment is lost
when the market demands aconversion from
broadcasting to narrowcasting.
While the third approach utilizes low-power
DFB lasers for narrowcasting, their cost of
approximately $5,000 apiece makes the initial
investment prohibitive. The cable operator
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so we shoot the lines every three months."
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"Every quarter we test our fiber optic COAX system and compare current
trace signatures to the originals to spot problems before our subs view
them. We're shooting Laser Precision's mainframe and Mini-OTDRs, which
let us pinpoint faults, too.
"Their OTDRs help us prevent and solve problems—real fast. Once, after
we got aloss-of-signal indication, our repair crew was at acustomer's
burning house before the firemen put out the blaze!"
Harron looks like heroes to their subs.
Harron Cable, an MSO, is unbelievably dedicated to
customer service. When they recently rebuilt their entire Utica,
NY system, everything was state-of-the-art—including their
fiber optic test equipment.
"I couldn't imagine running aquality cable company
without Laser Precision OTDRs," added Bartlett.
For over two decades we've made nothing but fiber optic cable
test equipment to help the CATV industry look good. Literally.
To learn how we can help you, please call or write today.
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NETWORK UPGRADES
must wait until the initial broadcast investment
is recovered before reinvesting in new services, which may take two to three years.
Unfortunately, the market, especially an unregulated one, doesn't always allow such luxuries.

(Not exactly) new transmission solutions

If providers are to "future proof' their networks so they can recoup their return on investment with new services, they must employ a
transmission platform that is flexible, scalable,
reliable and affordable. The platform must be
suitable for broadcasting, but easily and affordably upgradable to narrowcasting. It must also
address reliability and redundancy concerns.
Ironically, transmission technologies that

of homes, these transmission platforms can be
upgraded from broadcasting to narrowcasting
with minor field adjustments at alow cost. To
understand the growth path from broadcast to
narrowcast, the building blocks of this new
transmission approach should be examined.
By utilizing different transmission technology—essentially anew transmission platform—
cable operators can preserve their embedded
HFC networks and still provide asimplified
migration path for adding new revenue producing services later, without disrupting existing
customer service delivery.
An important component of this new transmission platform approach is avery low noise,
high-powered microchip laser. Microchip

GuideLines
Classics. It's like
a graduate
course in
fiber-optics.

Figure 1: Fiber overlay approach
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have been around for the past 10 years in government applications are providing solutions.
While the technology is not new, the manufacturing and engineering of such transmission
technologies is where the innovation lies.
Proven technologies, such as lithium niobate, which has been used in high-speed digital transmission and government applications,
and the microchip laser, which is aderivative
of the YAG laser that was invented 10 years
ago, can be combined with innovative manufacturing and packaging to offer dramatic,
cost-effective, scalable transmission solutions.
Newly-developed transmission solutions
that allow providers to take advantage of fiber
optics today by providing broadcast capabilities are currently available (see Figure 6, page
68). As selected bandwidth becomes necessary
to provide distinct services to smaller groups

lasers are compact, robust, high performance,
diode-pumped solid-state lasers. Unlike the
semi-conductor DFB lasers traditionally utilized, which combine the carrier and signal
electronically (continuously turning the laser
on and off), the microchip laser is configured
with an optical modulator, enabling it to distribute voice, video and data.
The laser operates in continuous wave (CW)
mode and is not electrically modulated—the
laser runs continuously and is not turned on
and off. With the laser acting as the carrier, the
signal is combined with the laser through optical modulation. Because of the physics of running alaser CW, carrier-to-noise ratios and distortion numbers are lower than those achieved
with electronically modulated lasers.
Furthermore, optical modulation offers greater
capacity range up to 10 Gbps.
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Figure 2: Lithium Niobate optical modulator

A second important component of this platform is aplanar wave device used to optically
split the raw optical power of the laser. Since
each of the optical outputs is individually modulated, the number of transmission paths is determined by the planar wave guide divider. The
device can be configured to provide between
two to 16 divisions of the optical source, which
will vary the optical output between levels. Each
division is then modulated.
This device can be produced by using planar
optical wave guides fabricated with atechnique
that uses aflame hydrolysis process to consoli-

T
E

Figure 3: Ultra linear RF driver

date aglass layer. The optical circuits can then
be patterned in the planar waveguide using
photolithography and reactive ion etching. This
technique provides avery reliable, high performance and repeatable process with low loss
requirements and exacting division. The optical
circuits can later be diced from the substrate,

tested, attached to fibers and packaged.
The next building block is the dual output
optical modulator (also called aMach Zender
interferometer). It can be manufactured on lithium niobate substrate using aphotolithography
process in connection with reactive ion etching.
This provides arepetitive low loss integrated
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Coming next month in the October issue of
CEO Magazine

Testing The Return Path: The first of athree-part series that looks at return path testing from A-Z.
This first installment will provide readers with an understanding of the importance of initial alignment procedures, different alignment methods, and ways to insure that alignment is present.
Testing in a Digital World — Are We Ready? Now that it appears the industry is finally poised to
launch digital, is there good, reliable test equipment to be used? Find out who's offering what,
and when it will be available to you.
Eye on Atlanta: We'll take a look and give you an update on the "superheadend" that ScientificAtlanta is constructing in conjunction with US West's Media0ne system in Atlanta, Georgia.
We'll detail the headend's role and the layout plans for this impressive undertaking.

And Much, Much, More!
See it all and more in the October issue of CEO Magazine
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optical modulator for the modulation of the optical source. The RF modulation can then be
applied to the electrodes on the substrate, producing amodulating effect on the optical carrier
as it passes through the device. By using an optical modulator with adual output, the incoming
electrical signals received by the transmitter can
be split, allowing providers to configure the
transmission platform for plant
redundancy/route diversification (see Figure 2).
Coexisting with the optical modulator is an
RF driver. This driver is an ultralinear circuit
with wide bandwidth and alarge dynamic operating range with minimal distortion. The driver
itself is amulti-chip design that can be made
from asubstrate material that is compatible
with the frequency bandwidth of interest. The
critical parameter of linearity over bandwidth is

automatically compensated in the module. The
circuit utilized provides both compensation for
the optical second- and third-order non-linean ties produced by the optical modulator. The
optical modulator is automatically biased at the
half voltage symmetry point by the RF driver,
minimizing the distortion created by the nonlinear element (see Figure 3).
By utilizing these transmission building
blocks in various configurations, abroad range

>

of products can be produced that satisfy local
and long-distance requirements (Figure 4).

Building on existing networks
The benefit of this transmission technology
for cable providers is that these building
blocks coincide with how the industry wants to
employ and take advantage of the benefits of
fiber optics. By externally modulating ahigh
powered laser and splitting the optical power

Figure 4: Minor modifications to platform
configuration yield local or long
distance distribution.
Long distance (broadcasting)
Laser transmitter
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0 NETWORK UPGRADES
several times in the headend, several nodes can
be fed where networks are converted from
coax to fiber. Configuring the transmission
platform in this manner allows providers to
cost-effectively utilize fiber (HFC network),
realize quick returns on investment and

improve reliability and performance.
When additional, interactive services are
demanded, providers will no longer want to take
that RF broadband signal on an input and divide
it to send the same signal to several different
nodes. Instead, providers want the capability to

Figure 5: Cost conservation approach
High powered transmitters
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Figure 6: HFC network narrowcast transmission platform (field upgradable to narrowcast)
High powered transmitters
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Headend

narrowcast, or in other words, to have channel or
bandwidth allocation so that each RF broadband
signal can be changed for every group or node
to which they are transmitting.
The next step for cable providers is to
upgrade to true narrowcasting by sending that
dedicated or selective bandwidth of information
to the node in two different paths for route diversification/redundancy. As aresult, providers
would not only have alarge portion of dedicated
bandwidth for each node, but also, improved
network reliability with redundancy.
This type of transmission platform is also
field upgradable to allow cable providers to follow an optimal development path, because it
offers the versatility to grow with the network.
The high power broadcast platform can be modified to incorporate additional banks of optical
modulators and drivers, so that it can grow from
asingle broadcast, high power or transport system to anarrowcast system with minor modifications, while preserving the original transmission equipment (laser).
Because of the platform's field upgradability,
the upgrade process is both simple and inexpensive. Additionally, afield upgradable design
allows for easy and affordable maintenance.
By developing atransmission approach
that offers cable TV providers the ability to
"future-proof' their networks, initial capital
investments in upgrades are minimized and
recovered through broadcasting revenues.
When the market demands true narrowcasting, the network is prepared for simple,
affordable upgrades. As aresult, cable
providers can make cost-effective network
decisions today, and be positioned to offer
advanced services tomorrow. CM
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The new TURBOTEST 500 provides lightning fast, single fiber, bi-directional optical link loss, and
optical return loss testing. Store up to 1024 dual wavelength measurements for future downloading
to aPC or printer. Get the talk-set option, and you can communicate with your partner over an
unused fiber to speed the testing process. The TURBOTEST 500 even functions as an optical
power meter and stabilized laser source.
•1310 and 1550 nm link loss and return loss measurement
•Download test results to PC or printer
•65dB ORL measurement
•Optional, full-time voice communications
Call for abrochure detailing the TURBOTEST 500.

1-800-321-5298

P.O. Box 398 •Laconia, NH 03247 •PHONE 603-528-7780 •FAX 603-528-2025 A
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OFDM

aximizing the
return
path in HFC plant

tion technologies use atime-based, singlecarrier approach. With time division multiplexing (TDM), signals are transmitted alternately in time, taking turns on asingle 2
MHz slice of spectrum.
In addition, TDM systems enable separate
input signals to be carried on different components of the same carrier wave, so more
than one signal can actually be carried at the
same time. This degree of spectral efficiency
is possible with atechnique called quadrature amplitude modulation, or QAM.
One version of QAM uses binary-level
By Todd Schieffert, Program Manager,
spectrum of twisted pair cabling—a tremenmodulation of the carrier wave components,
dous increase in bandwidth efficiency at the
and Greg Hutterer, Senior Product Manager,
generating an output signal space with four
time. OFDM delivers similar advantages for
Homeworx Access Platform, ADC
message points. This is known as 4-level
two-way HFC cable plant today.
Telecommunications Inc.
QAM, or QPSK, for quad phase shift keying.
How OFDM works
By using two components of the carrier
sservice providers accelerate their develwave, QPSK can carry twice the information
OFDM is afrequency-based, multi-carrier
opment and deployment of two-way services
modulation scheme, whereas other modulapossible with simpler bipolar modulation
over hybrid fiber/coax (HFC) cable plant, the
schemes such as biporeturn path becomes
lar shift keying
critical. But bandwidth
Figure 1: OFDM modulation scheme.
The core technology in an OFDM modulation scheme, shown in this simplified
(BPSK).
in the return or
diagram, is the FFT/IFFT engines, which create and receive the multiple tones
With OFDM, on the
upstream path is limitthat form an OFDM signal.
other hand, digital siged, typically to 5to 30
nals are modulated
MHz, or 5to 42 MHz.
And of that, the lower
onto many narrow RF
Data
QAM-32
portion, 5to 18 MHz,
carriers or subcarriers
Encoder
for simultaneous
has not been considered
In
&pretransmission. In fact,
reliable for data comemphasis
each 64 Kbps voice
munications such as
IFFT: Inverse Fast Fourier Transform
channel, or DS-0, may
Internet access. These
DIA: Digital to analog convertor
be allocated its own
limitations raise several
FFT: Fast Fourier Transform
AID: Analog to digital convertor
RF carrier. An implequestions. How many
BPF: Band pass filter
mentation of OFDM
telephony, data and
by one company takes
interactive video appliDownstream'
this astep further,
cations can be supportRF
AID
dividing each DS-0
ed? What kind of bandquadrature
payload byte into two
width is actually
demodulator,
parts. Each of the two
required? And how can
different kinds of noise
parts is carried on a
ingress be avoided or controlled?
different tone in the RF channel,
one DS-0 being made up of two
One key to answering these ques- Figure 2: Modulation Efficiency and ingress protection.
With each DS-0 assigned to its own RF carrier, OFDM offers
tones. Using such small slices of
tions is the modulation scheme
superior immunity to narrowband noise. When narrowband
spectrum allows individual sigused. A second-generation moduinterferers disrupt afew tones, the affected signals are remapped
nals to be remapped to frequenlation technology, orthogonal freto other tones, and the granularity is only 18 kHz, or one DS-0. As
quency division multiplexing, or
aresult, the amount of bandwidth lost to an interferer is kept to a cies with ahigher signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) within the same 6
OFDM, offers significant advanminimum, and the chances of dropping acall are substantially
reduced since the DS-0 can be reassigned to another frequency.
tages in making the most effective
MHz band, rather than wasting a
1
111- 6MHz
lot of spectrum by reserving
use of available upstream bandII> 5MHz.«
spare frequency. This resiliency,
width.
Individual
OFDM has its roots in frequenin turn, permits the use of much
DS-0 RF
Narrowband interference
carrier
higher-level QAM, which adds
cy division multiplexing (FDM),
the technology used in analog
up to significantly greater spec.5 MHz
.5 MHz
-4-4.telephony carrier systems, which
tral efficiency. With 480 usable
tones, 240 DS-Os can be packed
were first deployed some 75 years
into asingle 6MHz channel,
ago. One version of FDM enabled
24 voice frequency channels, each
including the guardband—at least
about 3100 Hertz, to be carried
twice as many DS-Os as TDM
simultaneously on the 300 kHz
systems allow.

How OFDM makes effective
use of upstream bandwidth

A
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loopMASTEICthe winning ride!
In aclose race, an experienced jockey can
mean the difference between winning and losing. In the race to control subscriber access,
delivering new services and managing them
well defines who wins and who loses.
loopMASTER, aNetExpere" solution from
OSI, can power your new services to market
faster and manage them better no matter
which technology you choose for service
delivery, HFC,
FTTC, or HFW.
loopMASTER
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asingle,
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system to view,
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entire broadband infrastructure, no matter
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When Time is Money.

OFDM
technique cuts bandwidth efficiency even further, because those slots are not otherwise
available. That means amajor revenue source
is lost.
OFDM is especially resilient when it
comes to impulse noise. Because frequencymultiplexed signals are not divided in time,
they have substantially longer symbol periods than do time-multiplexed signals. With a
slower symbol rate, the
OFDM system has a
lower receive
bandwidth, so
only afraction of the
pulse makes it
through the
receive filter,
giving amuch
higher signalto-noise ratio
(SNR) and a
lower bit
error rate
(BER) than with atime-multiplexed system.
Incidentally, the BER, which is generally
around lx1
to 1X
with RF modems,
can be reduced even further with forward
error correction.
Some implementations of this forward
error correction allow users to adjust the error
corrections to provider either greater robustness or lower latency. See Figures 3and 4.

whose frequencies fall
within the 5to 42 MHz
band used for returnpath signals. Impulse
noise, on the other
hand, occupies abroad
bandwidth for avery
short time. Cable plant
discontinuities, lightning, household appliances and power tools
can cause impulse
noise.
OFDM offers superior immunity to narrowband noise, because
each DS-0 is assigned
to its own RF carrier.
When narrowband
interferers disrupt afew
tones, the affected signals are remapped to
other tones, and the
granularity is only 18
kHz, or one DS-0.
As aresult, the
amount of bandwidth lost to an interferer is
kept to aminimum, and the chances of dropping acall are reduced because the DS-0 can
be reassigned to another frequency. See
Figure 2.
With aTDM system, on the other hand, a
large narrowband interferer that falls anywhere within the 2MHz bandwidth carrying
the upstream signals can render the whole 2
MHz slice unfit for transmission.
The usual way to deal with this situation is
to hold other 2MHz slots in reserve, but this

Figure 3: Time domain of impulse.
OFDM is especially resilient when it comes to impulse noise.
This example measures the time domain of a typical impulse .
taken from the return path of an operational hybrid fiber/coax
system. A spectrum analyzer and storage oscilloscope were
used for the measurement, with a receive bandwidth of 3MH

o

Modulation

efficiencies

possible

with OFDM go
hand-in-hand

with its noise

resilience

The modulation and demodulation are
accomplished with application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs). At the sending end,
the OFDM is generated with an ASIC running an inverse Fast Fourier Transform
(IFFT) algorithm. At the receiving end,
another ASIC runs aFast Fourier Transform
(FFT) algorithm on the input signal continuously and converts the received FFT data vectors into five bits per subcarrier. The receiver
also performs carrier frequency phase trackEfficiency
ing and symbol centering tracking.
The spectral and modulation efficiencies
These functions, along with the use of
possible with OFDM go handBPSK synchronization channels,
in-hand with its noise resilience.
Figure 4: FFT vs. time of impulse.
allow the modems to maintain
The impulse data measured in Figure 3has been plotted
Higher-level QAM is able to
in both time and frequency after the Fast Fourier Transform
synchronization between the
optimize bandwidth by modulat(FFT) is performed on segments of the time domain data.
headend and the remote ends,
ing the carrier frequency to a
even in harsh cable TV environhigher number of discrete levels.
ments. See Figure 1.
For example, 32-QAM generLet's look at both of the key
ates asignal space of 32 mes3.5
features enabled by OFDM in
3.5
sage points, or symbols, using
3
more detail: resiliency and effi3
six discrete levels of the carrier
2.5
ciency.
2.5
wave. Each symbol can carry
o

Resiliency against noise
Noise in the return path is a
nemesis for two-way services,
because it can come from every
subscriber and be funneled back
to the headend. Noise from outside the system comes in two
forms: narrowband and impulse.
Narrowband noise can originate
with ham radio or CB traffic
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five bits of information, and two
symbols make up one 10-bit
word, plus overhead and error
correction.
With each DS-0 allocated its
own 18 kHz spectrum, aDS-0
corrupted by narrowband interference is easily reassigned to
another available in-band frequency, regaining the SNR necessary for high modulation effi-

Fiber is futuristic.
Shouldn't its transport system be the same?

Philips' aamond Transport'" system is as
advanced as fiber itself. It's space efficient,
upgradable and easily integrates with your existing
equipmert. Sc you can upgrade to fiber without
the penalties of bulky, hard-to-reach equipment
and poor or restricted equipment configurations.
if you're thinking fiber, think Pnilips. And you
won't have to think about it in the future. Call
315-682-9105 or in the U.S. i
-800-448-517I.

Reader
Service
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01996 Phil.ps Broadband Networks, Inc.
D amond Trantiperl is atrademark of Philips Broadband Networks, Inc.

OFDM

Figure 5: Modulation scheme comparison.
OFDM technology provides from two to four times the bandwidth efficiency
when compared with other modulation schemes such as TDMA/QPSK. As
c
.o E
aresult, OFDM-based systems enable network operators to generate
additional revenue from the same amount of spectrum.

e
rIDM -240 DS".
111
Fur

tional trial combined Ethernet file transfers,
voice traffic and video.
During load testing in preparation for the
trial, more than two million calls were run,
with a99.9 percent call completion rate. In
the actual
four-day test
period, hundreds of data
and voice
calls were
made, without
asingle call
failure. The
OFDM systems also
passed noise
immunity
tests with flying colors,
handling carrier-to-noise ratios even below the specifica-

OFDM is under

'toe

QPSK A-60 DS-Os

consideration

around the world

QPSK B-72 DS-Os

QPSK C-96 DS-Os

homes passed) and large (30,000 homes
passed), as shown in Figure 6. One interna-

for broadcast

1.1

HDTV, DAB and

ADSL services

50
100
150
Number of DS-Os/6 MHz upstream channel
ciency. Studies have shown that typical interferers are in the range of 5to 29 kHz wide.
which would disrupt only one or two DS-0
channels, each 18 kHz wide. So this ability
to move channels to different frequencies is a
significant advantage.
As acorollary, large amounts of spectrum
do not have to be held in reserve, because of

200

the small granularity.
And the large number of OFDM data carrier
waves are frequency-spaced quite close together for optimal spectral efficiency. See Figure 5.

Real-world tests
OFDM has undergone extensive field testing using real systems, both small (200-500

tion of 35 dB.
This international trial also tested avariety
of equipment and services. The equipment
included fax modems, 28.8 modems, and
high-speed data modems running 512 Kbps
in each direction.
In addition, the systems proved compatible with Caller ID and awide range of
answering machines. Nor were there any

tion. Let's further assume 672 subscribers for
the service and a$20 monthly fee. The extra
Using OFDM rather than QPSK as amodu6MHz is worth $13,440 per month per node.
lation scheme yields an additional 6MHz of
Or take adata service for telecommuters
upstream bandwidth. So how does aservice
and other power users, with aguaranteed 512
provider get the extra 6MHz, and what does
Kbps bandwidth. Again, let's assume 500
that mean? Let's look at an application based
homes per node, and a20 percent take rate, or
on telephony, data and special services that
100 homes signed up. The peak rate is 28 perassumes the following:
cent, or 28 users at atime,
V 5to 42 MHz in the return
and the monthly charge is
Incremental revenue information
path with ausable upstream
$99.95. In this case, that
bandwidth of 18 to 42 MHz
Annual extra
Total extra
Number of
Monthly extra
Households
extra 6MHz is worth
for these higher-end services.
revenue
monthly
revenue per
nodes
$9,995 per month per node
VA pre-allocated data specrevenue
node
in incremental revenue.
trum of 18 to 30 MHz in the
Athird example deals
upstream.
$23,998,000
$1,999,000
$9,995
100,000
200
with casual Internet users.
V30 to 42 MHz remains for
With 500 homes per node,
$35,982,000
$2,998,500
$9,995
300
150,000
telephony, specials and increlet's assume a100 percent
mental services, such as
$47,976,000
$9,995
$3,998,000
400
200,000
take rate, or 500 subs, with
additional data.
a45 percent peak rate, or
VA 500-home node.
224 users at one time. With
In this scenario, the total
amonthly charge of $19.95, that 6MHz works
tional 6MHz to spare, while QPSK uses up
requirement for POTS (1.2 lines/home) and
out to $9,975 per month per node.
the upstream spectrum for just POTS and
special services (10 percent of POTS lines) is
Now let's take the $9,995 in incremental revspecials; there is no allocation left for data.
660 DS-Os per node. OFDM has an efficiency
enue per node and extrapolate that benefit for
So what's the extra 6MHz worth?
of 224 DS-Os in 6MHz upstream and 6MHz
an entire area, with 100,000, 150,000, and
First, for aPOTS service, let's assume 500
downstream, and QPSK has an efficiency of 20
homes to anode and three-to-one concentra- 200,000 households (See table). —TS & GH

What's an extra 6MHz worth?
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DS-Os in 1.8 MHz upstream and 96 DS-Os in 6
MHz downstream. Based on that, the total
requirement for POTS and specials with OFDM
is one 6-MHz carrier in the upstream, and the
total requirement for QPSK, assuming 20 DSOs, is 12 1.8-MHz carriers, or 21.6 MHz.
The bottom line: OFDM plays within the 18
to 42 MHz upstream spectrum with an addi-
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world for broadcast HDTV transmission, Digital Audio Broadcasting
(DAB), and Asymmetrical Digital
Subscriber Line (ADSL) services.

Service distribution hub

Conclusion

node
1Home
Figure 6: Hybrid fiber/coax network.
•
An integrated hybrid fiber/coax system
NHomes
based on OFDM technology supports multiple
service offerings while providing an infrastructure
that allows capital outlay to balance with incremental
service revenues. Both residential and business services are supported with multiple lines
of telephony, data and broadcast video.

problems with a24-hour call test, where a
circuit was kept up for afull day.
After this successful field trial showing
the robustness of OFDM, live services are

now running on the system. That proven
resiliency and efficiency are two reasons why
OFDM and related multi-carrier technologies
are also under consideration around the

MSOs desiring to turn bitstreams
into revenue streams from telephony,
data and other two-way services are
taking ahard look at the return path,
which can be achoke point in their
networks. Several strategies can be
employed to overcome noise and
capacity problems in the return path,
including plant hardening and high
pass filters.
But one of the keys to getting the
most out of the return path is the modulation scheme used.
Current chip technology makes it
feasible to use OFDM, astate-of-theart modulation technology that offers
greater spectral efficiency, more resilience
against narrowband and impulse noise, and
better overall reliability than alternative
TDM schemes. CUD
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Cost and ca bill
analysis of
sell-healing video

Universal uncompressed
systems vs. Sonet

pressed, they are of higher quality—they do not
suffer the signal fidelity loss accompanying
compression.

Application flexibility and universality

Sonet was established as astandard for carrying digital data for multiple services. There
is strong network management support for
Sonet systems, and equipment is available
from multiple vendors. Its primary users are
telecommunication carriers and telephone
companies that use the platform for their corporate needs or for public network resale. The
the designer has to choose between two kinds
By John Thoma, Senior Product Line
ability to build self-healing networks is an
of systems: Sonet or universal uncompressed.
Manager, ADC Video Systems
integral part of the Sonet standard.
Although both will deliver superior capacity,
each is based on adifferent architecture. For
Sonet systems feature adrop/add/pass capahe superiority of digital over analog technolbility. Sonet uses "payload pointers" to mark
network engineers designing for maximum
ogy in transporting video signals is well recthe position of each subrate channel, making
performance with minimal life-cycle costs,
ognized. Only digital transport systems can
them available for dropping/adding without
several factors should be considered in the
provide afail-safe backbone that will carry
demultiplexing the whole high-speed stream.
design process. These are:
voice, high-speed data and video over long
This means that signals can be dropped or
Application flexibility and universality
distances without signal degradation.
added into ahigher speed digital stream (e.g.
ti Signal fidelity (measured with signal-toIn designing abroadband digital network,
dropping or adding DS-1 signals from aDS-3)
noise ratio, or SNR)
Figure 1: Example network architecture: Sonet
Platform capacity
without demultiplexing.
While Sonet can be used for video transport
and reliability
Working
(typically with compressed DS-3 video sigsi Cost to imple"Zi/dropi
hub site
ment and maintain.
nals), it has disadvantages—it's still inherently
An understanding
focused on vendor-dictated, proprietary stanProtect
of these factors will
dards. For example, video codecs from different
vendors cannot be used
help
designers
of
Two OC-48s
interchangeably—an operator is "locked" into
•One for 48 BTSCs
video networks
Headend
•One for 26 BTSCs, 16
one supplier. And, even at the "mid-span
understand tradeoffs
scrambled, 6NVOD
meet:' network management systems from difand achieve optimal
cost/performance
ferent vendors cannot talk, and interact, with
characteristics.
each other.
Additionally, Sonet has alimited ability to
Add/drool _
10- Add/dr
carry
many common video signal types. For
The
platforms
hub site
41
- hub
example, it cannot carry DS-3 and E-3 signals
Sonet. Sonet
(Synchronous Optical Network) is
together, in native format. Nor can Sonet carry
Figure 2: Example Sonet network equipment detail
the IF signal (41-44 MHz) to video system
an evolving network interface stancomponents such as satellite video receivers,
dard that describes synchronous
scrambling equipment and QAM modulators.
OC48
fiber optic transmission systems.
0C-48
Sonet systems are unlikely to be able to carry
Redundant
The standard established aset of
Redundant
feed
rates, e.g., 0C-48 (2.46-Gigabit per
SMPTE-259 (D-1) 270 Mbps stereo anytime
feed
soon.
second) and formats so that teleUniversal uncompressed digital video netphone companies could synchronize
works, in contrast to Sonet networks, offer
telephone networks and interconmore flexibility and openness. They have been
nect fiber optic transmission lines.
available from multiple vendors for several
Sonet video systems typically carry
compressed video signals at an OC- years. The wide range of interfaces available
for universal uncompressed digital video trans3rate (155.52 Mbps), using propriOC-48
0C-48 --Olioport systems also means that studio and broadetary video codecs.
Redundant
cast quality video can be carried, as well as
Redundant
Universal Uncompressed Digital.
feed
feed
scrambled and digitally modulated (QAM,
These systems transmit awide variVSB) signals at IF. Data and telephony netety of signal types (e.g. any video
works can be built using DS-3 interfaces.
signal, broadband plus IF) using a
high-speed, uncompressed digital
SMPTE 259 interfaces will be available by
September 1996.
format in the supertrunking of
Flexible drop/add/pass capabilities are
broadcast and interactive video netavailable for universal uncompressed digital
works. Because signals are uncom-

T
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How far can you see?

Telephony, interactive TV, cable modems —
_
a ge
there's no telling what service mix
.
the future will bring. Which means your
system has to be ready for anything. And that's where AEL Optical

transmission products satisfy the toughest CATV applications with
the most simple, inventive methods... like 1550 nm \e la
.
,.\...,
or 1300 nm transmitters with performance for broad , it
band distribution or supertrunking. It's all based on the

\
advanced technology and experience we

Communications comes in.
With our help, you can develop fiber-optic

gained as aleading communications

CATV systems that deliver extra-long-distance

supplier over the past 45 years. And it's

performance with more than enough bandwidth

all available to you today. So find out

for multi-signal transmissions — so you can prepare for tomorrow

k

while staying within today's budget. Our
....,......arar
li'N'irefee ilatm
ee '
- AELINK external modulation fiber-optic

AEL
a Tracor company

Optical Communications Division

how much further you can see: call AEL Optical Communications
at (215) 822-2929 ext. 2941, and ask for our AELINK
fiber optics brochure.

à

-111.11+11ele

305 Richardson Road, Lansdale, PA 19446-1485. Tel: 215.822.2929 ext. 2941 Fax 215.822.2608 Attn. AELINK

©1996 AEL Industries, Inc.
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S ELF- H EALING N ETWORKS
provider is to compete as an "all" service
provider (cable TV, telephone interconnect,
Internet provider), it will need to demonstrate
the same uptime values that customers now
expect and receive from telephone networks.
Household expectations for video services,
and future interactive broadband service, are
based upon their telephone experiences.
Customers expect close to 100 percent reliability and availability, and they get it: average
telephone network availability is 99.99
percent', with 50 to 60 minutes of downtime
per year.

Figure 3: Example Sonet network -hub site equipment detail

BTSC
Codec

DS-3 from
0C-48 NE

Baseband
Codec

—

Scrambler

—

Modulation

RF
upconversion

Modulation

RF
upconversion

Self-healing network costs
QAM
modulator

DS-3 from
0C-48 NE

RF
upconversionill
IF

video networks-electronically switched,
remotely controllable, and optimized for video.
Compared with Sonet, they offer far more
drop/add/pass capabilities. They offer more
flexibility, allowing, for example, the direct
switching of video signals. They supply more
payload information, and more information
about the video channels, including channel
identification, so that reinsertions are avoided.
Universal uncompressed digital systems
carry scrambled signals and vertical blanking
interval (VBI) information with high fidelity,
intact. This offers large cost savings by centralizing processing equipment, instead of distributing it at each hub site, as is required in a
Sonet video transport system.
Flexibility and centralized processing
means that universal digital transport systems
can be cost-effective for low capacity networks
and then scaled up as capacity demands
increase. Scrambled signals can be added
without adding equipment at each headend.
Single-channel extensions can easily be added

to the backbone.
Digital video networks feature the capability to build multiple types of self-healing networks (electronically and optically switched),
and standards-based network management systems (currently TL-1, with more capabilities to
come).

Platform capacity
Both Sonet and digital transport platforms
are capable of 10-Gbps capacity. In ,this is the
OC-192 rate, achieved with wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) or higher bit rate
time division multiplexing (TDM) technologies. Some universal uncompressed digital
transport platforms achieve this same capacity
with dense wavelength division multiplexing
technology (DWDM). It does not suffer any of
the optical dispersion limitations, and resulting
distance limitations, of high rate TDM systems.
Capacities of 20-Gbps and higher have been
demonstrated for both Sonet and uncompressed digital systems.

Figure 4: Example network architecture: universal uncompressed
Working

Add/drop
hub site
Protect

Headend

Six separate fiber feeds:
•Combination of BTSC, baseband
and IF signals (16 per fiber, per
wavelength)

Add/drop
hub site
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10-

1-1111154-550
MHz cable
TV
spectrum

Add/drop
hub site

Reliability
Reducing downtime will maximize
advertising and service revenue and
lower repair and
maintenance costs.
But there is another
reason to be concerned about the reliability and availability that aself-healing
network provides. If
avideo service
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In order to evaluate the performance/cost of
the two platforms, avideo distribution network
based on Sonet, and one based on universal
uncompressed digital, will be assumed. These
are compared for self-healing capabilities and
costs.
This network example
will be
designed with:
V A headend
and five
served hub
sites
V Average of
20 miles
between sites
V Local
drop/add/pass
is needed for
up to 32 of the
video channels
V Redundant protection must be provided
against any one fiber break
V Channel types: 16 scrambled premium
channels
V 6Quadrature Amplitude Modulated (QAM)
channels for near video-on-demand (NVOD)
V 74 baseband signals with BTSC audio. See
Figures 1through 3.
In this example, the Sonet network uses two
0C-48 signals to transport the 96 video channels. It was designed with counter-rotating
rings, to provide complete protection against
any one fiber failure.
There are two main types of Sonet selfhealing capabilities: Unidirectional PathSwitched Ring (UPSR) and Bidirectional Line
Switched Ring (BLSR). In the UPSR case, signals are duplicated at the master headend and
fed around the ring in opposite directions.
Working, or service, circuits typically flow
clockwise, and protection circuits, counterclockwise. If afailure occurs, service hubs
switch to the protection fiber.

Customers

expect close to

100 percent

reliability and

availability, and
they get it from

SEPTEMBER 1996

telephony

Molex Network Solutions
For the BLSR case, fibers are typically
shared, with one fiber carrying working circuits on one-half of the capacity (e.g. slots 124 of an 0C-48), with protection on the other
half (slots 25-48). If afailure occurs, the
equipment next to the failure alerts neighboring equipment of the problem (by aloopback).
While BLSRs have advantages in efficiently
distributing inter-node traffic, the UPSR architecture is typically used for video transport
applications because it offers path protection.
UPSRs are considered in the Sonet version of
this network example.

Provide Picture Perfect Performance

Sonet network cost assumptions
These assumptions, considered by the
author to be conservative, were used for the
Sonet cost models:
V 0C-48 network element: $75K/site per 0C48
Table 1: Example network costs for Sonet network
Fiber

$135,000

Network equipment

$960,000

Codecs, scramblers,
modems

$2,791,000

B

$3,886,000

access and interactive services are just a

Total:

few of your new network requirements.
With all this at stake, can you afford to
trust your fiber network to just anyone?

V BTSC, baseband DS-3 codecs:
$3,500/channel/end
V Add $1,300/channel for modulation/upconversion
V Add $2,000/channel for premium scrambled
channels
V QAM modulators @ $4,500/channel
V Add $700/channel for upconversion
V Aerial fiber cost (4 links at 20 miles/link):
$22,500 in materials and installations
This example excludes network management
costs because these are assumed to be similar

2.4 Gbps
working
feed

Protect
feed

Uncompressed
digital video
system
with DAP,
BTSC/IF/
DS-3
Enc/Dec.

16 BTS Cl
broadcast
/IF
signals

2.4 Gbps
working
feed

Protect
feed

more than offering entertainment

packages to customers. Telephone, intemet

With WDM, save about $50K in fiber costs
(in this example)

Figure 5: Example network equipment
detail-universal uncompressed

eing acable operator today means

Molex Fiber Optics, Inc. designs
products which impact the heart of your
system. We offer afull line of passive optical
procucts for fiber management which
include SC, SC/APC, FC, and FC/APC
cable assemblies, coupler and WDM
modules, fiber drop cables, pre-terminated
cabinets and complete frame administration
systems.

404‘4,4*

Digital or analog network —Molex
selects the right interconnect management
sysiem to give you piece of mind.

Your connectivity specialist.
molex Fiber Optics, Inc.

Reader
Service

44
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Figure 6: Example network hub-site equipment detail-universal uncompressed network

BTSC

Scrambled signals
(scrambling at

IF

RF
upconversion'

• Modulation

Uncompressed
digital video
system

.

The cost savings

RF
upconversion

headend only,
distributed at IF)

automatic protective switching for self-healing
networks: Electronic (redundant optics) and
optical. The system works with two types of
network managers, including aTL-1 compatible system.
In contrast to the Sonet network, which
requires
scrambling
equipment and
QAM modulators at each of
the served
hubsites, the
universal digital system can
transport signals directly at
intermediate
frequency (IF):
41 MHz to
46.5 MHz.
This gives the
opportunity to save costs by consolidating
scramblers and QAM modems at the headend,
and distributing these signals at IF. Then, only
acarrier frequency upconversion at each hub
site is needed4.See Figures 4through 6.
This network offers two choices for switching in backup redundant fiber paths: electronic
and optical. Figure 7shows adetail of the
electronically-switched configuration.
With electronic switching, the optical transmit and receive components are duplicated.
The switching is done electronically by the
drop/add/pass card.
The optical protective switching architecture (see Figure 8), uses asingle pole, double
throw optical switch to restore lost signal by
switching to abackup fiber feed. For this case,
aprocessor constantly queries the
drop/add/pass card, and commands the switch
if afailure is reported.
The cost savings for the optically-switched
universal uncompressed case, versus electronically, comes from elimination of the duplicate optical transmitters and receivers. See
Table 2.
Figure 9shows failure by cause, for outages recorded by the Network Reliability
Steering Committee (NRSC), 1992-1995 5.
As shown, the majority of network outages are fiber faults (75 percent). Both
Sonet's redundant protection and the electronic and optical switching in the universal
uncompressed case will fully protect against
any single fiber failure. However, as Table 3
shows, self-protecting universal uncompressed digital networks enjoy alarge cost
advantage versus Sonet networks with similar capabilities.

comes from

the elimination

NVOD QAM signals
(modulating at

IF

headend only,
distributed at IF)

of the duplicate

RF
upconversion

for both the Sonet and universal
uncompressed cases.
The working and protect paths
can be done with either two separate
sets of fibers, or wavelength division
multiplexing (WDM) to put signals
at different wavelengths (1310 nm
and 1550 nm) in opposite directions
on the same fiber.
Not included in this cost analysis
is the cost of transporting and locally inserting subscriber control information. This must be done at each of
the served hub sites.

Figure 7: Universal uncompressed network with
electronic protective switching
At each shelf, each hub site:

Drop/add/pass

.1E3

..
Optical
transmitter

BL

54-550 MHz
cable TV
spectrum

Optical
receiver

Universal digital example
The universal uncompressed system studied is a2.4 Gbps, 16-channel system. It features two types of

Figure 8: Universal uncompressed network with optical protective switching
For each shelf, each hub site:

le ____00_

Optical
receiver

Protect
Drop/add/pass

Splitting, switching
eliminates need for
redundant optical
transmitter, receiver

Optical
transmitter

Protect
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Less Than 310 Days Until EAS Affects You!
The old Emergency Broadcast
System (EBS) has been blown out the
window and replaced by the new
Emergency Alert System (EAS). And you
have less than 310 days to comply*. It
means you're going to need some new
equipment. But don't panic. We know
what you're thinking —wouldn't it be nice
if there was an emergency alert system
that could contribute to your overall
operation? Because, let's face it, most of
the time, most emergency systems sit idle.

but that's not the best thing about it W hen
ACM is not busy blowing tornado sirens,
flash flood or severe thunderstorm
warnings, you can put it to work flashing
the community bulletin board or local
sports scores. Better yet, use it to
advertise and switch that pay-per-view
special. We're serious: this is the one
emergency system that has enough force
to pay for itself. And that's not just alot of
hot air. ACM is aproven system,
currently in operation at hundreds of
facilities around the country.

Well, SDI has just the solution.
Our ACM (AH Channel Messaging)
system will handle all the video and audio
requirements of an Emergency Alert
System for even the largest cable systems,

With ACM, EAS is abreeze. Contact
us now at 800-231-1349 and we'll send
you our new brochure that shows you why.

404 W. Ironwood Drive, Salt Lake City, Utah 84115 •(801) 464-1600, Fax: (801) 464-1699
Copyright 1996, SDI •Compliance with the new EAS regtdations must be completed by July 7, 1997.
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Table 2: Example network costs for universal uncompressed network
Wavelength division multiplexing
References
(WDM) offers slight cost savings ver1. "The Reliability of the
Electronic backup
Optical backup
sus use of separate fiber paths for
Telephone
Network:' by Richard
switching
switching
working and protect feeds. This cost
Fagerstrom and John Healy, Bellcore,
savings will increase as fiber path
$431,227
to be published. This reference is
$407,295
Fiber
lengths increase. The initial network
from Software and Switching System
$1,280,040
$1,568,976
Uncompressed digital
could be built using separate paths,
Reliability: Cause, Cure, or Bother by
video system equipment
and converted to WDM as future
William B. Smith, Senior Vice
needs for network expansion dictate.
President, Research and Development,
Scramblers, modems
WDM has the disadvantage of
$617,000
$617,000
US West, from the Network
upconvertors
stopping traffic in both directions if
Reliability Council Focus Team
$2,328,267
$2,.593,270
Total:
afiber fault occurs. However, all
Reports, June 1993.
hub sites will still have agood
working feed in the event of one
single failure, and the network will Table 3: Sonet versus universal uncompressed example network cost comparison
be unaffected. This will be aprobNetwork cost
Network type
lem if multiple fiber failures occur
(if WDM is not used, the network is
% cost
less susceptible to multiple fiber
savings
Per channel, Cost savings
versus
versus
Per channel,
per site
failures).

Summary

Universal uncompressed digital
networks offer advantages over Sonet
networks for the transport of wideband video services.
To be specific, universal digital:
V Offers more versatility, carrying
more types of common video signals, and. offering more interfaces
than Sonet. Universal digital's
increased drop/add/pass functionality, greater flexibility, and centralized
processing (versus Sonet's distributed) make it easier to operate and
scale.
V Offers capital investment protection because the system is not tied to
one supplier's standards. Flexibility
and scalability mean it can be added
to, or upgraded, as needed.
V Operates at the same capacity as
Sonet and provides equal protection
against outages.
V Is less costly to install and,
because less equipment is involved,
will be easier and less expensive to
maintain. Centralized equipment
reduces inventory, personnel requirements, and space and overhead costs.
Of the network configurations
reviewed, the optically-switched universal uncompressed network offers
the lowest cost of all alternatives considered, and fully protects against
fiber failures.
Video service providers should
consider it for the best combination
of protection performance and costeffectiveness. CED
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Sonet

Sonet

$4,300

$1,292,730

33%

$3,840

$1,557,733

40%

Total

Per site

per site

with WDM

Sonet network
with line-switched
path, distributed
scramblers

$3,886,000

$647,667

$6,747

$6,616

Universal
uncompressed
network with
electronic
switiching

$2,593,270

$432,212

$4,502

Universal
uncompressed
network with
optical switching

$2,328,267

$388,044

$4,042

Figure 9: Causes of service affecting fiber outages, 1992 -1995
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2. "How Reliable is HFC," by
Kwang T. Koai, Telephony, March 18,
1996, pp. 52-55.
3. "Headend Interconnects: Sonet
or Non-Sonet," by Robert W. Harris
and Thomas E. Hall, Communications
Engineering and Design (CED) magazine, May 1995, pp. 58-62.
4. "Flexibility in New Service
Rollout: Choose Uncompressed
Digital Backbone," by Wesley D.
Simpson, Communications
Technology Magazine, December
1995, p. 42.
5. "Concern Over Fiber Cuts
Prompts Call for New Rules:' by
Deborah Eby, America's Network,
January 15, 1996, p. 14.

About the author
From: The Network Reliability Steering Committee (NRSC), 1992-95
outages, as reported in "Concern over Fiber Cuts Prompts Call for
New Rules," by Deborah Eby, America's Network, January 15, 1996,
page 14.
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Our digital cable set-top solutions are
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digital satellite receivers for leading world
broadcasters.
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Cable pros:

By Michael Lafferty

While the newspapers analyze the latest

merger, lawsuit or technical advance in the
converging telecommunications industries, the
workers in the trenches are left wondering
how each event is going to ultimately affect
them. The corporate convolutions often leave
these dedicated professionals concerned and
terribly confused about their future in an

industry that many openly love and sometimes
hate at the same time.
CED's 1996 Salary and Job Satisfaction
Survey, which generated more than 280
replies, also shows another alarming trend
that bodes ill for both the industry and its
committed workforce. Technical professionals
are reporting increased levels of on-the-job

Figure 1: Satisfaction index of financial compensation, opportunity for advancement and
job security by job classification
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stress that's threatening not only
job performance, but personal lives
as well. And for many, there's no
relief in sight.
One 42-year-old technical manager from Washington state seems
to summarize the feeling of many
when he commented, "I'm not willing to die for cable TV. If stress levels continue to rise, Iwill leave the
industry." Unfortunately, some won't
or can't seem to acknowledge the
ultimate harm such high levels of/
stress can cause, often with tragic'
results for all concerned. (See story,
"Stress takes its toll," on page 92.)

Respondents to this year's survey
were, at times, blunt ("My immediate
supervisor is an ___hole!"), confident
("For the most part, no one questions
what Ido. Iam very good at what Ido,
and management knows it."), and doubtful ("I
really wonder if the industry is as ready for
competition as they claim to be. Ihope we
are:'). Yet, the concerns that came through
were deeply felt and often very perceptive.
While many MSOs have pooh-poohed the
impact that competitive services are having on
cable, many front-line workers seem less sanguine. One 42-year-old technical manager
from California seemed to sum up the industry's situation succinctly, while taking on the
competitive challenge personally, when he
stated, "Although Iencourage it (competition),
it has been alot of years since Ihave worked
in areal competitive environment. With DRS,
Satisfaction guaranteed?
Most 1996 salary and job satisfaction survey respondents were somewhat less than
enthusiastic when it came to their satisfac-
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stretched to the limit
DSS and MMDS, Iwill need to
get my sales cap back on to keep
my industry ahead."
Another worker from asmall
West Virginia system notes that,
"DSS has started to erode my
subs like awaterfall." He predicted
that because of competition of the
telcOs and DSS, "If the cable industry déesn't open their eyes, they
will lose 30 percent of their subs to
competition by the year 2000. They
need to start spending money on
rebuilds and upgrades before revenue declines so much that they
can't."
The deep pockets of the rival telcos had more than one respondent
worried. A technical manager from a
mid-sized system in Missouri speculated, "Their capital and extensive
experience makes me think it's only a
matter of time before they overwhelm
us." A 46-year-old engineering manager from a
mid-sized system in Florida put the ultimate
question even more bluntly when he asked,
"When will it all belong to AT&T?"

A manager for acluster of small systems in
West Virginia sums up the situation better than
most high-priced marketing executives could
when he wrote, "Customers should be the
biggest concern with everyone. We can deal
with the rest, no matter what that may be. But
without customers, there will be no job or
industry. As we grow, we're losing sight of

each and every customer. We need that personal contact, that familiar face. We need our
customer's trust."
Another manager, from amid-sized operation in Illinois, believes customer service will
be the deciding factor when consumers have to
make acompetitive decision. "We have to do
whatever it takes to win the customer over," he

Figure 2: Satisfaction index of training received in various areas by job classification
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Figure 3: Average salary of survey respondents by job classification and age
Engineering
management

Engineering

Technical
management

Technical

Under 35

$45,240

$34,901

$37,018

$33,105

35 to 45

$63,936

$46,099

$43,084

$39,500

Over 45

$67,633

$48,527

$42,722

$37,000

Notes: Engineering management -includes VP Engineering, Chief Engineer, etc.; Engineering -includes Staff Engineer, District Engineer.
Plant Engineer. etc., Technical management -includes Plant Manager. System Manager, Administration, etc.: Technical -includes Installer
Technician, etc. Due to limited response in some job classifications, salary figures may not reflect realistic industry averages.

stated. "As technology evens out with the
RBOCs, our people will be the reason customers choose to do business with us or our
competitors. We have to take customer service
to the next level just to survive:'

Feeling the pinch
The industry's ability to deal with customers and the new technologies elicits considerable concern and criticism from survey
respondents. A technical manager for alarge
MSO in Tennessee states, "Our industry seems
to be more technology driven, rather than ser-

vice driven. We are not meeting customer
needs now! Yet, we want to provide even more
technical services."
More than afew respondents decry corporate belt tightening, which has resulted in
reduced funding of training, maintenance and
staffing. One of the few women to respond to
the survey described asituation that appears
to be all too common. A technical manager
for alarge MSO in the Midwest, she states:
"I am in atechnical department with supervisory responsibilities. Yet, I've never received
more than minimal basic technical training

All of this and more ...

Tektronix

available from stock!
El

Alcoa Fullkura Ltd.

Telecommunications DMsion

and no supervisory training. My department
is pretty much ignored as long as our major
duties are done."
A manager in amid-sized system in
Illinois believes his company is not anticipating the need for new technology training. "It seems," he said, "like the new
technologies are emerging more and more
each day, and we don't seem to be learning much about them until they're on top
of us." Another manager from alarge
MSO in Texas bemoans staff cutbacks as
aself-defeating measure that has immediate implications for cable customers.
"Cutting back doesn't serve our customers better," he states. "It causes more
missed appointments, more promises and
commitments to be broken."
A 36-year-old manager from Oregon
describes his harried situation this way:
"Our corporate offices expect each man
to do the work of two men everyday. We
all run around like chickens with our
heads cut off putting out fires." He went
on to describe how preventive maintenance has fallen victim to finances as

„eat

/
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well. It has, he states, become nothing
more than, "Run it until it breaks. Juryrig it back together and run it some more.
Headends, plant, trucks, it doesn't matter
what we're talking about." He and others
believe the fault lies with "corporate
suits" he describes as "Greedy, moron
accountants, who do not have aclue
about what it takes to run asystem, (and
who) are running (and ruining) our industry."

the past four years due to higher wages offered
at other area cable companies and the phone
company!" Another California manager
believes pay scales punish his company's best
techs. He notes line maintenance techs with 25
years experience earn $14.75 an hour, while
those with half the experience (i.e., 12 years) .
earn $13 an hour. As aresult, he believes "We
punish our best techs for staying and doing
what they enjoy. The industry forces them to
move on."
A technical manager from alarge MSO
in New Jersey wondered why technical
personnel never receive credit nor additional compensation for keeping their systems going. He finds this particularly
galling when CSRs receive sales incentives, telemarketing people get sales
bonuses, sales managers are rewarded
with customer bonuses and general managers receive system bonuses.

Money talks, people walk
Again and again, survey respondents
bemoan the fact, as they see it, that cable personnel, especially when compared to the competition, are underpaid. As aresult, they say
this compensation gap is depleting cable ranks
of trained talent. As one mid-sized manager
from Massachusetts stated, "It's the same old
story. Cable employees (and their superiors)
have been underpaid for years."
According to amanager from asmaller system in California, "tech-napping" is occurring
from both inside and outside the industry. "We
have had amajor employee turnover during

Consolidation woes
Many respondents also worry about the
growing clustering movement in the industry.
Their concerns are expressed on several dif-

Cable Spec°
À

ferent levels. Middle management types fear
mergers with large MSOs could mean their
jobs would be deemed redundant by the new
management. As one manager from amidsized Ohio system states, "Where will Istand
three to five years from now? Will middle
management be cut like they did in the telcos?"
A 33-year-old engineer from amid-sized system in Texas says his years of experience may
not now bode well for him. "I've been through
three sales, and every time, the corporate office
was dissolved. Iwas system level then, and I
was not cut. Iam corporate level now:'
A number of technical pros from smaller
systems are concerned about being swallowed up and forgotten by larger systems.
One manager likens his small system to a
"cash cow" for alarger operator.
Another manager from asmall system in
West Virginia states, "Small systems like
mine are being sucked dry of revenues. But
not one dime is being put back in. Large
MSOs seem to put these systems on the back
burner, instead of looking at ways to make
use of the resources available to them."

.
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Despite it all...

Figure 4: Job classification profiles of survey respondents

Survey respondents were never
shy about sharing their concerns
and criticisms of the industry they
work in, yet they weren't hesitant
39.9
29.5
41
7
42.7
‘verage age
to express their joy and satisfac10-12 yrs.
12-15 yrs
12-15 yrs.
12-15 yrs.
renure in industry
1
tion with their work, either. And,
while one manager from amid7-10 yrs.
7-10 yrs.
7-10 yrs.
7-10 yrs.
renure at employer
sized system in Kansas expresses
happiness that his system "was no
$42,056
$34,595
$44,213
$62,241
Iverage salary -1996
longer TCI," most others took
20,000-39,999
20,000-39,999
40,000-79,999
40,000-79,999
%verage #of subs in system
pleasure from their work situations on several levels.
15
17
18.8
16.4
gverage #of vacation days
A district manager from
9.2
7.1
Indiana, like many others, puts it
6.9
6.1
verage #of personal days
on ahuman level by stating simNotes: Engineering Management -includes VP Engineering. Chief Engineer, etc_: Engineering •includes Staff Engineer, District Engineer, Plant Engineer. etc Technical
Management -includes Plant Manager, System Manager. Administration, etc.; Technical -includes Installer. Technician. etc. Due to limited response in some job
ply, "It is so nice to turn agrouch
classifications. salary figures may not reflect realistic industry averages.
into asmiling face." Another
manager says his co-workers were like
Figure 5: Average salaries /% of salary increase /1995 bonuses of survey respondents by region
"a second family."
While many say they don't like
$50,000
having their hands tied by corporate
$45,000
policies, these same people revel in
their own freedom of action in other
$40,000
areas. A young worker in Florida
expresses joy about his "freedom to
$35,000
make decisions. The opportunity to
$30,000
succeed and accomplish limitless
tasks."
$25,000
A 48-year-old engineering manager
for alarge Colorado MSO takes great
$20,000
pleasure in the fact that the cable
$15,000
industry provides him alevel of satisfaction he never realized in his previ$10,000
ous job. He says that his "personal
$5,000
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o
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1996
1996
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1995
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responses, that very same future was
Wyoming. Colorado. New Mexico. Arizona. Utah. Nevada, Washington, Oregon. California. Alaska. Hawaii. All salary and bonus figures rounded to the nearest dollar
also generating alot of excitement as
well.
One
middle-aged manager from Indiana
Figure 6: Average salaries of survey respondents by job classification and region
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Stress takes
its toll

"For the last
six months of
his life, I
watched
the man Ilove
fall apart under
the stress of a
job. Ireached
out and couldn't
help, and Ishall
forever live
with the pain."

By Michael Lafferty

i

nearly July 1995, things were looking pretty
good for David and Kitty Meszes and their
two children, Joshua, 12, and Racheal, 10.
David, an almost 10-year veteran with
Cablevision Systems Corp., had recently
returned to his home outside Cleveland, Ohio
from the 1995 SCTE Cable-Tec Expo in Las
Vegas with asecond place medal for his efforts
in the Cable-Tec games.
On July 10, 1995, David made the big
switch from being an hourly wage earner to a
salaried position when he was promoted to
field service technician supervisor. According
to his wife Kitty, 35-year-old David had
worked toward the promotion for acouple of
years and "when he got it, he was all excited."
The excitement was short-lived.

Kitty Meszes
August 1, 1996

Soon, the stress associated with the job
seemed to consume David. "It took like three
months," says Kitty, 34. "At home, it fell apart
immediately. He was bothered by everything.
We just couldn't do anything right. Ihad seen
such aturnaround in his personality. Imean he
was angry all the time. He was yelling. He kept
telling me, 'Give me time to adjust.' And, I'm
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like, 'David, we are.' But in his mind, he started
treating us like we were his enemy. And it was
sad. Iwas seeing something happening, and I
didn't know what it was until it was too late."
David's preoccupation with his new job got
worse, says Kitty. The long hours started piling up. "It was like he doubled his hours:' she
says. "I tried to talk to him. Isaid, 'Dave, it's
not really worth it. You're putting in twice as
many hours and coming home with not much
more pay than you were making before'."
The on-call nature of the job began to interfere in what little time they did have together.
"You know," says Kitty, "they had to be on 24
hours aday. The minute he'd walk in, he'd get
paged. And it would be like an hour on the
phone. And that even took more from us."
She begged him to take time off, pointing
out that he had more than 200 hours of vacation, sick and personal days accumulated. "The
whole thing," says Kitty, "was unbelievable.
He kept telling me, 'I can't right now,' because
he had to adjust to the position."
Sometime near the end of January, something between the two, who had known each
other since childhood, broke. "David," says
Kitty, "had decided he no longer could deal
with his family. He shut us out completely. He
told me, 'I can't deal with everything, and
right now, all Ican worry about is my job'."
He told Kitty and the kids to leave.
"That was so unlike Dave that Icalled his
work," explains Kitty. "That's when Ihad
started calling and asking them to have him
take avacation. They barred me from calling.
He had started acting so irrationally. It wasn't
like him. He was despondent. There were
major problems there. And Iwanted them to
give him avacation or astress test."
Things got even worse. David visited his
doctor in early February complaining of chest
pains, pains in the back of his neck and down
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his left arm. Kitty continued calling David and
his supervisors at work but couldn't get through
to anyone. She couldn't leave voice mail messages for him. She threatened legal action.
David's voice mail became accessible again.
"You know," says Kitty, "all Iwanted to do
was tell him that the kids and Iloved him and
that whatever he was going through, we were
family and we would deal with it together. And
Iasked him to go get help. Ileft messages on
his voice mail everyday until...".
On Monday night, March 11, Kitty called
David, and he picked up the phone himself, the
first time he had done so in two or three
weeks. "I thought, Oh God, aray of hope,"
said Kitty. "Maybe something Ihad said had
registered.
"I just needed to talk to him. And he had
answered the phone and he said, 'Kit, I'm in
pain. I'm in pain.' And, I'm trying to figure,
what kind of pain?
"I don't think he was even hearing me talk
to him. He just wanted to tell me what he had
to tell me. He wanted me to have compassion
for him, to forgive him. He was in pain. And
he wanted to tell me good-bye. And he killed
himself on the phone.
"It was the longest good-bye in my life. But
see, Iwas the only person in his life, and I
think he needed me there when he left."
Since David's death, Kitty has been working with Ohio State Senator Alan Zeleski to
fashion legislation that would require companies of acertain size to offer employees some
type of Employee Assistance Plan (EAP) to
head off downward spirals like David's.
According to Isabelle Arace, vice president of
human resources for TKR Cable Company,
EAPs offer short-term counseling for people
who are having any number of problems.
"The purpose behind the EAP," says Arace,
"is to get workers who might be demonstrating
performance, alcohol or drug problems. It's
usually totally company supported (i.e., no cost)
and highly confidential." Once the EAP counseling and/or evaluation is done, says Arace, an
employee's medical coverage usually kicks in if
further counseling is required.
Barry Lawrence, spokesperson for the
Society for Human Resources Management,
says it's important that EAPs become common
knowledge and easily accessible. "Companies,"
says Lawrence, "have to do agood job of communicating their EAP programs without
embarrassing people. They have to post that
information and send out flyers often so that
contact numbers are easily available. That's
because many people are still shy or reticent
about asking about counseling, although I
think the stigma is slowly fading."

The past five months have been difficult for
Kitty and her children. "You know what? Istill
have his work shoes waiting at the door," she
says. "There are days Ireally have bad, bad
days. And then there are other days when Ican
rationalize and understand." Her work to
spread the word about the dangers of highlevel stress and EAPs gives her hope, and ultimately, asense of purpose.

"I don't blame him," says Kitty, "like some
people, for the fact that he did it over the
phone. Ithink Iwould have been mad if he
had just done it and never contacted me. That's
how close we were. Imean, we were best
friends since he was 13. It's like awhole
chunk of my life is just gone. But, if something
can help someone else, I'll feel as though his life
wasn't, you know...". CED
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BACK TO BASICS

Harnessing light
ozoaiinwiaonrde through fiber
optic attenuation
By John V. Romeo,
President, Fiber Wave
Technologies Corp.
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T
he following is an overview of what fiber optic

attenuation is, why it is needed, and how it is currently being implemented in cable TV and other data
communication systems. It is intended for those who
are not engineering specialists, but who need or
would like to have agood general understanding of
the subject. With that objective in mind, let's start
with some fundamentals.
In ageneral sense, the verb "to attenuate" means "to
weaken or lessen." As applied to the light signals
involved in fiber optic communications systems, the

term has two basic meanings. One meaning relates to
the strength or intensity of the light signal—in layman's
terms, how bright the light is. The other meaning
relates to the "dynamic range" of the light signal, or the
range between the lowest and highest input frequencies.
Both types of attenuation are needed in fiber optic
communications systems.

When "less" is better
One reason underlying the need to attenuate the light
signals in fiber optic communications systems will be
familiar to everyone under the sun: bright, intense light
can be hot—and damaging. An intensely bright, sharply
focused light can literally vaporize human tissue, which
is essentially what happens in laser surgery.
Of course, the laser diodes used in fiber optic communications systems produce power levels measured in
mere milliwatts, and only asmall portion of that power
winds up as auseful signal in the core of afiber optic
cable. But everything is relative, and even asignal
that's extremely weak in absolute terms can cause heat
damage in delicate I/0 components when it exceeds the
power-handling capability of areceiver.
It's like feeding ahigh wattage audio signal to
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BACK TO BASICS

This fixed attenuator (SC
compatible) is a compact
unit used to balance signal
levels on networks.

speakers that are not designed to handle high-power
input: the speakers will burn out.
Another reason why attenuation is often needed can
be understood in principle (to extend the audio analogy) by anyone who has heard speakers with alimited
frequency response try to cope with an audio signal
with awide dynamic range. The frequencies the speakers were not built to handle are distorted. Like speakers, the receivers used in fiber optic data communication systems vary in their "power-handling/frequency
response" capabilities. Although modern receivers are
robust, and can accept variable power levels, care must
nevertheless be taken to match the signal to the receiver
in specific applications to avoid distortion (nonlinear
response) at the upper end, and signal loss and distortion due to "noise" at the lower end. The dynamic
range of the pin diodes at the receiver end allows the
user to pad or attenuate within an "operating window,"
which is typically ±3 dB.
Of course, alight signal, whether analog or digital,
can also be too weak. The objective in fiber optic communications systems is to have the strongest signal possible that does not result in signal distortion, transmission errors and losses or heat damage to expensive
equipment. Achieving that objective in cable 1'V and
telecommunications applications is complicated by a
number of real-world practicabilities and considerations.

Why signals start out strong

Air gap
attenuators are
stable in static,
predictable
environments
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The question naturally arises: if very strong signals
pose aproblem, why not start out with signals that are
"just the right strength?" The short answer is that light
intensity is lost over distance—the longer the distance,
the greater the loss. Transmitters have to compensate
for that "built in" attenuation by starting out with asignal stronger than the optimum signal strength required
at the receiver. Also, despite the focus in this article on
the need for signal attenuation, the overriding need in
fiber optic communications systems is to generate signals that are strong enough to "get the job done" accurately and efficiently.
Standard procedure in most fiber optic communications systems is to design transmitters and receivers
that are optimized for 10 kilometer distances. In urban
cable TV and telecommunications applications, however, the distance between the transmitter and receiver is
often 3km, and in fact varies over awide range of distances shorter than the standard 10 km. Another
"power" variable is that different communications networks often have avarying number of fiber junctions,
as well as "legs" of varying lengths and power requirements. Clearly, it would be absurdly expensive and
wildly impractical to have transmitters and/or receivers
custom-built and optimized for every "local circumstance" and every leg of acommunications system.
One solution, which is in fact implemented in perhaps 25 percent of all installations, is to handle signal
attenuation at the receiver through automatic gain-control circuitry that either compresses the signal to get it
within an acceptable range or "cuts off" the signal out-

side of the acceptable range. One drawback to such
receiver-based solutions is, of course, that such
receivers are expensive. For that reason, among others,
it is currently more economical and efficient, in the
majority of cases, to use fiber optic attenuators—often at
the patch panel, where access is easy and convenient.
Fiber optic attenuators enable all terminals in anetwork to use the same transmitters and receivers, even
though the terminals are at varying distances from the
transmitters and receivers. They also allow the use of
the same terminal equipment in all parts of alocal area
network by making power levels uniform on the different-length legs of the network. In fact, fiber optic attenuators have proven to be so flexible, effective and reliable that they are used not only to "adjust" power
requirements within existing applications, but also are
used "up front" in the design and configuration of costeffective new fiber optic communications systems.

Choices

There are two basic types of fiber optic
attenuators—fixed and variable, both available in
"inline" or "bulkhead" configurations. As might be
expected, fixed
attenuators are
used when a
fixed and
unvarying
amount of attenuation (usually
measured in
decibels per
kilometer) is
desired. They
commonly provide fixed attenuation levels in
the amount of 5,
A bulkhead fixed -coupling"
10, 15 or 20 dB.
attenuator (FC compatible) is easVariable attenuily installed between two patch ators include a
cords to provide (typically) 5, 10,
mechanism that
15 or 20 dB of attenuation. Also
available in SC or ST styles.
enables the user
to manually
adjust the amount of attenuation—any amount between
5and 35 dB, for example. Variable attenuators are used
in testing applications, and in systems with variables
that have to be accommodated or adjusted to on an
ongoing or periodic basis.
Attenuation in both fixed and variable fiber optic
attenuators is achieved by absorbing light energy. There
are two principal ways this absorption is accomplished:
air gap and filtering device. The air gap method—considered "old technology" by some—uses hollow rings
for the ferrules at the fiber ends, and it is those hollow
rings that create the light-absorbing air gap. In air gap
variable attenuators, adjustment of the level of attenuation is achieved by manually turning athreaded mechanism to increase or decrease the size of the air gap. Air
gap attenuators are low cost, produce uniform attenua-
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tion across wavelengths, and are stable in static, predictable environments. The primary
drawback, serious enough to prevent their universal use and acceptance, is high reflectance.
Air gap attenuators are also sensitive to environmental conditions and changes and are
incompatible with some connector designs.
In the basic filtering-device type attenuator,
alight-absorbing material is placed between
the ferrule endfaces. Attenuators are also available in the form of adaptors with alightabsorbing filter built in. The primary benefit of
such filter attenuators is low cost and relatively
low back reflection (typically -50 dB). The primary drawback is that attenuation is not uniform across wavelengths.
Another variation on the filtering-device type
attenuator features ahigh-loss fiber (instead of a
filter) between two polished ferrules. On the
plus side, high-loss fiber attenuators have low
back reflection and produce uniform attenuation
over wavelengths. However, they are more
expensive than air gap or filter attenuators, and
are too long for some hardware configurations.
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John Romeo is
president and
founder of Fiber
Wave Technologies
Corp., which is
based in Brooklyn,
N.Y. Fiber Wave
was established in
1992.
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Summing up

64—ese

Today, fixed and variable fiber optic attenuators are available for singlemode and multimode, and with awide variety of connector
and fiber configurations to meet virtually any
application need. The most common field use
involves SC (cable TV applications) and FC
(telecommunications applications) types, but
Biconic, ST and other types are also common
and readily available.
Although variable attenuators are being used
throughout the industry, the fixed style is the
most widely used. There are also configurations
with special adaptors to make bulkhead installation easy, as well as "snap-in" patch panel units
requiring aseparate bulkhead adaptor.
It appears at this time that manufacturers
and end users alike are moving quickly to the
fixed, inline type as the industry "attenuator of
choice!' However, the field of fiber optic attenuation seems far from mature. New types of
fiber optic attenuators will almost certainly
continue to be introduced, so there is aneed to
keep on the lookout for innovative breakthroughs. In the meantime, there are amultitude of uses for these versatile, useful and
increasingly essential "power-adjusting"
devices, and amultitude of excellent choices
among the attenuators themselves.
It is important to remember that fiber optic
attenuators are not laws unto themselves. They
are used in real-world applications that call for
specific performance characteristics.
Therefore, in addition to being specified on the
basis of their "attenuation" characteristics,

About the author

fiber optic attenuators also have to be evaluated and selected in ageneral sense, using the
same criteria that are applied to other fiber
optic components in each specific case. Those
criteria include operating range, operating temperature, vibration, return loss, PDL (polarization dependent loss), repeatability, thermal stability, etc. It doesn't make sense to achieve
desired signal attenuation at the expense of
overall system performance. CIED
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Cellular TV adds
Telcos and MSOs
face new headache

n

wrinkle to war
By Fred Dawson

T
he FCC, with the unveiling of afinal order and new

proposed rules for LMDS, has presented cable and telephone network strategists with amajor new headache.
In anutshell, the agency has left planners with the
task of deciding almost immediately on whether to
bid for ahuge swath of spectrum over which to
deploy atechnology they have had little opportunity
to investigate, while leaving it unclear as to what
extent, if any, they'll be eligible to
Figure 1: General Instrument LMDS bid at all. If the FCC meets its
analog pricing
intended schedule, it will allocate
•MVP-II (analog scrambler) $3,200/channel;
up to 1.3 GHz of spectrum for
available now
local multipoint distribution services in auctions beginning before
•ACC4000 (access control computer)
the year is out. Amazingly, that
$36,000; available now
amount of spectrum will go to a
•LMDS-A (analog convertor) $160; available
single licensee in each of 493
October 1996
basic trading areas blanketing the
U.S. and its territories.
A measure of the cable indusFigure 2: General Instrument LMDS try's lack of preparation for any
digital pricing
participation in the forthcoming
auction can be found in the fact
•MPEG-2 Encoder system (digital encoder)
$100,000/program: October 1996
that, at Cable Television
Laboratories' summer meeting in
•UCS control system (universal access
control computer system) $950,000;
Keystone, Colo., the subject never
available October 1996
came up during asession on competing technologies. "No one has
•LMDS-D (digital convertor) $450; available
asked us to take alook at it, so we
October 1996
haven't," says CableLabs
Figure 3: MulTlpoint sector capacity
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Communications VP Michael Schwartz.
Some companies, choosing to stick with their wellhoned wireline strategies, have already decided to take
their chances without going after the spectrum.
"We do pay attention to LMDS," says Michael
Luftman, vice president for public affairs at lime
Warner Cable. "But we're in the wireline business and,
in our affiliation with PrimeStar Partners, the DBS business, and Iknow of no plans to expand into this area."
But for others, where the old unspoken proscriptions
against invading each other's territory may no longer
make sense, LMDS could present an inviting way to
expand their customer bases. "There's been no strategic
discussions (about use of LMDS) that I'm aware of,"
says Jim Carlson, public affairs vice president at Jones
Intercable. But, he adds, that doesn't rule out future
interest, given Jones' consideration of ways to expand
beyond its current operating territories.
Under the band plan adopted as afinal FCC order on
July 18, 1GHz of spectrum is allocated to LMDS: 850
MHz at 27.5-28.35 GHz and 150 MHz at 29.1-29.25
GHz, with aprohibition against LMDS use of the 150
MHz slot for return transmissions from subscribers. To
compensate for this limitation, which results from spectrum demands of satellite interests, the Commission, in
afourth notice of proposed rulemaking, said it wants to
add another 300 MHz to the LMDS pot at the 31 GHz
tier with no strings attached.
This allocation will put asingle LMDS operator on a
par with wireline broadband service operators, officials
say. Using digital technology in conjunction with prototype systems now moving into production, asingle
operator would be able to deliver upwards of 200 video
channels and afull slate of dedicated interactive voice
and high-speed data services at newbuild costs that are
comparable to the upgrade costs of cable and telephone
networks.
While the Commission is officially neutral on the
cable and telco eligibility question, pending further
industry comment that was due to be filed by August
22, insiders say it is clear the agency wants to prevent
wireline operators from using the spectrum within current franchise boundaries.
"The telcos wanted two licensees per
market, because they knew they wouldn't
be given achance to capture the whole
LMDS block for themselves," says one
1,000
LMDS executive, asking not to be named.
"This was one issue where the record
was not fully developed, which is why
they're asking for more comment," says
768
Michael Gardner, aWashington attorney
18.432
representing LMDS interests. "But they
have to get it resolved quickly if they're
going to get auctions underway this year."
16,128
13,824
11,520
9,216

Rock and ahard place

Source: Texas Instruments Inc.
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The issue presents the Commission
with an excruciating dilemma, insofar as
LMDS has long been seen as alow-cost

means to realizing the Commission's goal of
stimulating competition to cable operators
from the telephone companies. Moreover, with
AT&T and other telecom giants likely to enter
the bidding, barring telcos might only make it
easier for other big players to grab the bandwidth, gaining the government nothing in
terms of auction revenues, and smaller entrepreneurial firms nothing in terms of their ability to compete.
"The issue isn't keeping out big companies,
it's making sure there's alevel playing field:'
says David Mallof, CEO of WebCel
Communications Inc., astart-up firm that has
been instrumental in generating support for a
barrier to telco and MS0 entry. "My concern
is with letting folks in who have an inordinate
interest in bidding high just to protect their
monopoly positions."
Mallof says he is confident smaller companies will be given sufficient dispensation as
"designated entities" along the lines of the
PCS auction rules to ensure their ability to
compete for spectrum, if the monopoly interest
factor is kept out of the bidding equation. But
there's little doubt among parties to the deliberations that LMDS spectrum will cost alot.

tal channels over the 750 MHz hybrid
fiber/coax network. But CellularVision has
long espoused use of reverse polarization as a
technique to double bandwidth efficiency, and
developers are pursuing solid state versions of
the transmitters using quadrature amplitude
modulation, which will also greatly enhance
bandwidth efficiency.
Hovnanian says CellularVision isn't planning to use the reverse polarization technique

at this point. And, others note, QAM-based
LMDS is at least ayear away. Thus, if the
FCC wants to see athird competitive force
emerge in broadband communications sooner
than later, allocating the 1.3 GHz is the way to
go, they say.
Among ahandful of companies who have
gained access to early prototype equipment,
decision makers are well positioned to begin
planning auction strategies, with enough infor-

Limits on spectral efficiency
Commissioner Rachelle Chong, acknowledging the eligibility issue is asticking point
in the Commission's struggle to conclude its
deliberations, says, "I believe there is no more
important policy objective than increasing
competition."
Noting that cable and telephone companies
still largely dominate their markets without
offering much competition to each other, she
adds, "Although the legal obstacles (to competition) are gone, these incumbent wired
providers still face significant obstacles to
enter each other's market!'
While 1.3 GHz sounds like it should be
enough bandwidth to support two or more
licensees, the properties of millimeter waves in
the 28 GHz region and above impose limitations on spectral efficiency not seen at lower
frequency levels, notes Shant Hovnanian, CEO
of CellularVision USA, the pioneer in LMDS
technology. "If you were to split the allocation,
even if it's 1,300 MHz, between two providers,
you'd run the risk of neither one having
enough spectrum to make ago of it against the
entrenched wireline companies:' he says.
Indeed, given CellularVision's use of FM
modulation, or other developers' use of QPSK
(quadrature phase shift key) techniques,
LMDS transmitters can deliver only 50 analog
or 200-plus digital TV channels over 1GHz of
spectrum, versus 110 analog or 500-plus digi-
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Perhaps the
most persuasive
case for UM
as an interactive
service has been
made in Canada

mation at hand to determine how much they're willing
to bid in the context of what it will cost to build these
new networks. But there are many other potential players who don't have anything approaching the field
experience they would need to make an informed decision.
In part, this is because most players were barred
from close scrutiny out of refusal to sign stringent nondisclosure and non-compete agreements with the technology arm of CellularVision USA Inc. And, in part, it
is because many engineers have refused to take the
technology seriously. "Our technical people are pretty
skeptical, especially when it comes to providing interactive services over LMDS systems," says Spencer
Kaitz, president of the California Cable Television
Association.
However, with Texas Instruments Corp., HewlettPackard Co., General Instrument Corp., LockheedMartin, M/A-Com and several other manufacturers
preparing to offer competing means of delivering
LMDS, engineers are starting to pay it more attention.
"We're seeing every type of company represented
in the visits to our facilities," says Carlton O'Neal,
director of business development, marketing and product management for TI, which is demonstrating aprototype of its emerging product line near Dallas. "Most
are seeing the technology in operation for the first
time."
"We had alot of reservations (about LMDS) early
on," says Hewlett-Packard wireless systems manager
Douglas Gray, whose team is working with Stanford

Telecommunications Inc. to bring asystem to market
next year. "But we did alot of testing and convinced
ourselves the technology offers adequate link margins
to compete quite favorably with other network technologies, including HFC (hybrid fiber/coax) and
ADSL (asymmetrical digital subscriber line)."

Look north
Perhaps the most persuasive case for LMDS as an
interactive service so far has been made in Canada,
where Vancouver-based Western International
Communications Ltd., aleading terrestrial and satellite
broadcast concern, has convinced the Canadian government that anew industry can be built on the two-way
capabilities of CellularVision's technology. The country
was preparing to license 1GHz of what it calls
"LMCS" (local multipoint communications systems)
nationwide by summer's end, with plans to allocate an
additional 2GHz to the category over the next two
years.
WIC's strategy, reflecting the common carriage
requirements of the government's LMCS policy, is to
build its business on the interactive digital communications potential of 28 GHz technology, says John
Quigley, vice president of WIC's CellularVision operation. WIC has been working with Lockheed-Martin
Canada, which has developed atransmitter/receiver
that supports atwo-way, point-to-point T-1 data
stream, as well as 200 channels of digital TV, he says.
"We've found this to be an extremely robust technology for supporting every type of interactive service,
which is why the Canadian government has moved so

Figure 4: Local multipoint distribution service (LMDS)
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quickly to license the technology:' Quigley
notes. He adds that experimentation with
reverse polarization has demonstrated the technique works well when applied under the right
operating conditions.
H-P's Gray notes that while the technique
works fine in line-of-sight connections, multiple reflections result in shifts of polarization
that begin to blur the distinctions between
signal streams. Given the importance of
"bounce" to avoiding aline-of-sight requirement for reception of LMDS signals, where
millimeter waves hold their shape much better than reflected signals at lower frequencies,
such as those used in MMDS (multichannel
multipoint distribution services), H-P recommends against using reverse polarization,
Gray says.
However, given Gray's findings, it might
turn out that 1.3 GHz of frequency can be
made the equivalent of 2.6 GHz with reverse
polarization if operators shorten the signal
paths by deploying ahigher concentration of
transmitters in future expansions. Basically, it's
atradeoff between gaining the benefits of multiple bounces to achieve saturation coverage
over alarge area from asingle transmitter or
giving up some of the bounce coverage in
order to gain frequency reuse.
Whatever becomes of the reverse polarization application, it is clear that the coherency
of millimeter wave signals will support asignificant penetration of antenna receivers that
don't have adirect line-of-sight to the transmitter. This makes it easier to deploy the service using small windowsill-mounted antennas
versus the rooftop variety, which are harder to
install and require more wiring.
CellularVision co-founder and LMDS
inventor Bernard Bossard notes that the closer
receivers are to the transmitter, the higher the
number of bounces asignal can go through
before getting to the end user at required performance levels. "Some people have said
they're getting as many as eight bounces in
core coverage areas:' he adds.
By year's end, CellularVision will install
15 more transmitters to accompany four that
are already operating in Brooklyn and lower
Manhattan, expanding coverage to 80 percent
of the 3.2-million-household New York market encompassed in its special license, says
John Walber, president and CEO of
CellularVision New York. "With bounce and
use of repeaters we will be able to provide
coverage to all homes in our territory," he
says.
The performance of the technology has
prompted General Instrument to begin product
development using QPSK modulation, says

senior product manager Lindsay Allen. "We're
working with several people in developing an
end-to-end system," he notes, adding that
equipment will include a28 GHz wireless version of the firm's SURFboard cable modem.
GI's LMDS digital convertor will be on the
market at $450 per unit by October, Allen
says. "We hope to get the price to $350 fairly
quickly and, ultimately, to $300 or less:' he
adds.

Given the sudden surge in manufacturing
support for LMDS, it appears the industry will
have plenty of suppliers, but it may do cable
and telco newcomers to the concept little good
in light of the Commission's determination to
clear the way for auctions this year.
The upshot is that those not already in the
know could soon find themselves under siege
from not only the LMDS startups but, more
significantly, the handful of carriers who
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have been paying attention.
l'elcos are the sleeping giants in this arena, keeping
alow profile but staying very close to developments,"
says asource in Washington who has long been
involved in deliberations over LMDS policy.
"This is where the companies who have kept abreast
of the technology have an advantage," comments another knowledgeable insider, asking not to be named.
"BellSouth, US West, Bell Atlantic—they're not going to
go away just because they can't use the spectrum in territory."
While telco executives reiterate long-standing opposition to any barriers to their access to technology,
observers suggest the industry is not ready to go to the
mat on the issue, which is one reason the Commission
may be optimistic that it can rule on eligibility soon

take on established telephone and cable providers.
Assuming incumbents are barred from in-territory
entry, the economics come down to what the margin of
difference is between upgrade of wireline versus new
construction of LMDS.
By the estimate of H-P's Gray, the capital cost of
providing a7megabit-per-second downstream, 1.5
Mbps upstream dedicated digital service over LMDS
facilities is about $1,000 per-customer, from the ground
up, including customer equipment. By contrast, according to Chong, the FCC estimates the per-sub upgrade
cost to full-service capability for cable is $800, and for
telcos, $1,000.
With auctions looming in amatter of months, there is
likely to be asignificant amount of coalition forming in
preparations for bidding, especially among smaller firms.
"As we saw in the PCS
C-block auctions, Ithink
Figure 5: MM-Wave component requirements-residential applications
there will be some really
creative strategic alliances
• Hub antenna
• Subscriber unit antenna
taking shape in the months
-Azimuth 90 degrees
- Rx gain 35 dBi (approx. 4 degree ll
ahead," Gardner said.
- Elevation approx. 5degrees
beamwidth)
But they'll need finan- Gain 15 dBi
- Tx gain 31 dBi
cial
support from Wall
•
Subscriber
unit
amplifier
power
• Hub power amplifier
->30 dBm (120 MHz BW)
Street, and how far Wall
->20 dBm (2 MHz BW) GaAs MMIC -.
- System goal EIRP > -9 dBW/MHz
- System goal EIRP = +15 dBW/MHz
Street is willing to go to
'tibmovveviarli
back aggressive spectrum
bids could well hinge on
the fortunes of the C• Hub and subscriber unit low-noise amplifiers
block players, says Bear
- 4 dB noise figure (GaAs MM/C)
Stearns analyst Jack
- System Rx goal 6dB noise figure
Roberts.
- Up/down convertors & local oscillators
"The amounts bid in
the C-block auction have
Source: Hewlett-Packard
caused some nervousness
in the financial community," he notes. "If we see
enough to get auctions underway this year.
some bad experiences in PCS, it could cast ashadow
"I believe that, for most of the telcos who have been
over the LMDS process."
following this technology, LMDS has been an out-ofOne startup player scouting Wall Street for backing
territory strategy from the beginning," says O'Neal.
confirmed the fears generated by the C-block feeding
Bell Atlantic, a4.2 percent stakeholder in
frenzy.
CellularVision, will oppose restrictions "as amatter of
"Our biggest problem seems to be explaining why
principle:' says Larry Plumb, communications director
LMDS has nothing to do with what happens in PCS,"
for Bell Atlantic Video Services. "I'm not in aposition
he says, asking not to be named. "Here, we're talking
to speculate about any plans we might have for the
about one licensee getting 1.3 GHz of spectrum, as
technology," he added.
opposed to someone getting 30 MHz to compete
BellSouth, which has participated in two field trials
against five or six other licensees."
of LMDS, is also reticient about future plans, though
Still, even LMDS advocates are concerned over the
spokesman Al Schweitzer stresses the telco's strategic
financial risks an auction is likely to impose. "I think
emphasis on in-territory growth opportunities over outwe'll wind up seeing (bidding) numbers higher than
of-territory expansion. "We want to promote competiany reasonable person estimates," says Paul
tion in the industry, but we would hope to have the
Sinderbrand, apartner in the Washington law firm of
same options to compete as any other service provider,"
Wilkinson, Barker, Knauer & Quinn. "I'm afraid we're
Schweitzer says.
going to see some defaults afterward, maybe greater
than the percentage of defaults we've seen in the CConcerns over cost of entry
block (PCS) auctions."
If LMDS manufacturer claims hold in market
Maybe so. But, one thing is certain: the major carrideployment, the 28 GHz approach to broadband neters who are ready to go after the spectrum won't be
works might be the cheapest way for newcomers to
among the defaulting players. CUD
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about cable modems, ISDN and ADSL.
It's about MMDS, DBS, HFC, SDV and

San Jose, California

FTTC. It's about IP0s, mergers, alliances and

For information...
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Fax-on-demand: 1-800-488-1398
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N THE NEWS

Quality Cable now Belden distributor
NASHVILLE, Tenn.—Quality Cable &
Electronics Inc. has been named as afull
stocking distributor for Belden Wire & Cable
Company's Broadband division. The original
transaction, negotiated at the SCTE's CableTec Expo, is in effect for the U.S. and puts
more than 1million feet of drop cable in
Quality's Pompano Beach, Fla. location.

AM to provide monitoring for GTE
QUAKERTOWN, Pa.—AM
Communications Inc. has signed asupply
agreement with GTE Telephone Operations to
provide its OmniStat network monitoring system for GTE video services networks under
construction in the Tampa Bay, Fla. and
Ventura County, Calif. markets. The value of
the agreement is expected to exceed $2 million, according to information released by AM
Communications. Several of AM's OEM partners will also be providing products to GTE,
according to Keith Schneck, president of AM.

S-A supplies set-tops to TITUS

ATLANTA—Scientific-Atlanta Inc. is providing set-tops, headend equipment, fiber optic
electronics and multimedia taps to TITUS
Communications Corp., aTokyo-based multisystem operator providing integrated video,
data and telephony.
Ajoint venture between Time Warner, US
West, Toshiba and Itochu, TITUS has licenses
to provide service to six areas around municipal Tokyo.
"At present, we have under construction
connections to approximately 980,000 homes:'
said Craig Thompson, chief operating officer of
TITUS. "Over the next few years, we expect to
obtain licenses for approximately 10 service
areas and to offer cable TV and telephone services to nearly 2million households:'
TITUS plans to deploy two of S-A's settops: one derived from the 8600 platform, and
the other providing basic cable access only, or
cable access to asecond TV in the home.

Fujitsu opens N.Y. development center
RICHARDSON, Texas—Fujitsu Network
Transmission Systems Inc. has established a
new, 35,000-square-foot development center in
New York's Hudson Valley. The center, combined with aplanned 131,000-square-foot
expansion of its Richardson, Texas headquarters facilities, will help the company meet the
demand for fiber optic transmission products,
and expand its engineering staff to speed development of next generation broadband communications systems, according to astatement.
The Northeast Development Center is locat-
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ed in leased space in Two Blue Hill Plaza, an
office building complex in Pearl River. The
focus of the center includes advanced network
management, optical transport and broadband
video systems development.
In Richardson, 80,000 square feet of anew
multipurpose building will be dedicated to
engineering, production and technical space.
The remaining 51,000 square feet will be used
for administrative and office space.
Construction is expected to begin by late
1996, with move-in slated for November 1997.

RELTEC intros cable services program
CLEVELAND, Ohio—RELTEC Services
has introduced an offering of engineering,
installation and field services to the cable television industry which includes program management and preventive maintenance/emergency services.
For voice transmission, video transport or
power equipment, the company has the ability
to engineer and install all aspects of anetwork.
RELTEC Services also offers avariety of
preventive maintenance and emergency services to ensure that power-related issues do
not compromise system integrity.

BetaDigital picks TV/COM's uplink gear
SAN DIEGO—BetaDigital has established a
longterm delivery relationship with TV/COM
International Inc. for the company's open architecture Compression Net WORKS satellite uplink
equipment. BetaDigital will use the uplink
equipment to provide more than 80 channels of
digital video and associated audio programming
in adigital broadcast system in Germany.
Delivery of the equipment, which includes
compressors, modulators, scramblers and network management control, was scheduled to
be completed sometime this past summer.
TV/COM began working with BetaDigital in
1992 and has collaborated with them on system
specifications and DVB standardization.

In addition, Cox Communications Inc. has
selected Signal Vision to supply high-end drop
passives to all Cox systems, under the terms of
atwo-year contract, also valued in the multimillion dollar range.

StarSight patents background TV system

FREMONT, Calif.—StarSight Telecast Inc.
has received an additional patent covering
technology that allows television viewers to
access program information while viewing a
TV program that is in progress.
The viewer can obtain information about
other programs currently in progress, or scheduled for showing at alater time.
The informational display can be as simple
as an overlay screen which obscures only a
small portion of the on-going program. The
viewer can customize the display to show
schedule information for asubset of channels,
or to show the schedule info in adesired channel order or for adesired time period.

Integration Technologies acquires ETG
ENGLEWOOD, Colo.—Integration
Technologies has acquired Engineering
Technologies Group Inc. (ETG), formerly an
independently-operated division of Antec
Corporation. ETG specializes in cable television, telephony, microwave, satellite and fiber
optic communications networks.
ETG's former field service capabilities will
be folded into Integration Technologies'
Technical Services Department. Ronald
Cotten, COO of Integration Technologies and
founder of ETG, will manage ETG's business,
which will operate as adivision of Integration
Technologies.

Model wins contract for MITI

BOSTON, Mass.—Nortel (Northern
Telecom) has been awarded acontract to supply fiber optic carrier and ATM digital switch
equipment, worth $1 million, to anew
statewide network known as the Massachusetts
Information Turnpike Initiative (MITI).
Alcatel, Newbridge take Sonet direct
Nortel proposed aconfiguration which miniPARIS—Alcatel Telecom, through its
mizes the need for additional equipment hubs
Alcatel Network Systems unit, and
by making extensive use of long distance lasers.
Newbridge Networks have entered into an
The MITI network is auniversity-run proagreement that will enable carriers and corporate customers to deliver Sonet services from
gram of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
and consists of afiber optic backbone spanthe public backbone network directly to cusning 125 miles along the Massachusetts
tomers' premises.
Turnpike from Boston to Westfield. The netSignal Vision signs contracts with 2NISOs work will be used to transport university
courses to homes and businesses throughout
EL SEGUNDO, Calif.—Signal Vision Inc.
will supply all of the PVC conduit, sweeps and
the state, support the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts' education and public service
accessories for Continental Cablevision's
Western Division systems, under the terms of a initiatives, and establish amedical service
network for homes and communities. CIED
two-year, multi-million dollar agreement.
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People on the move

Mark R. Evans has been named president
of the Wiltron Company, which is amember
of the Anritsu Wiltron Measurement Group.
Evans, who was promoted from the post of
chief financial officer, replaces the retiring
David Friedley. His new responsibilities for
Wiltron, which develops and manufactures
communications test and measurement solutions, include leading Wiltron's research and
development, as well as the company's worldwide manufacturing operations.
Toshiba America Electronic Components Inc.
has named Bob Brown
as president and chief
operating officer, the
first American to be
appointed to such aposition in aToshiba
America operating company. Brown is a13-year
veteran with Toshiba,
having served in anumBob Brown
ber of positions including executive vice president and group executive.
Arrowsmith Technologies has completed
the reorganization of its senior management
team with the appointment of Lt. Gen.
Arlen D. (Dirk) Jameson (Ret.) as president, and Carolyn Maduza as vice president
and chief financial officer. Jameson replaces
Arrowsmith's former president, Curt Bilby,
who became chairman of the board.
Previously, Jameson was deputy commander
in chief and chief of staff for the U.S.
Strategic Command. Maduza, who has
assumed responsibilities for financial policies and operations at Arrowsmith, was most
recently at MAS! Ltd., where she provided
investment banking services to privately-held
corporations, investor groups and Fortune
500 companies.
RELTEC Corporation has named James A.
(Jim) Guiseilo to succeed the retiring Robert
A. (Bob) Dirks as vice president and general
manager for the company's international business unit. Guiseilo returns to RELTEC after
serving as vice president-controller for the
past two years at Reliance Electric. He joined
Reliance in 1976, and since then, has held a
number of positions in the finance area.
Jill Campbell has been promoted to vice
president and general manager for Cox
Communications in Santa Barbara, Calif.
Campbell will be responsible for all operations of Cox's Santa Barbara cable system,

which serves more than 65,000 customers, and
will continue to oversee the management of
the operator's Bakersfield, Calif. system,
where she served as vice president and general
manager since 1992.
Channelmatic has appointed Michael F.
Wells, a25-year veteran of the computer electronics industry, as its vice president of product
development. A holder of four U.S. patents and
attendee of the Owner/President Management
Program of the Harvard Graduate School of
Business, Wells will spearhead Channelmatic's
product research and development initiatives.
Channelmatic has also named Jim O'Brien as
director of business development. O'Brien
brings 27 years of cable and broadcast experience to his new post, which includes work with
Jones Intercable and Time Warner, as well as
automation consulting projects for Utah
Scientific, TCI, EchoStar and other companies.
Thomas Steipp has joined ScientificAtlanta as vice president and general manager
of high-speed data systems, where he will
oversee the introduction of interactive cable
modem products. Previously, Steipp was with
Hewlett-Packard Company for 15 years, serving most recently as general manager of H-P's
Federal Computer Operation. He also held
marketing management positions in H-P's
mass storage, telecommunications and networking business units.
Siecor Corporation has named Sanford
(Sandy) D. Lyons as vice president and director of strategic planning and business development. Lyons, who first joined the company in
1985, will be responsible for developing
Siecor's growth strategies including mergers
and acquisitions through market and customer
evaluation, combined with product line expansion, in his new position.
Harmonic Lightwaves Inc. has announced
the appointment of Zee Shams as vice president for North American sales and customer
service. In his new
position, Shams will
lead Harmonic's direct
sales and customer service organizations, as
well as develop and
maintain key relationships with system integrators and distributors.
Shams has more than
Zee Shams
15 years of experience
in designing, marketing and selling telecommunications and cable television technologies

•

and joins Harmonic Lightwaves from
Teleport Communications Group, where he
was director of operations. Prior to joining
Teleport, Shams held engineering, sales and
marketing management positions with ADC
Telecommunications Inc., Siemens, AT&T
and Motorola.
TCI Communications Inc., an operating
unit of Tele-Communications Inc., has named
Tom Beaudreau to the newly-created position of vice president, TCI Digital TV Inc.;
and Doug Seserman to the new position of
vice president of long term product development for TCI's Digital TV business.
Beaudreau, who began his career at TCI in
1985, will be primarily responsible for taking
TCI Digital TV into the operational phase.
Seserman, who joins TCI from the Quaker
Oats Company, will be responsible for the
long term strategic development of digital
video products and service, including consumer concept testing and business plan
development.
Victor Gates has joined Burnup & Sims
TSI in the newly-created position of vice
president of engineering. A 25-year cable
veteran, Gates will be
responsible for expanding the engineering
operations of the company, including mapping, design and testing
in support of Burnup &
Sims' ongoing conVictor Gates
struction activities.
Gates was formerly division vice president at
Time Warner.
Sprint North Supply has announced five
appointments within the company's marketing
and sales divisions. Dick Summers has been
appointed director of marketing for the Public
Networks Division. Randy Garvey has been
appointed director of Bell and AT&T sales,
and Don Lancasty has been named director of
marketing for the Business Networks Division.
Meanwhile, Gerry Gleissner has assumed
duties as director of sales for the Business
Networks Division, and Laura Skinner has
been named as director of marketing for the
Sprint Products Group.
Terry Campbell has been appointed materials director at TV/COM, awholly-owned
subsidiary of Hyundai Electronics America.
In this newly-created position, Campbell is
responsible for managing TV/COM's purchasing, planning and logistics departments.
He joins TV/COM from Winfield Industries,
where he was director of operations and
administration. CED
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PRODUCT SHOWCASE

S EPTEMBER 1996

CED Product/Service Showcase offers the latest
equipment and services available in the broadband
marketplace. Many of these will be featured at
upcoming industry shows.
Each showcase features a reader service number.
Additional information is available FREE by simply
completing the reader service card located between
pages 84-85. Make the most of this
special service by making your request NOW!

My
Headend Switching
Problems Are Solved!!

TIMED EVENTS
For up to 12 months.
M odel R149

VCR
CONTROLLER
For 4 machines.
Model R154

ENCODER &
DECODERS
Models 9155, R156
R103/7, 939

•Control up to 40 o
Fr site locations
via PC or front panel.
•Stereo audio/vertical interval switch.
•Open drain switch.
•Dual 2X1 IF/RF switch.
•Upload, download and edit all
switching information.
•4x1 matrix switching
•Can enable/disable vertical interval.
•Frequency response to 20 MHz.
•Balanced Stereo Audio.
•Vertical Interval Remote Control
&Cue Tone.
.Automatic remote switching.
•Control 1thru 16 sites.
VElarCA IINTERVAL

VIRC

REMOTE CONROLE11

rE

High Performance Mini TDR's

IVIONR OE
ELECT RONICS

LYNDONVILLE, NY 14098

MADE

*IN*
USA

800 821 6001
716 765 2254
FAX 716 765 9330

8

The E2520 and E2521

capabilities and is acomplimentary

provide economical

adjunct to the Sidekick 7E.

solutions to deploying

Call today for more information.

high performance TDR
testing. These mini TDR's

-offer features typically

found in larger, more complicated
and expensive TDR's but at a
fraction of the cost and learning

curve. Improves fault locating
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A»eng A Seiler My
1221 Liberty W ay •Vista, CA 92083
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YOUR BEST INVESTMENT
DOWN THE LINE
THE L2 UNDERGROUND PIPE
• Lays wire or pipe to
& CABLE LAYER
16" depth

• Simple, efficient all
mechanical drive
• Rugged yet compact
& highly
maneuverable
• 850 lbs. on rubber
tracks provide for
minimal lawn damage
• Reliable, consistent
performance in a low
maintenance machine

Sil' Series Strippingoring Tool
Reader Service 57

• Creates beveled-edge to prevent "O" ring damage.
• Removes outer conductor and dielectiic in one easy step.
• Can be used with Ratchet T-handle or drill.

JCS Series Jacket Strippinq Tool

Tools Vou Trust.

Akm keels Comaribmice hens (urger

HIGH

IN

LOW

• 16 hp. Kohler
magnum engine
• Boring attachment
available

• Fast, safe jacket removal.
• Plastic guide prevents scaring.
• Knurled body provides positive grip.

CablePrep—

• Operator training
provided

LINE

WARD

CORPORATION

For More Information
Call: 1-800-320-9350

157 S ENECA C REEK ROAD
BUFFALO, NY 14224 • 716 675-7373
FAX 716 674-5334 • BOO 816-9621

FIBER

IN

FAT

FTX-95 /FRX-95 FIBER OPTIC SYSTEM
•Exceeds Broadcast and RS-250C specifications.
•Video S/N >75 dBs, De Gain <0.5 %,
Diff. Phase <0.5'.
•10 MHz BW for HDTV, NTSC, PAL and SECAM.
•1000 feet video cable Equalizer and Clamp.
•20 bit Digital Stereo Audio. 20 Hz -20 KHz, AES/EBU.
•Up to two 10 Hz -5KHz Auxiliary Audio channels.
•Up to two RS-232C, RS422, or CMOS channels.
•Portable and Rack-mount urits available with
Singlemode and Multirnode optics

w
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VISIT OUR
BOOTH AT
NFOECI

In the U.S. and Canada call 1(
Be
00)-4TV-TEST
191 Forest Avenue Locust Valley NY
603321
6 232 USA
1-(516)-67 1-7278, FAX 1- 16)E-mail: multicly@village.ios.com
Web Site: http://www.zstarr.com/multidyne

industry's newest
products, services
and informational
offerings?

And, they're all available to you
FREE in the next CED Product Literature
& Source Guide November 1996 Issue.
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Split fiber RF trunk
redundancy switch

Universal
video field
analyzer

ST. LAURENT, Quebec, Canada—Tekron
Communication Systems has introduced the
RSS-2R dual-band split fiber RF trunk redundancy switch. The switch is designed for
broadband monitoring of low- and high-band
RF trunk feeds in headend or hub sites in cases
where the two bands are received separately
over split-band dual fiber receivers.
It automatically switches to the back-up
trunk feed if the RF level of either band reach-

TC-

PARSIPPANY, N.J.—Boonton
Electronics Corp. has introduced the Expert 7831
Universal Video Field
Analyzer that characterizes
NTSC, PAL, SECAM, QPSK,
MAQ and D2MAC broadcast
signals.
The instrument has been
designed to measure carrier
level, spectral distribution,
error rate, carrier-to-noise, DC
volts, and, optionally, the
quality of teletext and page
displays. The 7831 displays
results on a4-inch, or optional
6-inch, diagonal color active

re

RSS-2R dual-band, split fiber RF trunk
redundancy switch

es the threshold point, and closes contact,
which can be used to signal the fiber receiver
for that band to switch to alternate fiber. It is
built with delay and hysteresis for switch back
when primary levels are restored. It is also built
with voltage status indication for each band
and remote control on the back of the unit, as
well as with front panel switch control and
LED status indication.
Circle Reader Service number 66

Fiber optic transceiver

STATE COLLEGE, Pa.—Broadband Networks
Inc. has introduced afiber optic transceiver
designed to provide bidirectional single fiber,
single wavelength transmission capability for
high-speed data LAN or Internet service.
The CyberFiber 1000 Series is compatible
with RF data modems which operate in the 15
to 550 MHz range. The products also provide
additional capacity which can be used to deliver FM modulated video and audio simultaneously with the birdirectional data service.
The CyberFiber design allows the installation of interactive high-speed data using one
fiber strand operating only in the 1310 nm fiber
window. This single wavelength, bidirectional
service allows the 1550 nm window to be
reserved across the network for other needs or
service upgrades.
Model CF1015 can transmit over a15 dB
1310 nm optical budget with symmetrical full
motion video, audio and high-speed data.
Circle Reader Service number 67
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Three-port filter IAIDIVI

BERKELEY, Calif.—DiCon Fiberoptics has
introduced aFilter WDM, used for multiplexing
and demultiplexing in dense WDM (wavelength
division multiplexing) systems. The design is
based on dichroic bandpass filter technology and
offers channel spacings as narrow as 3nm.

Double Stage
Add/Drop

(lerli

Pass

meCommon

DiCon Fiberoptics

Features include: low pass channel losses (0.5
dB typical), low cross talk (-55 dB), and miniature package size (46 x15 x9mm).
The filter WDM is used for splitting the
1533/1541 band (which transmits in one direction) from the 1549/1557 band (which is transmitted in the other direction). The splitting
capability is needed within bi-directional amplifiers, as well as in the terminal equipment.
DiCon has also announced that its newest
model multi-channel fiberoptic switch, the

GP700, is available in benchtop and rackmount
housings. The GP700 is an integrated platform
for control of up to four, lxN modules and up
to 16 solenoid (1x2, 2x2, or on-off switches).
The GP700's manual and remote interfaces
(GPIB and RS-232) reduce training, programming and integration time, according to the company.
Circle Reader Service number 68

Pre-connectorized cable

CARROLLTON, Ga.—AT&T Fitel has introduced factory-terminated cables which allow
end users to quickly install long lengths of
cable or intrabuilding networks without timeconsuming field terminations, says the company. AT&T Fitel's loose tube riser rated, preconnectorized cable assemblies provide the link
between transmission equipment and OSP
cable. OSP pre-conn cable assemblies can be
directly routed into the distribution frame.
Riser rated pre-connectorized cables are
available in fiber counts from 2to 216. OSP
cable assemblies are available in avariety of
sheath configurations, with fiber counts from 2
to 240. Fiber types for all cable designs include
singlemode and multimode. The cables can be
factory terminated on one or both ends with a
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ing, systems margin analysis and transmission
receiver testing. Field applications include
installation, new equipment turn-ups or routine
maintenance.
Circle Reader Service number 70

Boonton Electronics Corp.'s Expert
7831 Universal Video Field Analyzer

Cabinets and closures

matrix LCD with 479 x234 pixel resolution. Frequency ranges include 5to 55
MHz, 86 to 108 MHz, 50 to 865 MHz
and 950 to 2050 MHz.
The analyzer's rechargeable 12 VDC 5
Ah NiCd battery pack provides four
hours of operation for terrestrial signal
measurements, and one hour, 45 minutes
with all options invoked. The 7831 also
features abuilt-in impact printer that
delivers hard copy output of measurements, including date, time, site, satellite
and a24-character user-defined message.
Operators can also use the unit's RS232 connector to transfer data from a
remote site to acentral location.
Circle Reader Service number 65
variety of connectors, including FC, SC, ST, D4
and Biconic. The company's Super PC, Ultra
PC and Angled PC polishes are also available.
Circle Reader Service number 69

Variable attenuator

LACONIA, N.H.—Noyes Fiber Systems has
introduced the SVA-1 Singlemode Variable
Attenuator which offers low back-reflection
with over 60 dB of attenuation range at both
1310 nm and 1550
nm in ahandheld
package. The
SVA-1 is available
with avariety of
connectors and
reflectance
options to better
than 60 dB (with
APC connectors).
With two adjustments (coarse and
SVA-1 singlemode varifine),
the SVA-1 is
able attenuator
user-friendly,
according to the company, and operates allowing bi-directional signal transmission with no
loss penalty.
It can be used for bit error rate (BER) test-

CLEVELAND, Ohio—RELTEC Corp. (formerly
Reliance Comm/Tec) has introduced aline of
Reliable Electric MESA (Modular Electronic
Sealed Architecture) series cabinets. The cabinets can house avariety of cable TV, telephone
and wireless configurations, including fiber
optic transport systems and power hub and protection.
The company has also introduced aboveground, low profile, 360-degree access closures—TV1831H and TV 1228H—for multiple
applications of cable TV distribution equipment.
Both versions offer ventilation through advanced
louvering, which eliminates the need for special
dissipation covers and ensures optimum crossventilation and heat dissipation.
The TV183IH accommodates high-bandwidth
and power-doubling trunk amplifiers, while the
TV1228H is designed primarily to house line
extenders.
Finally, RELTEC has announced Slam Lock,
an automatic, self-locking mechanism for use
with distribution enclosures.
Circle Reader Service number 71

Instructional video

NEW BRUNSWICK, N.J.—Norland Products
has released an instructional video describing
the basic theory of interferometry and how to
effectively use it
to ensure the
quality of high
performance, PC
polished fiber
OS micron diamotort
optic connectors.
Offset 41- 80 microns
Entitled
Norland's video on fiber
Intetferometry
optic connectors
for Quality
Control of connectors, the 10-minute video is
designed for anyone involved with polishing
fiber optic connectors.
The video features easily understandable
graphics that illustrate the proper interference
pattern for controlling the radius of curvature,
offset of the polish and fiber undercut or protrusion.
Circle Reader Service number 72

il

Testing equipment

BEAVERTON, Ore.—Tektronix Inc. has introduced two testing and measurement products.
Its new bitstream library, the STRM100 Video

Compliance Bitstreams, which can be used with
its MTS100 MPEG Protocol Test System, provides acomprehensive verification system of
MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 standards for products
under development.
Tektronix has also introduced the
WFM601M Serial Component Measurement
Set that addresses operational monitoring and
technical test applications, as well as installation and maintenance requirements critical in
the implementation of adigital television plant.
When used with
the MTS100 Test
System, the
STRM100 bitstream
library provides
easy-to-understand,
quantifiable measurements that proTektronix's MTS100
vide aclear, highly
MPEG test system
visible indication of
aproduct's MPEG compliance. Because the
STRM100 can stress individual parameters,
users can rapidly isolate problems to the relevant parameter, without the need for time-consuming off-line analysis.
Developed by the David Sarnoff Research
•
Center, the STRM100 MPEG Video
Compliance Bitstreams were designed for engineers and technical personnel who are designing and testing MPEG-based equipment such as
MPEG decoders.
Tektronix's
WFM601M Serial
Component
Measurement Set
evaluates serial
digital component
signals from
source to destinaTektronix's WFM601M
tion. It accepts a
measurement set
serial component
video signal data stream, analyzes the data
stream for conformity to accepted standards and
indicates any data errors that may have occurred
during signal transmission.
The WFM601M also incorporates capabilities targeted at installation and maintenance
applications. This includes adata word listing
similar to the logic analyzer that allows
analysis of signals to determine conformance
to standards, field/line/word cursors that provide an intuitive way to access data values,
and anumeric jitter readout in addition to
previous models' eye pattern jitter measurement.
The unit also features areal-time, full-field
analog CRT display, which enables technicians
to view the video signal in the familiar analog
format.
Circle Reader Service number 73
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W HAT'S AHEAD

SEPTEM
9-12

Internet Commerce
Expo. Location: Anaheim
Convention Center, Anaheim,
Calif. Call (800) 667-4423.

9-20

Fiber Optic Technician
Training, produced by
FiberLight International.
Location: Estes Park, Colo. Call
(970) 663-6445 for more information.

10 T-1 Technical Seminar, produced by ADC
Telecommunications Inc.
Location: Edmonton, Alberta,
Canada. Call (800) 366-3891 to
register or for info.
11-13 Operating
Hybrid/Fiber Coax Systems,
produced by the Scientific-Atlanta
Institute. Location: Atlanta, Ga.
Call (800) 722-2009, press "3."
17-19 Cable Television

Technology, produced by C-COR
Electronics Inc. Location: Denver,
Colo. area. Call C-COR Technical
Customer Services at (800) 2332267, ext. 4422.

18 Golden Gate SCTE

Chapter, Technical Seminar.
Call Mark Harrigan (510) 9277060.

18-20 SCTE Regional

Training Seminar: Technology

Trade shows
September
18-21 PCS '96, produced by
PCIA. Location: Moscone
Center, San Francisco, Calif.
Call PCIA (800) 269-8999
(U.S.) (reg. info); or (805)
654-1397.
23-25 The 1996 Eastern
Cable Show, produced by the
SCTA. Location: Atlanta, Ga.
Call (404) 252-2454; or use
FastFax for information (888)
814-0303.
September/October
9/30-10/2 Convergence magazine's Digital Television &
Internet Conference & Expo.
Location: San Jose
Convention Center, San Jose,
Calif. Call Fax-on-demand at
(800) 488-1396, or Gary
Lemons at (303) 393-7449.
October
13-15 Atlantic Cable Show.
Location: Baltimore
Convention Center, Baltimore,
Md. Call SLACK Inc. at (609)
848-1000.
December
11-13 The Western Show.
Location: Anaheim, Calif.
Call the California Television
Association at (510) 4282225.

for Technicians H. Location:
SCTE National Headquarters,
Exton, Pa. Call SCTE headquarters (610) 363-6888.

20 SCTE Piedmont Chapter

Technical Seminar & Testing
Session. Vendor show, and BCT/E
certification exams to be administered. Call Mark Eagle (919) 2203889.

23-24 Fiberworks:

Compressed Video: Concepts
and Transmission (CVCT), produced by Antec. Location: Antec
Technology Center, Atlanta, Ga.
Call (800) FIBER ME.

23-25 Chattahoochee SCTE

Chapter, Technical Seminar
and Testing Session. Location:
Atlanta, Ga. Call Johnny Ray
(770) 977-6916.

24-26 Broadband

Communications Technology,
produced by C-COR Electronics
Inc. Location: Fremont, Calif.
Call C-COR Technical Customer
Services at (800) 233-2267, ext.
4422.

25 T-1 Technical Seminar, pro-

duced by ADC
Telecommunications Inc.
Location: Seattle, Wash. Call
(800) 366-3891 to register or for
info.

30 Broadband Network

Overview, produced by General
Instrument. Location: San Diego,

Calif. Call Lisa Nagel (215) 8305678 for more information.

OCT0a>

13 Telecommunications
Network Engineering for
Technicians, produced by
General Instrument. Location:
San Diego, Calif. Call Lisa Nagel
at (215) 830-5678.
1-4 Fiber Optics 1-2-3:
Installation, Design &
Maintenance, produced by The
Light Brigade. Location: Denver,
Colo. Call (800) 451-7128.
7-10 Fiber Optics 1-2-3:

Installation, Design &
Maintenance, produced by The
Light Brigade. Location: Atlanta,
Ga. Call (800) 451-7128.

14-16 19th Annual Newport
Conference on Fiberoptics
Markets, produced by KMI
Corp. Location: Newport Marriott
Hotel, Newport, R.I. Call Jackie
Ferguson (401) 849-6771.
14-17 NCF/Infovision '96.
Location: Rosemont Convention
Center, Chicago, Ill. Call Isabel
Bauer or Dan Hutton at (312)
559-3323 or (312) 559-3324.
21-23 Private and Wireless

Show, produced by Globex.
Targeting private and wireless
cable ops. Location: Wyndham
Anatole Hotel, Dallas, Texas. Call
(713) 342-9826.

22-24 Mid-America: 39th

Annual Meeting and Show.
Sponsored by Mid-America
Cable TV Association. Call Patty
O'Connor (913) 841-9241.

3days of informative, cost-effective, up-to-date
instruction for cable tv technicians.
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29-30 Planning for Cable

Telephony, produced by
Scientific-Atlanta Institute.
Location: Atlanta, Ga. Call (800)
722-2009, (press 3) to register or
for more information.

RETURN PATH
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The issue: Emergency alerting
A recent FCC rulemaking that overhauled the
Emergency Broadcasting System has adirect impact on
cable operators, most of whom now have to be prepared

to add headend equipment and be an active participant in
the new, modern Emergency Alert System. MSOs have
until July 1of next year to comply. Are you ready?

The questions:
1. Is your system active in the current EBS locally?

Yes

No

Don't know

7. Does your system presently have programming override equipment in place in the headend?

CI

Yes
2. Is your local geographic area prone to numerous
emergencies on an annual basis?

CI

Yes

CI

No

CI

Don't know

3. Are you aware of the FCC proceeding that made the
cable industry part of the new national alerting system?
4

Yes

No

Don't know

Yes

CI

No

Li

Don't know

1:1

Audio only

Planning to

Already did

Don't know

Audio and video

Don't know

9. If your system has such equipment, does it override
all channels, including broadcast?

CI

CI

No

Li

Don't know

10. If you have emergency alerting equipment, how
often has it been activated and/or tested?

CI

Monthly
5. Do you have plans to add emergency alerting equipment to your headend in the next year—or have you
already done it?

No

8. If so, does it override audio only, or audio and video
signals?

Yes
4. Does your franchise agreement require emergency
alerting capability?

CI

Few times ayear

Don't know

Make acopy of this page
and fax it back to us at the
number above, or mail it to
CED, 600 South Cherry
Street, Suite 400, Denver,
Colo. 80222.
*Every month, we'll pick
one response from those we
receive and award $50. See
official rules below.
Names won't be published if you request your
name to be withheld, but fill
out the name and job information to ensure that only
one response per person is
tabulated.

Your name and title

Your comments on EBS:

Don't know

System name:

6. How much will your system have to spend to comply with the EAS rules?

More than $1,000 $500 to $1,000

Fax us at
303-393-6654

Location:

CI

Don't know

Your MSO:

Your job function:

Daytime phone #:
Official rules: No survey response necessary. Enter by returning the completed survey via fax
or mail to the locations indicated above, or print the words CEO Return Path" on a3"x5" card and mail it along
with your name, address, daytime phone number and signature. To be eligible for the drawing, entry forms must
be received by 5p.m. on October 31, 1996. CED is not responsible for lost or misdirected mail. One entry per
person. Forms mutilated, illegible or not in compliance with these rules shall be considered ineligible in the sole
discretion of the judges. Odds of winning depend on the number of entries received. Arandom drawing from eligible entries will be held on or about November 1, 1996. Winner will be required to provide his/her social security number and proof of identification and is solely responsible for all federal, state and local taxes incurred. Prize
is not transferable to any other person. Sweepstakes participants agree to waive any and all claims of liability

against CED magazine, Capital Cities Media Inc., Capital Cities/ABC Inc. and its affiliated and independent contractors for any injury or loss which may occur from participation in this sweepstakes or receipt of the prize.
Winner consents to publication of his/her name for publicity purposes without further compensation. Participants
must be 18 years of age or older. Employees of CED magazine, Capital Cities Media Inc., Capital Cities/ABC
Inc. and its affiliated and subsidiary companies, and their respective employees, agents and independent contractors, and their immediate families are not eligible to participate. Void wherever prohibited, license required,
restricted or taxed by law. Sweepstakes sponsors reserve the right to change or modify the sweepstakes rules
while the sweepstakes is in progress. Participation in the sweepstakes constitutes acceptance of all sweepstakes rules.
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RETURN PATH

RESU*
If survey respondents are
to be believed, DBS
providers aren't doing any
better at stealing away cable
customers than they were a
year ago. Sixty-four percent
say DBS is doing a"poor"
job of capturing customers,
compared to 75 percent last
year.
But perhaps the real news
is that half believe it will
have an impact within the
next two years, which is up
from 25 percent last year,
while no one this year thinks
it will take as long as six
years for that to happen (last
year, 25 percent said it
would take that long).
The other big change
from ayear ago involves the
competitive landscape in
general. Whereas nearly six
of 10 respondents last year
said they thought telcos were
more formidable opponents,
this year, half gave the nod
to DBS.
Outside of those issues,
operator reaction to the DBS
threat is about the same as
last year: they generally think
DBS is for non-cabled
homes, and they haven't really had to do anything to blunt
the effect of the service.
Most say they have alegup over DBS because of
hardware costs and cable's
ability to offer local programming and interactive services.
And once again, alarge
majority say they would
implement digital compression today if it were available.
Congratulations to John
Norcutt of Mid-Atlantic
Cable, the latest winner of
$50. To make yourself eligible for afuture drawing, fill
out the survey on the previous page and send it in!
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The issue: DBS competition
One of the most successful new products in the consumer electronics world has been digital TV—or more
specifically, DirecTv. Since its launch about two years
ago, DBS has exploded onto the multichannel video
marketplace, signing up millions of subscribers

between DirecTv and PrimeStar. And now, EchoStar is
up and running, and others are soon to follow.
Meanwhile, cable operators are forced to wait to implement digital technology, probably until next year. What
impact has this had on local cable systems?

The results:
1. How well would you say DBS is doing at signing up
customers—both your subscribers and people who have
never subscribed—who reside in your cable system?
Excellent

7%

Good

Poor

29%

64%

2. How soon do you think DBS will have ameasurable
impact on your system, in terms of number of subscribers served?
Already has Within 2yrs

2-5 yrs

6yrs or more

7%

29%

14%

50 °lo

3. Do you think consumers see DBS as abetter financial investment than cable TV over the long run?

8. Do you think most DBS subscribers are rural residents who haven't been wired for cable?
Yes

No

Don't know

71 °la

21 °la

7%

9. Which do you think is amore formidable competitor
to your system over the next three years—DBS or the
telcos?
DBS

Telcos

Don't know

50%

43 °le

7%

10. Has your system either lowered prices or offered
any special promotions to ward off DBS competition?
Yes

Yes

No

7%

64%

Don't know

21 °Io

4. To what degree has the launch of DBS affected your
system's rebuild or upgrade schedule?

No

21 °lo

71%

11. If it was available, would you implement digital
compression today to increase your channel count?
Yes

A lot

Some

Very little

21%

14%

64 %

5. In your opinion, what is DBS' "weak link" when
compared to acable system?
Hardware cost

Programming cost

36%

21 °Io

No return path

Broadcast-only

Other

36%

36%

29%

14%

0%

No

71%

14%

Don't know

14%

Your comments:
"We have constructed new subdivisions more quickly
to cut off DBS sales."
—John Norcutt, Mid-Atlantic Cable, Washington, D.C.

6. What percentage of your former subscribers have
already switched to DBS services?
1-4%
5-10%
10%-20% More than 20%

86%

Don't know

0%

0%

7. How likely is it that the success of DBS will hasten
your system to upgrade to more channels and/or new
services like data and interactivity?
Very likely

Somewhat likely

Not at all

21 °le

51 %

29%

"DBS is areal threat until cable TV offers atrue return
path."
—Gregg Brazee, Auburn Cablevision, Auburn, N.Y.
't

"We need to ... hasten the deployment of new interactive services to strengthen our competitive positions."
—Rachel Rybarczyk, Harron Communications,
Pembroke, Mass.
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Quality Cable & Electronics Inc
1950 N.W. 44TH STREET • POMPANO BEACH, FL 33064

Scientific Atlanta
Magnavox
Amphenol
Texscan
Comm/Scope
Blonder Tongue
Sylvania

Jerrold
Compedco
C-COR
Ripley
Lemco
abletech
Panasonic

New/Used/ All Equipment/Competitive Prices
Phone: (954) 978-8845 Fax: (954) 978-8831

(800) 978-8845

White Sandi

Are You Looking
for Installers??

11111111111

1-800-Jumpers
CUSTOM MADE CABLE ASSEMBLIES INCLUDING
F to F, N to N BNC, RCA, F-81
Gilbert AHS
LAC
Off Shore
Amphenol

RG-56
RG-59
AG -il
AG-213
RG-214

Belden
Times
Comm/Scope
lntercomp

We will make any cable assembly . Quick delivery on all colors and lengths
Fax: (602) 582-2915 Ph (602) 581-0331

335 W. Melinda Drive, Phoenix, Az 85027

3

For PrimestarNaCom installs
more than 1,200 dishes per week

•Coaxial and Fiber
• Mapping and Design
• Make Ready
•Splicing and Activation
• Fusion Splicing
•Material Supply
•Aerial, Underground &
Fiber Construction

...

quality service performed on a timely basis

rsaj.
),

0,‘!

Call (800) 669-8765 Ext. 3046

Nationwide
Services

DESIGN
EXTENDER

1-800-338-9299

• Emergency Fiber
Restoration
•System Sweep
•Proof of Performance
•Turnkey Headend
•Complete Turnkey
Project Management

C
:S*6,0e
SV
41

At NaCom we know:
• The Primestar set top operation
• Proper customer education
• Dish location crleria
• Installation techniques

CABLE CONSTRUCTORS, INC.

COMPLETE TURNKEY CONSTRUCTION

INaCom

iuiiding Commumation Systems Throughout America

Tr IE M APPING I
NNOVATORS
Est. 1982

A Divon of GLA International

Strand Mapping
As Built Mapping
Rebuild Mapping
Fiber Optic Routing
MDU Surveys
Map Digitizing
System Design

FTF-FTSA Design
Fiber Optic Design
Lode Data -AutoCad
Lynx, Focus, CableView
Microstation (DGN) Experts
File Conversions DWG -DGN -DXF
CAD System Sales & Training

17995 Chesterfield Airport Rd. •Suite 100 •Chesterfield, MO 63005

Phone: 314-579-6627 or 800-875-8786

Far: 314-579-4628

Call Tim Reeder at 800-866-0206 or 610-964-4982 by the first of the month preceding the month of the desired issue.
Fax copy and insertion order to 610-964-4663.
Mail ad materials to: CED Classifieds, 1Chilton Way (4th Floor), Radnor, PA 19089.
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CLASSIFIEDS
PRODUCTS, SERVICES fix EQUIPMENT DIRECTORY

FIDE
'Design

'Installation

WE BUY SCRAP CATV CABLE
'Testing

1.800.831.2925

'Full Turn Key Services

PO. Box 571
APPLICATIONS: Telephone •Cable TV,
Danielson, CT 06239-0571
802 Networks •Process Control •Security • Tel: 860-774-4102; Fax: 860-774-4783
IVHS •Educational Networks

MATEJKA

Cable Recovery Inc.

Planes 1057

SERVICES INCLUDE: System Engineering & (1405) Buenos Aires
Republica Argentina
Design •Outside Plant Construction •Project Tel: 582-2915: Fax 582-1372
Management •Aerial &Underground Cable
Installation •Systems Integration •Premises
Wiring •Splicing •Termination •Testing •
Activation •Training •Emergency Service

COAST TO COAST SERVICE
818 W.3rd S
t. •RO .Box 1224 •Winona, MN 55987

ProPesig i
ric

WE BUY SCRAP
CATV CABLE

Your One Stop Design Shop!
Full Service Design

Construction

Mapping

Aerial

Digitizing

Underground

Lode Data and Lynx (FOCUS)

Directional Boring

File Conversions DWG-DON

Splicing

MIDWEST CABLE SERVICES
800-852-6276
10 YEARS OF NATIONWIDE SERVICE

*All Architectures/Upgrade/New Builds/Extensions*

P.O. BOX 96, Argos, IN 46501

Contact Tony ',fisher at (309) 383-2655

Base Mapping •Strand Mapping •As-Builds •Make Ready •Digitizing •
Broadband Network Design •Fiber Optic Network Design

MicroStation

Lode CAPP

Lynx CAPP

Lode DATA

FOCUS

Since 1986

& Technical Services, Inc.

New England Distributor of American Digital Cartography Maps

AutoCAD

Professional Installation

An Engineering Services Conipany dedicated to:
•SWEEP -FORWARD -REVERSE

•ACTIVATION -BALANCE

•CALAN -WAVETEK -1GHz •PROOFS
•COMPUTERIZED REPORTING

P.O. Box 365 •North Springfield, Vermont 05150

•ELECTRONIC UPGRADES -RESPLICE

CINCINNATI, OHIO
FAX: 513-583-1140

Voice: (802) 885-9317 Fax/Modem: (802) 885-9328
e-mail: pvc2@vermontel.com

800-457-4569

EAS "SUB-ALERT"

Field Mapping Services

Emergency Alert System

Design Engineering
Asbuilt Digitizing

FCC & LOCAL FRANCHISE
1st COMPLETE AUDIO & VIDEO E.A.S.

High Capacity
On-time Delivery
First Class Quality
Ise

"Solutions" Not Just Products...

SECA

800-628-0088

350 Indiana Street, Suite 200, Golden, Colorado 80401
(303) 279-7322 •fax: (303) 279-2546 •email: mapping@seca.com
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PRODUCTS, SERVICES & EQUIPMENT DIRECTORY
Established

Member

1980

SCIE

RETURN ACTIVATION

•Headend Services
— COMPIEIE Hi AI /I ND RELOCATION SERVICE
— RERACK AND RI
\
VIRE
— OPTIMIZE
— PROOF

Ery in Cable Construction, Inc.
1800-232-7155
Communication Construction Specialist
Fiber, Aerial and Underground
Fiber Splicing
Design and Mapping
Directional Boring

•FCC Proof Performance

Construction
Upgrades
New Builds
Coaxial Splicing

— RF Pnoors
VIDEO TRIANUAL PROOI

(800)292-0126
(605)426-6140

•On Site Training
•Design and Drafting

I
PSWICH SD

-SI
RAND MAPPING
-As BUILT MAPPING
-SYSTEM DESIGN
-MAP MANAGEMENT & SYSTEM UPDATES

Top Quality Workmanship and Equipment
260 N. Lincoln Blvd. East •Shawneetown, IL 62984

Fereyegeegt
013",»W%-%es
*se Peoeh
irqps

Rigye-IV
freeelM I

Ma

ifelereeree
"Mapping the 2Ist Century's
Information Super Highway"

800-448-1666 •315-437-3953

MICROWAVE FILTER COMPANY
6743 KINNE STREET
EAST SYRACUSE, NY 13057

Fax: 315-463-1467
hiflenvAvw.ras.com/mwfilter/orefiltothlm
E-MAIL: mfc @ ras.com

Cable TV •Power •Gas •Telephone •WaterlWasteWater
Services include:

Consulting • Data Conversion

It's A Fact!

• GIS/Facility Mapping

Data Base Design • Field Walkout • Fiber/Coaxial Design
FOCUS TM

When you place your business card in the
CED Classified Professional Directory,
you place
Specifying

it in the

hands

Engineers,

of over

22,000

Engineering

and

Corporate Managerial Personnel employed in
Cabletelevision and TV Industries.

To place an ad Call Tim Reeder

For more information contact:
405 N. Reo Street • P.O. Box 20112 • Tampa, FL 33622-0112

610 -964 -4982

Telephone: (813) 289-4119 • Facsimile: (813) 287-3674

EMERGENCY
ALERT SYSTEMS

SUrin
—

omt•woet+o

LINE AMPLIFIERS, TAPS, CONNECTORS
CONVERTERS -ALL TYPES AND MAKES
HEADEND EQUIPMENT
FAX US YOUR SURPLUS IN
LIST
PH: (619) 631-2324 • FAX: (619) 631-1184

By

Idea/onics
oup to 90 channels

WE BUY AND SELL
QUALITY CATV EQUIPMENT

WE BUY & SELL
SURPLUS NEW & USED
CONNECTORS,TAPS, HEADEND, LINEGEAR, MISC.

014 day delivery

•compatible with all headends

BOLIGHT/SOLD/SERVICED

-AFFORDABLE-

Tel: 701-786-3904 Fax: 701-786-4294

Video Units Also Available
ASK ABOUT COMPLETE SYSTEMS TO
MEET THE NEW FCC MANDATE

Call 8004366-0206
to reeerve epace1

450
MHz

MAS Station
GI Station

SA Station
C-COR Station

450 GISALELE

MAG LE

MHz

PREMIER

Emu: moorst@comtch.iea.com
HOME PAGE: http://www.iea.com/-moorst/
We Now Accept M/C And VISA

all Weirld, But
Site
dore!

$85 -

C-COR LE

ALL TYPES OF
EQUIPMENT WANTED
-Fax List-

WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL
SINCE

AUIESIA
ICES
Sel?V..
1-800-98-ARENA

THE

$349-

TM BROKERS

5402 HIGHWAY 95 -COCOLALLA, ID 83813
TEL: 208-683-2797 OR F
AX: 208-683-2374

1982
Fax 1-610-279-5805
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C LASSIFIEDS
PRODUCTS, SERVICES & EQUIPMENT DIRECTORY
HIGH TECH CABLE,INC .
NEW, USED and REFURBISHED LINE
GEAR
SA, JERROLD, SYLVANIA, MAGNAVOX
AND C-COR
Warranty Available
CONVERTERS also AVAILABLE
We always BUY EQUIPMENT
PHONE: 407-375-9458
706-213-0385
FAX: 407-375-8631

NEED SOME WIND IN
YOUR SALES?
ADVERTISE IN

ROCKY MOUNTAIN

„A (

Industry
Service
Since

JUMPER CABLES

1966

P.O. BOX 9707 •HELENA MT 59604

Custom Made Jumpe ,Assemblies
All Brands Fittings/Cable

•FMale
•RG -56
•PL

•RG -59
•BNC
•Other

•FFemale
•RG -11

Our jumpers never leave our plant during construction, insuring inspection of each phase of construction. Our
quality control insures you the lowest RF leakage possible Call tor pricing and free sample. (406) 458-6563

C OMMUNICATIONS & COMPUTERS

F1E11407E5
BUY FACTORY DIRECT AND SAVE!

CED CLASSIFIED!

MAWR
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CAREER O PPORTUNITIES

oeh
Froeh
Fr

SCIE Member

SA 8600
Operates 8600
on-s(reen program
$4.50

Peter

0

J

•

••

re._

NIX

•

SRC 175 (beige)
SRC 175 (b)ack)
Operates all 8500 to 8580 series non-volume
SA converters
$4.00
ALSO NOW AVAILABLE:
SA 475
PAN 1';'0
JER 400
PAN 140
JER 450
PAN 170
JER CFT 2000
PIONEER (w/vo))
TOCOM, ZENITH, 6-in-1 UNIVERSAL
All remotes ore quality tested. Call for specs

JER 550 (w/vol)
PIRC 824 (v/vo))
DP, DPBB, DPV, DON
Operates Pioneer
5&7, Starcom VI, DL4 5000 8,6000
$4.00
$4.00

VOLUME DISCOUNTS ENCOURAGED

lich
lich &Co.

4

search

PO. Box 339 Weatherford, TX 76086

ALSO AVAILABLE:

(800) 742-4947 FAX (817) 594-1337

SA 8500
SA 8511
SA 8520
SA 8525
SA 8550
SA 8580
SA 8590

All levels of Technical

•
-

_

tiz.•

Positions -Corporate to
Hourly. Operators and

IC 7200
$3.75 any quantity
Fits Jerrold 7200 series.

SC 8600
$5.95 any quantity
Fits Scientific-Atlanta 8600 series.

NOVAPLEX

Manufacturers

PAN 110
PAN 120
PAN 130
PAN 140
quantity
pricing
discounts!

800-G44-OG82

1111111111111111111111W

Call or Write. Fees Paid.

amples available on recrues
Novaplek,
c.
¡rti• ey
FAX: 818/504-6522

ve,
un
a ey
91352
credit terms available

Your Advertisement + CED Classifieds =
A Winning Combination!
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CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

CABLE SEARCH
ASSOCIATES
Professional Search

Detron has immediate domestic and international short-term
and long-term assignments for Telecommunication Professionals.

RF

Also Needed

Experienced in Cellular, Wireless,
PCN, PCS, 2-Way, Microwave, etc.

• Product Developers

• Program Managers

• Business Product Expert (FRAD)

• Engineers

• Engineering Manager

• Technicians

• Senior Software Engineer (ATM)

• Director of Marketing—N.A.

and Placement

Engineering
Sales
Management Marketing
Technicians
Construction

CIIVd S33d

4WIe

Permanent and Contract

Call or Write

FEES PAID

Immediate
Worldwide Openings

4.100.
allde
*1114
•

Wick Kirby

Phone: (630) 369-2620
Fax: (630) 369-0126
P.O. Box 2347
Naperville, IL 60567

• Testers
For prompt response, send
your resumé in confidence to:

• Installers
• Real Estate Specialists

Engineers
• RF' (Site Quai, Modeling, Field
Measurement, Spectrum Analysis)
• Cellular or Microwave
• Power System
• Antenna/Tower Construction
• Site Survey

National Recruiting Hub:
Detron/Atlanta, GA
1640 Powers Ferry Road
Building 20, Suite 300
Marietta, GA 30067
Fax: 770-980-0706
http://www.detron@mindspring.com

DEMON:

• Network (Fiber)
• Switching (5ESS, DMS)
• Transmission (5ESS, DMS)
• Right of Way

Telecommunication Services, Inc

CrDl o

CDI Telecommunications, Inc

CATV & Fiber Subcontractor
Crew and Personnel Needed
For East Coast &
Southern Locations
Call: 919-637-5561

is hiring experienced people
for the following positions:

DIOTE1,

DESIGN ENGINEERS

NETWORK SERVICES. INC

Design Fiber & Coax
Broadband Routes.

the nation's fastest growing HFC
network design contractor, is presently
accepting applications for the
following positions:

TECHNICIANS

Installation, Cut-over,
Testing, Upgrades

BROADBAND DESIGNERS
CADD DRAFTERS
--- DATA ENTRY PERSONNEL

Call: (800) 669-1890

--- SYSTEM PROOF/SWEEP &
BALANCE TECHNICIANS

Ext. 895

FIBER SPLICERS

Fax: 800-875-1904

FIELD ENGINEERS
FIELD MAPPERS

Attn. C8895

Excellent Compensation & Benefits

Mail resume to:

Mail Resume to:

DIGITEL NETWORK SERVICES

P.O. Box 40 56, Dept. 95
Scottsdale, Arizona 85 261-4 056

I
355 Old Norcross Road. Lawrenceville, GA 30245
•

or fax to: (770)682-4500

TELECOM ENGINEERS
Immediate openings with Wolters Comm. for
Telecom Engineers experienced in Circuit
Design, Traffic, Planning and Special
Services. Send Resumes to John Taylor
Tel. 918-473-2611 or FAX: 918-473-1121.

SALES ENGINEERS
2Positions
Andean Region AND Mexico
Scientific-Atlanta, arecognized world
class leader in satellite-based
communication networks, cable
television electronics and instrumentation products, is currently seeking 2
Sales Engineers. One position will
cover the Andean Region and the other
Mexico.
This professional will be responsible for
providing technical support to the sales
team; training customer engineers and
technicians on technology, designs and
products; as well as helping customers
troubleshoot and fix product or system
problems. Requirements include a4year University degree
(BSEE
preferred) or equivalent coupled with a
minimum of 3 years experience
working with high technology products
or systems. RF analog, digital,
optoelectronics and/or telephony
experience also required. Fluency in
Spanish and the ability to travel
extensively are amust.
We offer a competitive salary and
exceptional benefits package. For
consideration, please mail, fax or e-mail
resume and salary history to:
Scientific-Atlanta, Attn: Staffing, Job
Code SE, 4311 Communications Drive,
MS ATL 30-K, Norcross, GA 30093-2990;
FAX: 770-903-3902; sa.staffing@sciatl.com
(e-mail resume in TEXT format only).
See our Home Page at www.sciatl.com

Scientific
Atlanta

4
--_

I
N THE LOOP

W

e've often heard it said that the whole is greater than
the sum of the parts. As Iwatched the Centennial
Olympics in Atlanta, this point seemed to hit home again
and again. The U.S. women's gymnastics
team winning the gold medal, while not
faring well in the individual all-around
competition, is just one example.
This concept applies to many things
in the telecom world, including network
delivery systems that effectively meld
seemingly every different kind of technology imaginable. From alocal government perspective, one sterling example
of the validity of this concept is municipalities banding together to form commissions and consortia to address many
facets of cable and telecommunications,
including technology and program production and delivery issues.
As an example, the North Suburban
Cable Commission (NSCC) represents
10 communities outside of St. Paul,
Minn. The NSCC and its companion
North Suburban Access Corporation
(NSAC) perform avariety of tasks for
the 10 cities, including the production
and distribution of public access television over CTV Channel 15 on the
Meredith Cable system in that area. The
NSCC also assists in the production and
distribution of government access programming. This programming is routed
through two headends and CTV's master control using
standard RF assignments upstream to the headends,
fiber interconnects between the headends and Di-tech
routing switchers at the headends, such that each of the
10 government access channels is ultimately programmed discretely to each respective community.
The NSCC performs ahost of functions related to the
effective operation of this network, such as: operation of
network master control; technical interface with Meredith
Cable; operation of pooled resources; insertion of regional programming to all 10 cities concurrently; and equipment specification and cooperative purchasing.
The NSCC also serves as afocal point for institutional network development. It is assisting school districts with broadband Ethernet implementation; member municipalities with Internet access; and avariety of
entities with GIS network implementation.
NSCC officials believe that the successful operation of
the commission has created the potential for even greater
cooperation among the member jurisdictions on other
issues like economic development and transportation
planning. Additionally, it has facilitated some of the communications needs of the school districts that cross jurisdictional lines but fall within the commission's 10-city
area. What the member jurisdictions and other entities
have found is that they can do things more efficiently
through the commission than they could do on their own.

The whole is
greater than
the sum of
the parts

By Thomas G. Robinson,
Director of Regulatory
Affairs and Technology
Development, River Oaks
Communications Corp.

Have acomment?
Contact Tom via e-mail at:
tomgrob@rivoakscom.com
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Officials of the neighboring Ramsey-Washington
Suburban Cable Commission (RWSCC) echo the same
beliefs. The RWSCC represents 12 commnities totaling
more than 52,000 homes with more than 26,000 subscribers and provides programming services to its member jurisdictions through GIN, the Government
Television Network. By pooling their resources into
GIN, the RWSCC members are provided avariety of
benefits: the level of original programming is increased;
the technical quality of production is enhanced through
the use of centrally-housed Betacam equipment, which
would be too expensive for individual jurisdictions to
employ; and all different types of technical and programming expertise are shared, enabling production of a
high quality of programming. GIN also produces training tapes for the member jurisdictions that assist in
improving avariety of governmental operations.

Parts Is parts

These types of intergovernmental organizations have
been effective nationwide in meeting the needs of their
member jurisdictions, especially as the cable industry has
begun to pursue more network regionalization ,
.and as the
telecom industry continues to evolve into acompetitive
marketplace. An example of this can be found in the
workings of the Metropolitan Area Communications
Commission (MACC) which represents 15 cities and
Washington County outside of Portland, Ore. Since its
creation in 1980, MACC has served as amodel for other
intergovernmental organizations that have followed.
Throughout the last 16 years, and franchise transfers to
Columbia Cable and ICI, MACC has provided awide
range of services for its member jurisdictions, ranging in
population size from under 100 to more than 70,000,
including I-Net services such as telemetry, broadband
Ethernet and Internet access to ahost of city and regional
agencies, and interconnect services for adozen school
districts. MACC has found that its long history of
resource sharing and effectively addressing regional communications needs has significantly benefitted its member jurisdictions by now providing the ability to address
broader telecommunications issues.
Similarly, the Greater Metro Cable Consortium
(GMCC), representing 24 jurisdictions in the Denver
metropolitan area, has found that the consortium has significantly benefitted its members in addressing regional
telecom issues, including the technological upgrade of
TCI's mammoth regional system. It is evident that local
government consortia are effective in meeting technological, programming and regulatory challenges, especially
in today's complex and evolving telecom environment.
Idon't remember mtich about my human anatomy
class in high school (I think this was due to the phenomenon known as "formaldehyde fog"), but Ido
remember that the essence of the class was that individual organs, even the brain, were essentially just
parts. However, when you add them all together, and
the parts function in concert, as my old biology teacher
used to say, "Now ya' got somethin' special!" CIED
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Innovative Status and
Performance Monitoring
Solutions from Cheetah.

Continuous Monitoring.
The Cheetah System never sleeps. When you are away from
your network, rest assured knowing you will be notified of equipment
problems or out-of-spec conditions. Should apower supply fail, amodulator
deviate from specifications or if system Carrier-to-Noise impacts picture quality, the
Cheetah Syshm makes sure yoli know. And you'll be aware of it before your subscribers call.
Improve Performance
The Cheetah System helps you manage your network. Monitor headend and distribution devices
throughout your multi-vendor plant. Measure ingress and noise on your return path. Fully
automate all your performance measurements including non-interfering distortion monitoring,
measurements, levels and frequencies. Plus with Cheetah, your network reliability increases, giving
you the flexibility, quality and control you require to implement new data and video services.
The International Benchmark.
The Cheetah System is astandard around the world. From the Pacific Rim and
South Pacific to Europe, Latin America and North America, Cheetah monitors
the world's broadband networks. For status and performance monitoring, the
Cheetah system will work for you now and in the future. For further
information and product literature, call (941) 756-6000 today.

SUPERIOR ELECTRONICS GROUP. INC..
6432 Parkland Drive •Sarasota, Florida, USA 34243 •(941) 756-6000 •FAX: (941) 758-3800

ONLY ONE
BROADBAND
NETWORK
COVERED THE 1996
OLYMPIC GAMES
END-TO-END.

Soccer from Birmingham. Kayaking from Tennessee. Athletics
from downtown Atlanta. Over 60 channels of live video were available to the press and broadcasters covering the Games. Thanks in
part to Scientific-Atlanta, whose broadband television distribution
system helped link all sports venues to key locations. And more
than 6,000 Scientific-Atlanta digital communications terminals
allowed viewers to watch simultaneous coverage of all televised
Olympic Games activity. We like to think of it as technology with
no boundaries. To learn more call 1-800433-6222 or
http://www.SciAtl.com.
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